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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE BROKEN GUN
--OR--

ARIETT A'S QUICK WIT
By AN . OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE CAMP I N THE GLADE.

Young Wild West and the friends who traveled with him in
search of excitement and adventure came to a halt at the close
qf a rather warm day in July a few years ago, and proceeded
without delay to put their camp in shape.
It was in a wild part of the Rockies in Western Colorado,
and at the time of which we write the population was rather
scarce in that section, while all sorts of dangers threatened
travelers.
Mining camps were scattered about, many of them being full
of business, for prospectors were striking it rich right along.
The trail the Champion Deadshot of the West, as he was
commonly called, had been following since noon showed evidence of being traveled considerably, and this led him to
believe that they might strike a mining cal\-1-p before night.
But the place they halted at looked so mviting that after
consulting with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim
" Dart, Wild decided to remain there over night and set out
again in the morning.
All hands were so used to camp life that it mattered little to
.
them whether they did this or not.
Even the girls were accustomed to it, and sometimes when
they put up at a hotel they really became disgusted and wished
that they might be in the open.
For the benefit of those who have not been following the
adventures of Young Wild West and his two partners closely,
we will state that the party consisted of Arletta Murdock, the
golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wild West; Anna, the wife
of Cheyenne Charlie, the scout; and Eloise Gardner, Jim
Dart's sweetheart.
ltight here we may as well state that two Chinamen were in
their employ as handy man and cook, their names being Hop
Wah and Wing Wah.
This made the party number eight all told, and an ordinary
person to have met them would no doubt have decided that
there really were but three who might put up a fight in case
they were attacked by a lawless band of white men or bad
Indians.
Of course, a big mistake would be ma.de if one really thought
this, since Arletta Murdock could handle a firearm and ride a
horse as well as the average man of the West.
She was full of grit, too, and had many times proved to be
of valuable assistance while the young deadshot was engaged
In fighting his fo es.
Anna and Eloise could also shoot well, and they had been
in tbat part of the country among its greatest dangers quite
long enough to mak e t hem used to it, and though they were
a little II1ore timid than Arietta, they always gave a good
account of themselves when they were hard pressed.

Of the two Chinamen, Wing, the cook, was probably the
·
best one with a gun.
He could shoot fairly well, but had a tinge of cowardice in
him, and usually got to cover when danger threatened.
Hop, qn the other hand, had never been known to be able to
hit a target at close range.
But there was nothing cowardly about him, and he very
often turned what seemed to be certain defeat into victory, all
through his cleverness and ability to perform feats of sleight·
of-hand.
It is not at all necessary to say that Young Wild West,
though but a boy in years, had made a reputation for himself
that many a man old enough to be his grandfather might have
been proud to own, all through his daring and successful
efforts in putting down vice while assisting to pave the way
to civilization.
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, was so well lmown that, suffice it to say he was a little headstrong and excitable at times,
he was a fitting companion for the boy.
Jim Dart, who was but a boy about the same age as our
hero, was known for his quiet manner, but never once could
any .one say that he had flinched in times of danger.
Both Charlie and Jim could shoot as well as the best of
them, though they were willing to admit that Wild had no
equal when it came to quiclc and accurate shooting, whether it
was for fun or for fair.
The young deadshot and his partners had struck it rich
sometimes before we find them in the wilds of the Rockies at
the opening of this story.
All loving adventure and excitement, they had been making
it their business for three or four years to ride about in the
wildest parts of the West and hunt for it.
Usually they found what they wanted, and very often they
located a gold mine or some buried treasure which all went to
add to the excitement and the fun, for there certainly was lots
of fun, especially when· Hop Wah took a notion to amuse the
party by his antics and practical joking.
As a rule it Is very easy to find a suitable place to camp in
the Rocky Mountains.
Running streams are encountered frequently, and the glades,
dells and gl~ns are almost numberless.
It was in a little glade at the left of the mountain trail that
our friends chose to erect the two tents that formed a sleeping
quarters for them all.
A rocky cliff towered high upon the left, and a miniature
waterfall made music as it tumbled down into the pool which ·
fed a running brook where the grass was growing green.
Trees and bushes almost surrounded that part of it that was
not taken up by the face of th.e cliff.
It was Arietta who had noticed the charming little place
as they were riding along at a wa.lk, and since Jhe sun
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was not more than ·an hour high, the dashing you'ng deadshot
·
had immediately decided to stop there.
While the work of putting up the two tents was being done
by the two Chinamen, Wild and his :partners turned their attention to look after the horses.
The girls lent assistance to arranging things, and as soDn
as the smaller · of the tents was in position, they at once pro·
ceeded to carry in what belonged to them.
Ha.ving seen to the horses, the young deadshot and his partners turned their attention to the other tent, which was just
about in position wnen they returned.
Of course, it did not take them long to get the few blankets
and other things inside, and then with a nod of satisfaction
the young deadshot said:
"Now then, Charlie, I believe you said you were going to
have a bearsteak J'or supper. You remarked this morning
after shooting the young black bear that the meat would be
. all right for supper. I reckon it must be."
'·You kin bet your life it is, Wild. I cut off three big steaks
from each ham, an' I pa.eked 'em, in green leaves, so you kin
feel mighty sartin that there ain't no animal heat left in that
meat now. Anyhow, there's a whole lot of nonsense about that
thing. Most folks allow that anything what's killed ain't good
to eat the same day. The only difference I kin find in it is
that it'·s a little tougher. But it makes no difference how
tough this bear meat is, I'm goin' to enjoy myself by chewin'
some of it. One thing about it, I've got a very fine set of
teeth yet, an' it don't make much difference h..,w tough the
meat is."
Cheyenne Charlie proceeded to hang up not only the portions of the bear meat he had i,aved, but also two haunches of
venisqn with the loins attached.
It was seldom indeed that You ng Wild West and his friends
lacked for fresh meat, for with the exception of very arid
places in Arizona and New Mexico, which they traveled
through frequently, there w2.s a1ways plenty of game to be
shot.
Hop Wa.h, the clever Chinee, began humming a Chinese ditty
as he gathered up scme wood, so his brother might start the
fire to cook the supper.
Whenever Hop did any singing while he was at work, it was
a sure thing that he was in a very good humor, as the scout
put it.
The moment Charlie heard his shrill, falsetto voice raised
ln what might be called a song, he shrugged his sl;10ulders and,
no<lding to Wild and J im, said:
" That heathen is thirikin' up somo mischief now, an' you kin
bet on it. He'll be tryin' to play some kind of trick on me, see
if he don't. But that's all right," and he nodded his head and
loolrnd very wise. "Jest let him try it. Some of these times
I'll show him that I kin git the best of him."
"Take my advice and don't try to get the best of him if it
comes to practical Joking, Charlie," the young deadshot answered, laugni,ngly. ''You know as well as I do that Hop is a
born joker, and the fact that he is a clever magician malH•s
him all the more invincible when it comes to getting square
with him in that particular line. Just keep your eyes open,
and if you think h~ is trying to play a trick 011 you, simply
prevent him from doing it. But if you try to think of something to play a trick on him, you'll make a mess of it the same
as you always do."
"Yes, I s'pose that's right," and the scout nodded to show
that he was convinced of it. "But it sorter makes me mad
to hear him goiu' around singin' that Chinese lingo. I'll bet
it ain't no song, anyhow. It sartinly ain't a tune. Generally
it strikes me tbat he's jest doin' it to git me to say somethin' ."
" I haven't the least doubt of it, for I saw. him looking over
this way when ycur back was turned just new," Jim Dart declared, smilingly.
"You did, eh?"
Then the scout at once st::-ode toward the Chinaman as he
was in the act of depositing a big armful of dry wcod upcn 'the
ground.
"Say, you heathen, what's the matter with you, anyho w?" he
demanded. "Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me no say somethling to you. Me feelee velly muchee happy, so be. Pletty
soonee we eatee plenty bear meat. You shootee um beai', and
me helpee eatee. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"I s'pose it was thinkin' of how good the bear meat was
goin' to taste that made you sing, is that it?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. You velly sma.rtee Melican man .
You knowee allee 'boutee. ·•
Wing, the cook, unlike hfs boother, as far as looking for
fun was concerned, a.t once started the fire, and while it was

burning so he might go ahead with the cooking, Charlie and
Hop k ept on talking.
It was always easy for Hop to get the scout angry, and in
less than five minutes he had him just where he wanted him.
What might have happened if it 'had 'qeen allowed to continue cannot be said, but Anna, knowing that Charlie always
got the worst of it, stepped forward and, touching him on the
\
arm, said :
"Now won't you please'stop this? There is no need of you
permitting yourself to be made a fool of again. If you keep
on this way Hop will find cause _to do something to you, and
maybe he'll put gunpowder in your tobacco when you don't
know it, or arrange it so a pall of water falls on your head
when you're walking under a tree. How many times has it
happened, Charlie ? Surely you should not pay any attention
tp what ho says. He only talks that way to get you angry."
"Blamed if I don't think you're about right, gal," and the
scout at once subsided.
He looked rather sheepishly at the r est, but shot a glance
that meant no good to Hop if he got a chance at him, and then
walked away to get the bear steaks he had spol;:en of.
He "J,Uickly returned with them, and handed the meat to
Wing, who lost no time in going to the brook so he might
treat it to a little ·washing in the cold water.
'l'he•. coffee-kettle was hung over the place, and more wood
put on, and in a few minutes there were sufficient coals there
to begin broiling the meat.
The scout's wife assisted in getting the tin dishes and cups
in ref!diness, and then a good supply of corn muffins th.at had
been left over from the morning were brought out.
"No venison to-night, eh, ·wing?" the young deadshot said,
as he watched the cook.
"Misler Charlie gottee plenty bear meat, Misler Wild," was
the reply.
"Yes, so I see. But I am not very partial to bear meat,
especially if there is venison around. I r eckon you had better
cut off a couple of chops, anyhow."
"Make it four, Wing," Arietta spoke ur,.
Anna and Eloise declared that they wo uld , be well satisfied
with the bear meat, and h earing this, the scout nodded in a
pleased way.
"Some folks knows what's good to eat, anyhovt," he said,
grinningly.
The cook was not at all mean in cutting off the chops from
the loi n of venison, and when .A.nna had assisted him in broiling the supply, there was more than sufficient for all hands.
They sit dow);l and began to eat, enjoytng it just as well as
if they h~.d been seated at a table in a fi r st-cl:;iss hotel.
But the meal was not more than half through with when
they heard sounds from the trail which told them plainly that
some sort of a vehicle was nearing them.
"A wagon, sure as you're born!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as he leaped to his feet, holding a chunk of bear meat
from which the r ed juice was running in his hand.
He lrept on eating as he starte<l toward the trail, while the
rest watched to see who was coming.
Two minutes later the scout saw a covered wagon drawn
by four· mules.
The vehicle was of an old-fashioned prairie schooner type,
and the mules certainly look<.>d to be in pretty good order even
if they were lazy,
The driver of this rather queer looking outfit was a m:m of
middle age, and the moment he saw him the scout was convinced that it was one of the peddlers very often to be met in
the region of a mining caml}.
"Hello!" the driver called out, ~·:hen he saw the scout standing there chewing away at the piece of bear meat. Seen the
smoke from your fire just now, and allowed that I must be
close to Yr.ller Gulch. A fellow over at Jigger Camp told me
I'd easy m:i.ke it before sunset, and by ~oing alow at that. lt's
pretty nigh sunset, so I reckon I must be here."
I reckon there ain't no minin' camp here," Charlie r etorted.
"-This is our camp . I don't bc!ieve t he place you're !ookin' for
is as close as ten miles. If we had thought .th ere was a minin'
camp no further away than that, we would have kept on till
we struck it."
"That so? Ain't acqnainted much in these here parts, then."
"Can·t say that I've ever be0n over this trail before."
"That accounts for it. 'rhere's a mining camp mighty close
by. Most likely if you had gone on a mile or so further you
would have seen it right before you. It's in a gulch, and I
tll!nk I seen something that looked like a gulch when I wag
back there on th:l,t high spur."
The driver kept his m ules going, and he urought them to a
b.a.lt right ne11,r where Oha.rlia WIUI &talldi.lJ.li,
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"You go to thunder!" Charlie answered, and then he went
Then he caught sight of the camp and those sitting near the
back and joined the smiling ones about the fire, fo; certainly
fire eating their supper.
"Just in time!" he exclaimed, delightedly. "I'm Professor they were ail smiling by this time.
"I don't see nothin' funny," Gharlie declared, as he looked at
Dan McGinnis, and I'm going to get an invitation to ~upper."
his wife. "Nothin' but a fc.ol peddler."
"Never mind, Charlie," Auna answered. "Maybe we'll see
something funny before the evening has passed ,tway. The
chances are that he'll ask permission to camp here until mornCHAPTER II.
ing."
"'I don't know about that, gal. He snys there's a minin' camp
PROFESSOR DAN M'GINNIS.
within a mile or two of here. Seemed to know what he was
The free and easy way the stranger had of talking impressed talkin' about, too. Most likely he'll go on to it, an' I hope he
do,es, 'cause I don't want no fool like him hangin' around here.
Cheyenne Charlie quite a lot.
"Say," the scout said, looking at him and grinning broadly, He makes me mad to hear him talk. If he cloes , stay here, I
hope Hop wiil blow him up with a big firecracker, or some- •
"seems to me you have got a lot of what they call nerve."
"Nerve!" and the man looked at him as if very much sur- thin' ."
"Me fixee allee light, Misler Charlie. You no be afl.aid of
prised. "Why, my friend, what would a man do in this part
of the world if he didn't have plenty of nerve and grit? I'm lat," the clever Chinee declared, and he nodded in a way that
full of 'em both, from the tip of my toes to the top of my told plainly that he would be only too glad to do the job.
Wild now ca.me fon-,ard, leading the professor by the a.rm.
head. I just told you I was Professor Dan McGinnis, didn't I?"
"Ladies and gentlemen," the young deadshot said, "allow
"That's all right," and Charlie nodded, somewhat nettled.
"It don't make a blamed bit of difference to me who you are, me the plea.sure of introducing to you the famous Professor
or where you come from. I was jest say!n' what I thought, McGinnis. I don't know just what particular line he is in,
but I am satisfied that it is something gTeat. Take a good
that's all."
"That's right, my friend. Always say what you think. That's look at him, and if you don't agree with me when I say that
the one best way to get along in this worlt1. Never pays a he Is certainly one of the best looking and most distinguished
fellow to keep his thoughts to himself. If I had done that I type of tnen I ever saw, I will be willing to admit that I am
entirely wrong."
wouldn't be here in the West eai~ning my living."
The professor took off a fell-worn felt hat and bowed until
"I know what you are; you're a peddler, an' it's putty sartin
that you'll be wantin' to sell us somethin' a.fore you git away his head came as low as his knees.
"Hope_I am not disturbing you," he said, as he strode forfrom here."
"Right you are. Why, I now see that you are a man of more ward and looked at what was left of the repast. "But I am
than ordinary intelligence. What is your name, please?" very hungry. Of course," and he turned to Cheyenne Charlie,
"Me? Oh, it don't matter about my name. It's BO long "I am willing to pay for what I eat. Don't think for a moment
since I've heard any one mention my last name that I've that I am trying to sponge on you, for I am not that sort of a
man. I never ate a meal in my life that I wasn't able to pay
almost forgotten it.,,
"Funny, I should say," and Professor McGinnis smiled and for; since I have been able to ea.rn my own living, I mean."
"How long have you been able to do that?" Charlie asked.
shook his head.
"Oh, since I was a little kid. I never had the good fortune
"Maybe it is funny," the scout said, as if he was rather rehfctant to make the admission. "Here comes Young Wlld to have rich parents or relations that· would feed mo when I
West. You do your talkin' to }1.im, an' don't try to rub any wasn't earning enough tp pay for it."
"That sounds putty good, too. Glad to hear it, stranger."
softsoap over him, either, 'cause if you do you might git
"Professor, please. I bel!eve I introduced myself. Don't for·
fooled."
"Young Wlld West, you say? Why, what a peculiar name! get that I am Professor Dan McGinnis."
"Hop," Young Wild West said, nodding to the clever Chinee,
But," and he shook his head as if he saw the explanation, "I
suppose the Wild West really is young to some people. yet, "I reckon you a.nd Wing had better unhitch the professor's
and probably he is what they call a beginner. Is that him- mules. Probably he means to stop here for the night."
"Don't do anything of the kind; :please," and the professor
the boy with the long hair hanging over his shoulders?"
"That's him," Cheyenne Charlie answered, getting quite shook his finger warningly at Hop. "I mean to stop here
angry now, for it was plain that h e did not like the forward no longer than to get my supper. I am on my way to Yaller
Gulch, s.s they call it. Of course, the proper name for it would ,
manner of tbe stranger.
Wild had risen from the evening repast, and was walking be Yellow Gulch, but folks out this way pronounce things a
whole lot ditterent from the way we do in the East. I mean
toward the two a.a they were conversing.
Charlie took another bite of the chunk of bear meat, and he by Ea3t that I was born s.nd brought up ln the State of Penndid it so vic\ously tha,t Professor Dan McGinnis gave vent to sylvania. Ha:d a pretty good school education, too. Went
to college, or I could never be a professor."
a loud laugh.
"You allee samee velly smartee Melican man, plofessor,"
"Look out," he said, when he had recovered from the temporary fit, "the first thing you know you'll be swallowing that and Hop Wah stepped up and bowed in Oriental fashion.
"Now look at that!" McGinnis crled, as he waved his hand
meat whole, and then you'll be choking. I had it once myself,
and I know whi>.t I'm talking about. So this is Young Wild to the rest. "This Chinaman really shows that he possesses
quite a stock of good, ordinary sense."
West, eh?"
There was nothing to do but to laugh at this, and certainly
'"!'hat's just who I happen to be," the young deadshot said,
in his cool and easy way, while a smile played about his hand- the young deadshot and his friends knew how to do it.
Of course, Cheyenne Charlie was not just in the humor to do
some face, for he readily conjectured. like Charlie had done
previpusly, that it was one of the peddlers quite common in much laughing, but he was forced to smile In spite of himself.
Without waiting for a real invitation, the professor squatted
that region.
"Professor Dan McGinnis is my name," and the man quickly upon the ground, and then looking at Wing, whom he no doubt
could see was the one to serve him, said:
put out his hand.
"My heathen friend, a cup of coffee, please."
Wild accepted it, still smiling, whlle Charlie looked on and
Wing was not quite satisfied to give him what he asked for,
showed his disgust by turning and walking away.
"Hey, there!" :McGinnis called out, a.s he noticed the scout's and he turned a questioning look at the young dead.shot.
"Go ahead, Wing," was the reply.
move, "don't be in a hurry. Go ahead and eat the rest of that
That settled it, and Professor Dan .McGinnis soon had a
meat. It makes me hungry to see you doing it, but the hungrier I get the more I feel like ell.ting, and as I said before, steaming hot cup of coffee before him.
"Now tben, a lltt!e of that meat you have there, if you don't
I'm certnin I'm going to get an invitation to supper."
"Come right on, professor. I'll see to it that our hired men mind. By the looks of it you have all nearly finished your
take charge of your mules," Wild said, and then he bowed supper, and by what remains I judge that enough to appease
just as if he thought the stranger to be a very important per· my appetite can be readily spared."
"Whattee you wantee?" Wing asked, looking at him and
son.
'·There!" and Professor M:cGinnis drew himself to his full hesitating. "We allee sa.mee gottee be:a r me:c:.t and deer meat."
"A •little of both, please. It's like a. fellow when he goes into
height and shook his fin_ger at the scout. "That's what I call
a genuine re~eption. You see, I am recognized. The mere fact a select restaurant and or<lers turkey, whether he _prefers the
that I have introduced myself as the professor has a whole white or dark meat. I invariably answu that I would like
Jot of weight with this young gentleman. You, my friend, to have a little of both, and it will be' so in this case. A Uttle
bear mea.t a.n.d a little of .the deer mefl,t, which la venison,
d.o:o.'t seem to fully realize the im,po:rta.Ace of it."
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though probably you don't know that that ls the proper name
for it."
Wing acted as if he did not understand the last of what he
said, but he was not long in putting a goodly supply of both
the bear meat and venison upon a tin plate.
Then the professor looked around as if something was lacking, and Cheyenne Charlie picked up a corn muffin and tossed
it to him.
'·Thank you,'' and McGinnis caught it deftly in his left hand.
Wing, as if he felt that he must go ahead and treat the
man in a proper manner, handed him the pail that contained
the butter, and also a knife, for he took notice that he did not
produce a hunting-knife from his belt, if he really had one on.
Then while the rest sat there and watched him, the professor
ate heartlly.
He soon swallowed the cup of coffee, and as he looked around
suggestively, Wing promptly gave him another.
Hop Wah was itching to have some fun with the stranger,
and it was not long before he slipped up behind him and produced a big firecracker.
But Wild saw him, and motioned him aside.
"That won't do, Hop,'' he said, walking over to him. "Let
the fellow eat his supper. Don't play a trick on him without
my permtssion after that, either."
'· Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop, somewhat abashed,
went and sat down upon a rock close at hand.
The professor had little or nothing to say until he finished
•·
his meal.
Then pulling a big red cotton handkerchief from his pocket,
he wiped his mouth, and noticing the brook so close at hand,
arose and walked over to it, where he washed his hands.
"Who do I settle with?" he asked, as he came back and
looked about questioningly.
"Professor, I reckon you don't have to pay for what you
have eaten,'' Wild answered, in his cool and easy way. "But,
if you like, you can give the cook a tip."
"Certainly; here you are," and he tossed Wing a silver dollar, which was so surprising to the Chinaman that he failed
to catch it.
Hop ran forward and picked it up before he realized what
had been done.
A fight might have started between the two Chinamen right
then and there if Cheyenne Charlie had not interfered.
"Drop that, heathen!" he exclaimed. '·That belongs to
Wing."
Hop dropped the coin, or, apparently, it was the same one,
and Wing accepted it as Charlie picked it up and tendered it
to him, slipping it in his poclcet and bowing his thanks to the
donor.
"Quite amusing, I should say,'' McGinnis said, as he turned
and nodded to the girls. "Rather strange to see you people
here. I believe the gentleman with the long black hair and
mustache informed me that you were not aware that there
was a hustling mining camp within a mile or two."
·•we were not aware of it," Anna answered, for she to ok it
that he was addressing her particularly, since he was looking
straight at her when he spoke.
"\Vell, there is. I have never been there, but from the Information I obtained at Jig Town, a mining camp called Yellow Gulch must lie at the mouth of a wide gulch within ten
minutes' travel of this very spot. That. is where I am due tonight, for I wouldn't think of camping out when I was sure
there was a good hotel so close at hand. I don't care about
sleeping in my wagon, especially when there is danger of
grizzly bears, outlaws, or Indians being about."
"Since you are so sure that there is a mining camp but a
short distance away, I don't blame you, professor,'' Wild said.
"I reckon we'll find out whether you are right or not. Jim,
suppose you get up to the top of the cliff and climb to the
top of one of the big tree§ up there and take a look."
·• Just what I was thinking of, Wild," Dart answered, quickly.
It always fell to the lot of Jim Dart to climb a tree, for
really he was an adept at that sort of thing.
He quickly made his way there, and soon reached the top
of the cliff.
'l.'hen, while they all watched him, he went nearly to the top
of a big tree that stood a little way from the top of the prectpice above.
Jim looked in the direction they had been traveling, and,
sure enough, he caught sight of a mining camp that could not
have been more than a mile and a half distant.
It was getting dark down there, for the setting sun no longer
shed its rays upon the scene.
Here and there could lle seen a light, nud one of them being

a pretty large one, the boy easily recogniud it as being in
front of the lea<ling hotel, as It might be called, of the place.
"I reckon the professor is right, Wild,'' he called out from
above. "There's quite a good-sized camp down there. Looks
to be quite a busy one, too. A little in the way of mining
machinery on the side of the hill. Maybe the place has a population of sixty or eighty. That's about the way it looks from
here."
"That's Yellow Gulch all right," Professor McGinnis shouted,
as he looked up at the boy. "That's where I'm going. Foolish
In you people to remain here and sleep in tents when there is a
good hotel so close by. I know it's a good hotel, too," he
added, dropping his voice and looking at Wild and the rest.
"I generally find out in advance where I am going to stop for
the night. Sometimes, though, I am r:ompelled to sleep in my
wagon, and then I am in constant fear that something will
happen to me. Som'ebody might come along and steal mymules, or they might murder me or rbb me. Got a few dollars'
worth of stuff in that old wagon, too," and he winked his left
eye as he jerked his thumb in the direction of the outfit.
"I don't doubt that, professor. What are you selling?"
"Me? Why, I'm selling a little of everything. I can let you
have anything from an ordinary needle to a suit of clothes. I
can sell you a diamond ring, or a solid gold watch, or I can
furnish you with a horseshoe nail if it's needed. Come! Get
your outfit together and accompany me to Yellow Gulch."
"I reckon we won't go to that trouble, professor. We are
well satisfied to remain here," and the young deadshot shook
his head.
"All right, I won't delay any longer, because I would like to
reach my destination before dark. I want to._do some business.
to-night. I always do a pretty good busin~s when 1 strike
a mining camp."
Then he nodded to all hands In a pleasant manner, and
.
started for his wagon.
"Let him go, Wild,'' Cheyenne Charlie said, as the young
doadshot made a move as though to stop the professor. "He's
nothin' but a blamed fool, anyhow. Puttin' on airs, that's what
you kin call it ..,
But ignoring what the scout said, the young deadshot called
out:
"Take care of yourself, professor. You're welcome to remain
here with us till morning if you like, but since you might be
able to reach the mining camp by the time it gets dark, you
can use your own judgment about it."
"I'm going on even if I fail to get there before darkness
sets in," was the reply. "I hope to meet you all to-morrow
morning. Good-night."
Then he got Into the w:igon, and starting up his mules
quickly disappeared from view behind the bushes and rocks.

CHAPTER III.
THE MAYOR OF YF:r..LOW Gl: LC!T.

Young Wild West and his friends pa3scd the night in camp
without interruption.
Only the cries of the wild animals common to that section
and the hooting of an owl was heard all the night long.
But they were so used to these sounds that no sleep was lost.
They were all up with the sun, and after the cook had prepared the breakfast they were not lung in eat ing it.
Then they were ready to proceed on to Yellow Gulch, for
they certainly meant to stop ther e for a day or two and see
what the place was like.
Generally there was more or lees excitement to be obtained
by stopping at a mining camp.
Wild wa-s continually searching for new ones, and it happened th:>.t Yellow Gulch was one of the latter.
He had heard mention of it a day or two before when the
party ffi"t a few cowboys who werP riding towaru the southern
part of the State in search of employment.
But nothing more than the mere mention of the• place 'l';as
said, so they dtd not figure on finding anything out of the ordinP.ry when they reached it.
When the tents had been taken down and 1he nack-hor;;P!:1
loaded they mounted and, riding out to the trail. proceeded on
in the direction Professor Dar, l\kGi nnis, the peddler, had
taken the night before.
It was pretty fair traveling, though most of it was down
a descent, and when they had gone a little more than half a
mile they came in full view of the col!e,'tlon of shanties and
tents that lay at the mouth of a big gulch.
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"There you are, Et," the young deadshot said, as he keeper chuckled to show that he thought he had said somebrought Spitfire, his sorrel stallion, to a halt and pointed be- thing witty.
"That's it exactly. We ride a.bout for our health, and at t he
low. "I suppose that is what they call Yellow Gulch."
"It must be," the girl answered. "I suppose the yellow part same time hunt up tilings that are stirring. Eut see here, my
of the name comes fron'l. the fact that gold is found there." friend, you had a stranger arrive in town last night, didn't
'·Quite likely. Btlt judging from the general appearance of you?"
"Oh, yes. Feller come here to run a little opposition to me.
things, I imagine that there isn't much · of a boom going on
He was doin' an awful lot of talkin' for about two hours, but
just now."
The rest came up and halted near them, and then they all I don't believe he sold much. He's stoppin' at the hotel next
door, I beiieve. Th_e freshest galoot I've seen in a long t ime,
surveyed the scene below.
In the rear of the largest building in the camp stood the too. If he don't look out I'll make trouble for him. I heard
him tellin' the crowd last night that he could sell a pair of
wagon that belonged to Professor McGinnis.
'This told them that the building must be the hotel, and that socks twice as cheap as I could. It was a lie, an' he knowed
it."
'
he was undoubtedly stopping there.
The store-keeper bristled up · right away, and Cheyenne CharHere and there smoke could be seen rising from the shanty
chimneys, and a few men were seen making their way up the lie grinned broadly, for he was thinking that possibly there
might be some fun to come out of the rivalry between the
side of the hill to the left of the camp.
These no doubt were those who believed in going to work peddler and the store-keeper.
While the convers11tion was going on the crowd had reearly.
It all looked very peaceful and quiet enough, but Cheyenne mained . in front of the shanty hotel.
It was noi until Wild turned his gaze that way that any of
Charlie declared that a mining camp always looks that way
the men made a move to come toward them.
early in the morning.
·Then a big, muscular-looking man with a closely cropped
"It's In the night-time when there's somethin' goin' on," he
added, with a grin. "Then is the time when the men gather beard walked over, and after sizing the young cleadshot up
.
at the whisky mills to fill up on tanglefoot an' gamble. I carefully, said:
"I s'pose you're the boy they call Young Wild West, ain't
wonder how that blame fool of a peddler made out last night?
you?"
Do you s'pose he sold anything, Wild?"
"That's just who I am, my friend. Who a.re you ?"
"I haven't the least idea, Charlie," the young deadshot re"Me? Why; I'm Jack Hill, the mayor of Yaller Gulch. I'm
torted, with a shake of the head. "The chances are he did,
though, for a fellow who can talk like he can surely ought to the whole thing here. Been elected as may?r, sheriff, judge,
an' county attorney. 'rhey. wouldn't have ·nobody else, so I
be a good salesman."
"I'm goin' to put Hop on him when we git to that shanty ho- jest had to take it. I want to tell you somethin'. This is t he
tel. The professor thinks he's mighty smart, but I reckon best regulated minin' camp in all Colorado, an' don't you or glt
when the heathen makes up his mind to have some fun with it. We don't allow no criminals.here, an' ever:y time there's
anything stole we ain't long in gittin' our man. See that big
him he won't come much short of doin' it."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," Hop called out from the rear. tree over there?"
"I see it," Wild answered, as he looked in the direction he
"Me velly smartee Chinee. Me f:l.xee um plofessor allee light.
·I
·
indicated.
Me havee velly muchee iun, so be."
"Well, you kin notice that stout limb that sticks out over
No one said anything to this, so they all set out and rode
·
the road, can't you?\'
.
slowly down the crooked trail.
"I see it quite plainly."
When they reached the level below they saw more men leav"That's the limb a thief generally hangs from after he's
ing the shanties, some of them proceeding straight to the
slope where their claims no doubt were located, and others been given a trial an' convicted."
"I see. I suppose the tree grew there for that very purpose.
heading for the big shanty.
It was not until they were pretty close that they were ob- It certainly looks so."
"You think it does look so, eh?
served, and then in less than a minute a dozen or more men
"Why, yes."
came out of the hotel and stood watching -them, showing that
"See here, Young Wild West. Don't try to poke fun at me,
they were curious to know who they were, or that they were
'cause I won't have it. Maybe you think I'm a fool, but you're
expecting them.
·
a whole lot mistaken ."
"Most likely that blame fool of a peddler told when he got
Mayor.
Mr.
sort,
the
of
anything
think
don't
I
sure
"I'm
here last night that we could be expected in the II),Ornin',
Wild," Charlie said. "Them fellers is watchin' us, an' by the You judge me wrongly when you say that."
"Well, what a.re you tryin' to say that it looks as if the tree
way they look it would seem that they ain't thinkin' an awful
growed there jest so we could have it to hang thieves on fo r? "
lot of us."
"That's all right. Don't be offended by that. I merely made
"We don't care what they think, Charlie," was the reply.
"We'll just mind our own business, and in case any of them. the remark without thinking."
"Oh, that sounds a little better."
show that they don't exactly like us, we won't pay any attenThen Jack Hill, mayor, etc., of Yellow Gulch, turned and
tion to it. You just keep quiet and let me do the talking if
beckoned to the crowd to come over.
anything disagreeable comes up."
This they did without delay, every man of them, and quickly
"All right, Wild, I'tn. willin' to do that. I know blamed well
closely.
you kin take care of 'em. But they had better not go too far. our friends were surrounded and beinga studied
pause, "this boy is
"Boys," the mayor went on, after
You kin bet your life that there's a lot of bad ones right here
us have heard tell of him. He's
in this camp the same as there is in most every other one. Young Wild West. Most ofthey
say, an' ain't afraid of nothin'
If there ain't there won't be no use of us hangin' around here the Champion Deadshot, so
that ever lived. That's what they say, but I don't believe it
very long."
Adjoining the hotel was a store which seemed to be quite a altogether."
Cheyenne Charlie became nettled right away, and Wild had
place of business, for a number of articles used by the rough
to look at him sharply to keep him from saying something.
miners were displayed on the stoop.
The fact was the boy did not mind it in tb:e lea.st, for he
Wild brought his horse to a ·halt in front of the store, not
could tell right away that Jack Hill was of a jealous disposigoing on to the hotel a few yards further.
A portly man with gray hair and a shining red face promptly tion, and :Q.O doubt felt that some one had arrived at the camp
came from the store, :ind rubbing his hanos expectantly, who might be a little more important than he was.
After a few comments had been made by men in the crowd,
·
called out:
'·Good-morni'n'. ladies an' gentlemen. I reckon I'm goin' to none of them uncomplimentary, Wild dismounted and, smiling
at the mayor, said :
se!l you somethin'."
"Well, Mr. Jack Hill, I suppose you won't have any objec''Probably you will before we go away from here," Wild answered, in his cool and easy way. "Say, my friend, is this tions if we stop ln Yellow Gulch for a day or two. "
"I don't know as I will," was the reply. "But it's a r ule
Yellow Gulch?"
"Yaller Gulch, that's what she is, young feller. Quite a we have here that every stranger what comes in town should
place, too. Lots of the yaller metal to be picked up a.n' dug prove that he's honest an' kin be trusted.''
"Is that so? Why, didn't you just say that most of you had
out over there," and he jerked his thumb toward the long
heard of me?"
slope beyond. "Goln' to try your luck, I s'pose."
"Yes, I did say that, but I said somethin' else, too, didn't I?
"No, we didn't come here to dig gold or anything like that.
We are just going to stop a little while and take things easy." I said I didn't believe all I'd heard about you."
"Oh! Then you're simply supposing that we may. not be
"_Travelin' a.bout for your health, I s'pose," and the 11tor&-
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honest people, and that we came here for the purpose of stealing or something of the scrt."
"Sich a thing could be, couldn't it?"
"It could be, but it isn't, Mr. Mayor. I don't lmow just what
you have heard about me, but I'll venture to say that you
never heard anything that was bad."
"(t ain't likely I heard everything, anyhow."
"All right, ,Tack," and the boy became more familiar. "It
makes no difference to us what you think about us. If you
don't feel like giving us permission to stay here as long as we
want to, we'il stay, anyhow."
"'Nhat! Did you hear what Young Wild West said, boys?"
and the mayor turned and looked in a surprised way at those
atanding about.
Some of them answerecl in the affirmative, but the majority
remained silent.
"That's right, Jack," Wild declared, in his cool and easy
way. "Now then, we won't bother about looking for accommodations at the hotel, for the fact is it don't strike us as
being large enough to accommodate us all with any degree
of comfort, anyhow. we·u be satisfied to camp somewhere
close by. I reckon that spot over there close to the creek
where the group of trees stands will just about suit us."
"Well, by thunder!" the mayor exclaimed, and then he
stepped back and looked as if he was amazed.
Wild was much amused by all this, but he was bent upon
having his own way about it, and even if the mayor forbade
him to camp there, it· would not have caused him to change
his mind.
But nothing was said contrary to his desire, so nodding to
his companions, he mounted Spitfire, and waving his hand to
the mayor and the rest of the crowd, rode for the spot he had
pointed out.
Hop and Wing trailed along behind, and the crowd looked at
them almost in silen;::e.
"This is about as good a place as any, Wild," Cheyfmne
Charlie remarked, ·as he dismounted and proceeded to unsaddle
his horse. "But you kin bet your life that we'll be told to git
away froi:n here afore very long. That mayor as he calls himself ls a blame fool. He thinks he's a whole lot smarter than
any one else livin' here, an' it makes him mad to think that
you have come here, 'cause he's heard somewhat of your reputation. Thinks maybe that you'll be wantin' to be mayor an'
put him out of his job."
·• If he thinks anything like that, Charlie, he is much mistaken, and simply wasting his thoughts."
·'Oh, I know that. But if I was you I'd warm him up a
little. Worry him like, you know."
"I certainly will if he gets going too strong. We have got
to have some excitement here, and if we can have it without
any harm being done, it will be all the better."
The two Chinamen were told to put up the tents, and then
Wild and his partners attended to the horses.
It being early in the morning, tµey knew they had a long
day before them, and unless the mayor chose to make trouble
for them, It might prove tiresome.
But there was the professor; probably he might afford something in the way of amusement, if not excitement.
Wild was thinking a.bout him when he suddenly came from
around the corner of' the hotel and walked rapidly toward
them.
The crowd had left the general store by this time, but a
number of the miners were standing between the store and the
hotel watching our friends as they were fixing up the camp.
Professor Dan McGinnis walked straight to the group on
the bank of the creek, and in a cheery voice ca.lled out:
"Good-morning, Young Wild ·west! Good-morning, everybody! Glad to see tha.t you got here."
"Good-morning, professor," Wild answered, smilingly. "How
did you make out last night?"
"Flue. It didn't take me long to convince the mayor that
I was honest and a man to be trusted, and then after paying
him ten dollars for a license, I started in to do business. I
sold a hundred and eight dolla.rs' worth of goods, and I don't
mind telling you that about seventy-five of it is clear profit."
".f-I'ow about the store-keeper? He seemed to be a little angry
because you came here."
"Oh, I don't care anything about him. He makes a hundred
per cent. on everything he sells, and just because I put the
pricP down on soml' things a few cents lower than what he was
asking for them, I suppose he's mad about it. I've got enough
stuff in that wagon to net me a thousand dollars, with my
expenses, counting what I have already sold. If I can make
a thousand dollars in about two months and get back to a

railroad station so I can have more goods shipped in, I think
I am doing pretty fair."
"Pretty fair, I should say, professor. So the mayor was
not long in convincing himself that you were all right, eh?"
'·That was easy. The ten dollars, I suppose, had a whole
lot to do with it."
"Well, he doesn't seem to take very kindly to us. You told
him we were coming, didn't you?"
"You bet I did, and most every one seemed to h?.ve heard
of you. Some reckoned that you was the greatest boy on earth,
but others allowed that you wasn't what you wa~ cracked up
to be."
"Yes, I know. The mayor doesn't seem to like-me. But here
he comes now. Evidently he has decided to inalre a further
examination of me. Now then, professor, you ju.st keep quiet,
and if the mayor goes too far I'll show you how I'll tame him."
The peddler nodded his head and showed that he was greatly
Interested.
CHAPTER IV.
THE MAYOR IS CRUSHED,

It was quite evident that Jack H!ll, the mayor of Yellow
Gulch, meant business, for he strode along with an air that
told how important he felt at that moment.
Behind him came as many as fifteen men, all of them rcughlooking fellows, and armed as well.
Professor Dan McGinnis showed signs of uneasiness, and
acted very much as if he would like to go away.
But Young Wild West coolly took him by the arm and motioned him to step back a little.
"Just leave them to me, professor," he said, In his cool and
easy way. "I have an idea that wo are going to receive orders
to vacate this spot. If such a thing happens we won't go,
that's all."
Up strode the mayor, his constituents following, the majority of them looking grim and determined, but a few wearing
smiles on their faces.
"See here, kid," Hill called out, frowningly, "I've thought it
over, an' I've ma<le up my mind that you're altogether too
fresh. Now then, you jest pack up your belongin's an' git
away from here. If you want to hang around this place for a
while, go up the hill somewhere. In my mind you have come
here for no good, so that settles it."
"Glad it's all settled, then, Mr. Mayor," the young deadshot
answered, noddfng his head approvingly. "You have had
your little say, though, and I think I'd better have mine. Then
probably you will go on about your business, and let us remain
here."
"What's that?" and the mayor took a couplt of steps nearer.
"To cut it a little short, and not have any big argument
about it, I tell you plainly that we are not going to leave here
until we get good and ready. Just when that will be l don't
know, for the more excitement there is around here thP longer
we will stay. Now then, haul In your horns, J"ack Hill, or
there will be trouble."
"Trouble, eh? Well, I ain't never lookin' for that kind of an
l].rticle, yet since I'm the boss of the Gulch, I've got to have
my way about things. I talked it over with the men you see
here, an' they all seemed to think that I'd better make you
light out if I didn't like you. I don't like you, Young Wild
West, though I do feel a bit sorry for the females you hav<> got
with you. Th<>Y, of coun;e, can't help it if yc,u·re an upstart an'
one of them kind of young fellers what goes around tryin' to
find chances to shoot somebody all the time."
"You don't think I'm looking for a chance to take a shot a.t
you, do you, Jack?" and the boy laughed right in his face.
"I wouldn't trust you a whole lot. They say you're the
Champion Deadshot, an' that you kin shoot quicker than
lightnin'."
·
"I hardly think I can shoot as quic:c as all that, but I'll tell
you, Jack, if you don't look out I'll be apt to take a shot at
you ."
Then the boy coolly pulh~d a 1·evolver and pushed the muzzle
of it within an inch of th& man's nose.
"Do you smell powder'!" he askl'd, ,;till kecp!nr; th" smile on
his face. "If you don't I'il let a. bullet go dose to your ear,
and then you certainly will bt ablP to get a whiff of it."
"Hold on, there!" and the mayor leaped back r.s i[ he had
been stung by a hornet.
"I'm holding on all right. You don't think I am going to
drop it, do you? Now then, you fellows behind there get out
of the way. I am going to take a shot at the mayor. "
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"I ain't particular-about that, unless you try It on somebody
"Look out, Young 'Wild West!" cried Professor McGinnis,
·
starting forward, his face turning pale. "Don't. kill the man, else."
"All right. Have you thought it over?"
for gracious' sake. I have sized him. up pretty well, and he
"Thought what over?"
seems to be all right. He's got an idea that he's something like
"I mean have you changed your mind about not wanting us
,
a king around here, that's all."
"All right, professor. Now you just stand back, too. I to remain here?"
"No, I ain't changed my mind a bit. But I ain't the man
want everybody to st.and back but the mayor. If he bas an
idea that he is something like a king, the quicker be gets it that's goin' to make a whole lot of trouble. I'm here to keep
out of hls head the better it will be for him. Move aside there, law an' order, an' if I was to start in to shootin' or got my men
to do it, it might be put down a.gin me by some one as is
gentlemen."
Wild waved his ha.nd, and with remarkable quickness the higher than I am in this part of the country."
"The governor or some one else might not like it, I supminers drew back on either side, leaving a ·clear opening be-pose."
hind Jack Hill.
"That's It exactly.''
Of course, the young deadshot had no intention whatever of
"Well, you seem to be pretty level-headed, after all. But
harming a hair in the fellow's head.
But he really thought it was about time for "him to give don't you know that there's such a thing as a man changing
some eort of a demonstration just to show them that he was his mind? The greatest rnlers that ever lived have dtJne that
not to be bullied or driven about by a whimsical fellow who thing, you know.''
"l ain't in the habit of changiu' my mind, though.''
thought himself to be a whole lot more than he really was.
"Oh, you're not, eh? Well, put your bat on again. I reckon
The mayor wore an ordinary sombrero such ns can be found
I'll have to take another shot. It looks like a good one. Quite
in any part of1 the West or Southwest.
There was a narrow strip of rawhide about It for a band, new, too. It would be a shame to put a bullet through ·tho
and this was knotted over, the two ends flaring outward in the· crown, but it's got to be done, Jack. Put it on.''
Instead of obeying, the mayor turned suddenly and walked
form of a bow.
Wild took all this in as he was looking at him, and suddenly rapidly from the spot, his back turned to the boy.
But Wild had threatened to put a hoie through the crown
up went his revolver ancl, shutting his left eye, he took a quick
of the hat, and be was bound to keep his word.
aim at the knot upon the bat and pulled the trigger.
C.rack!
Crack!
He fired a shot and the "bullet hit the hat, causing the owner
As the sharp report rang out the band parted, and the ends
to leap about a foot from the ground and let go of it.
'
flew outward, hanging loosely over the brim.
"That didn't hurt you any, Jack Hill," Wild said, smilingly, ""Now then, you pick that hat up and put it on your head.
still holding the revolver as steady as a rock. "I just loosened If you don't I'll take a piece from one of your ears."
The further Wild got into a thing of that sort the more de-your hatband. The fact is I thought maybe your head might
be swelling, and it needed to be done. Just take off your head- termined he became.
While he was not what might be called angry, he was bent
gear and look and see If what I am telling you is not the
upon having his own way, and he was going to have it, no
truth.''
.
"Boys," shouted the mayor, who was now not only angry, but matter what happened.
The miners began talking among themselves in low tones,
badly frightened as well, "are you stand in' here an' lettln' sich
things as this go on? I reckon you must have forgot that you but they were _all careful not to show signs of making a demall voted for me to be mayor, justice of the peace, sheriff, an' onstration against whaf was going on.
However, it was easy to see that the majority of them did
so forth, of the Gulch. To see me treated this way an' not
raise your hands makes it look as if you don't care a blame not like it at all.
One or two listened to the others for a while, and they began
about me."
·
"The first galoot as touches his gun or tries to interfere will laughing.
"Pshaw!" a big fellow wearing a faded red shirt exclaimed,
git a bullet through his heart," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up,
as he walked over and stood near the prospector. "Jack has
for he could no longer contain himself.
To show that he meant business he pulled a gun from either been makin' a fool of himself every time strange1·s come here
for a good while. It's about time he got took down a peg.
side of him and stood there in open defiance.
Arietta was more amused than she was startled by what He sartinly picked up the wreng one this time. Young Wild
West knows his business all right, boys, an' I ain't afraid to
was going- on. .
When she saw the effect it had upon the men as Charlie say it."
"See here, Roxy," the mayor called out, sharply. "You're
drew his revolvers; she stepped over and, picking up her rifle,
dismissed fi-om my committee now. Any man as talks that
walked up and took her 11tation near him.
"Mr. Mayor, I reckon you now see that my friends stand way ain't loyal to me.''
"All right, mayor. Let her go at that, then. When it comE's
ready to back me," Wild remarked, nodding to the astounded
chief of!lcial of the Gulch. ''Probably you might reconsider it to helpin' keep things straight in the Guieb. I'm right there
and give your permission for us to stay here. It would be a every time. But this kind of business is humbug. Jest 'cause
whole Jot better if ·you would, though we are going to stay, you take a notion not to iike Young Wild West you have oranyhow, until we get ready to leave, which won't be to-day, I dered him to git off this piece of ground, which don't belong to
you any more than it does to him. I didn't like the Idea of
reckon."
.Tack Hill looked steadily at the boy for a moment, and then It when you was talkin' about it afore you come here to tell
him. But I didn't say nothin', thlnkin' as how maybe you
his eyes turned to Arietta.
The girl was as calm as a summer morning, and did not even ' would git more than you want. I didn't think you was goln'
to git it this way, though, Jack. Why, he's made you look like
crack a smile.
Cheyenne Charlie looked really ugly, for the fact was that he a little dog with its tail hangin' between its legs.''
This haq considerable effect upon the rest of them, and
was just itching for a scrimmage, as he always was, no matter
more than half of them laughed somewhat derisively.
where it happened to be or the time, either.
Meanwhile, the mayor had stopped still In his tracks, but
From Arietta the gaze of the man turned to the scout, and
then ho slowly moved his head around and looked at the group had made no effort to pick up his hat.•
Wild waited until the miner who had so freely expressed
of men who bad come with him.
himself got through, and then walking a littl~ closer to the
Not one of them ·showed the least inclination to interfere.
mayor, he said:
There may have been two reasons for this.
"Pick up that hat."
Probably they did not think it necessary, or the shot the
"I s'pose I might as well pick it up, 'cause it belongs to me, H
boy had fired -h ad convinced them that it wouJd not be wise.
Of course, what Cheyenne Charlie had done might have was the reply, and then the command was obeyed.
Solemnly he placed it upon his head, and then stood as if
convinced them still further'that th·e y had better keep quiet.
'''rake off your hat, Jack," Young Wild West said, after he waiting for further orders.
"Now then, Mr. Mayor, I'll ask you a.gain if you have
saw the man turn his gaze to the ground and shake hia head.
changed your mind."
Mechanically the man obeyed.
"Didn't I tell you a little while ago that I never changed my
He looked at the severed leather band and then at the revolver the boy held in his. hand, though he had lowered it so mind?"
"Yes, you told me that, and if you really meant it, why that's
the muzzle was pointing to the ground.
"One of your fancy shots, I s'pose, Young Wild West," be all there Is to it. You get away from here now in a hurry."
Once more the mayor looked· around as if expecting asslstsaid, in a voice that was somewhat husky.,
Alnce from those who had followed him to the spot.
"Yea, t.ha.t'a one of them. Wa.nt m to try another?"
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But even those who seemed to think he was acting 1n the there's anything really vicious about him. For that matter, all
the men here appear to- be pretty decent sort of fellows. The
right way did not make a move, nor did they say a word.
Reluctantly Jack Hill- strode away, making a bee-line for the mayor has got an awful big opinion of himself, and he seems
afraid that somebody will come along and steal some of his
shanty hotel.
"Gentlemen," the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy thunder. But it's all right'. We won't do anything to injure
way, as he nodded to the rest of them, "I reckon that will be him in the least, unless he keeps on trying to bother us. Then
I of course he'll have to be tamed. I just told Roxy that we
about all."
"Great catamounts!" cried Roxy, the red-shirted miner, his would attend to that part of it if it became necessary."
face beaming with admiration. "Will you shake hands with a . Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, had been watching his cha.nee
man what's always tryin' to be fair an' square, Young Wild to slip away from the camp unobserved ever since he had
finished the job of helping his brother to erect the two tents.
West?"
j While Wild and Charlie were talking and Jim and the girls
"1 certainly will, my friend ."
The two clasped hands, and Roxy started to give an extra were listening, Hop slipped behind one of the tents, and then
. soon got among the trees, that were in a group so close at
tight grip.
·
But Wild was too quick for him, and he slipped his hand a.: hand.
little c_loser and shut it with such force as to make the big fel- 1 Having gone that far, it was easy for him to get down a
little hill at the other side, and then he made a detour which
low wmt:e.
"Some grip you have got in that hand of yo\,lrS, my boy," , would bring him to the shanty hotel.
The Chinaman kept looking back, but when he found he
Roxy said, as he looked at his hand. "Sorter t_h?u~ht you had
broke a bone or two. Putty good myself at g1vm a real nld- was not observed he turned straight for the place he was heading for and soon stood at the back door.
fashioned grip."
It h;ppened at that moment that a woman servant came
"I found tl\at out the moment you started to shut it. That's
out, a big pan half full of soapy water in her hands.
why I got in ahead of _you," the boy answered, smilingly.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," Hop said, bowing low to her
know Y?U p~1tty well now, an' the 1;1ext t(It;e I
"All right.
shake hands I 11 go at 1t mighty easy. But say, Im gom to and smiling as only a clever Chinee can.
"Who are you tallcin' to, b,eathen?" the woman demanded,
te!l ;:ou so~ethin' so as to _s~rter explain things ~ere. ~a~k
evidently angry at being addressed by a common Chinaman.
Hill 1s all nght, as far as bem honest goe~. But hes ~o~ it
"Me say velly nicee mornino- so be " and then Hop bowed
his head that cause he was elected without opposition to
·
'
"'
mayor, sheriff! an' so on, of this here camp, he's someth!n' again.
"Mi ht f e h for a heathen ,, came from the woman though
above the or?rnary run of human people. He wanted you _to
'
knuckle to 'h1m, that was all. If you had started to coax him h . ~ eys rfts ed somewhat'.
.
e1"YVOIC llo en
· "
· h·"·
t o l e t ,you s t ay ·nere,. it wouId h ave b een a 11 ng
ni ee Melican lady so be Me likee you velly
·
'
u i°eue ,ye Y c
"That's the way it 1s, eh? Well, Mr. ,Vhat-Is-Your-Name-"
m Cl · with your foolin'," and so saying, the woman threw
"Rox'" is my name"
"Go on
· .
,;
"
Oh, yes, Roxy. I bell.eve I heard the mayor call you that. t)le contents of the big pan at Hop.
But he saw the soapy water coming and easily ·got out of
What I ~as going to sa;y 1s that I never yet have coaxed a man
'
to perm~; me to ~tay m any _particular place. Maybe I have the way.
"Me velly solly you no l!kee me, beautiful Meli can lady,"
done a Ii.tie coax mg to _be set fr~e ~hen I was in the hands of
a tough gang and was 111 danger of being put to death. Any Hop remarked not at all affected by the attempt she ha,d made
t 0 douse him '
man or boy ls apt to do that."
"Stop thro ~ in' your bouquets at me, heathen," she answered,
;;sartin. Can't blame a feller f~r plea.din' f?r his life.".
I suppose ;:ou an~ t~e mayor will be bad friends now, smce her face still softer, while the vestige of a pleased smile shone
I upon her face. "You don't mean a word of what you're sayin'.
.
Y0.~ wPnt agams! h~m. .
Oh: no. Thats ~11 nght. About the same thmg h~ppened The idea of callin' me a beautiful American lady, when I know
ot s many as fourteen pimples on my face an' my nose
last mght w~en this pecldle_i: man came here. Jack Hill was I'
'
,, .
. .
v~ g a
for drlvin' him away, an' 1f I hadn't tipped the peddler off
.
that if he offered to pay ten •dollars for a permit he would lsn t exactly stiaight.
Jet him do business here, most likely he would have had to j "You allee samee velly •pletty," Hop insisted, and then he
took a step or two toward her.
camp outside the. town limits."
"I was quite willing to pay thE' ten dollars " Professor Mc- ! "If I .am I never knew it before."
·
Ginnis spoke up, smilingly. "And after I did so I found the I "Me likee kissee you, so be."
"Sto~, heathen! No Ifvin' man has ever ~iss~cl ~e yet, an'
mayor to be an aJl right fellow. He surprised me a lot the
afore I d let a common yellow heathen do 1t I d Jump down
.way he acted a little while ago, though."
"He surprised everybody what· don't know him. But in a ' the well. Ta-ta! Go on about your business."
few minutes from now he'll be willin' to shake hands with l Then she hurried back into the house, leaving Hop stand ing
Young Wild West an' git down on his knees to him, if it comes there grinning. bro3:dly and wondering how he could arrange
.
to the ' point. I know what I'm talkin' about. There ain't a 1 to play a practical Joke on her.
But he wava stranger there, and he knew 1t would not be
man here as knows the nature of Jack Hill any better than
wise for him to go ' into the kitchen.
·
I do."
R~ally he _had come _to the sha;nty hote~ for the purpose of
"Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, "let's go over to that
j gettmg a dnn-k of whisky, so with a satisfied nod he turned
hotel right away an' see what the sn.eakin' coyote does."
"Wait a few minutes, and then come over," advised Roxy. to the door he had been ab?ut to enter when the woi:nan ser" I'll go first an' m.alre up with him. I won't say a word about vant appeared from. the kitchen,. and boldly went 1n~ide.
you comin' over, but I'll pump him a little an' do some tallrin', ! The door opened m to a good-srned room that was m the
an' if I find out that he's ready to make up with you, I'll jest , rear of the bar.
A number of chairs and tables were there, and four men
step outside an' wave my hand. Then you kin come over."
'l'here was something so amusing about it all that ,Vild de- were sitting near a window playing cards.
Naturally, they all looked up as the Chinaman entered, and
cided to do as 1the man suggested.
"Go ahead, Roxy," he.said. "If you come out and give your when 'they saw him they showed considerable surprise, though,
I of course, they .must have seen him with Young Wild West's
signal to come over, we certainly will do it."
Then Roxy tool,: off his hat and ,made a bow and hurried ; party when the halt was made in front of the store.
"Ve!ly nicee morning, so be," Hop said, blandly.
from the spot.
"Huh!" one of them exclaimed. "Who wants you to tell us
I anything like that? Mind your business, heathen. Yaller
Gulch ain't no place for a sassy Chinee. It was only about two
CHAPTER V.
,w eeks ago that one died mighty sudden like 'cause he fell in
love with a man's watch-chain an' got his fingers twisted in it
HOP WAH GETS THE BEST OF '£HE MAYOR.
somehow an' took it with him. They planted llim on the side
"Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, grinning broadly as the red- of the hill over there, an' his grave is number thii;ty-seven."
"Me no likee bad Chinee," Hop declared, solemnly. "Me
shirted miner left the camp, "I sorter reckon we're goin' to
have a little fun here, after all. Did you ever see a bigger fool goodee Chinee. Me go to Sunday-school in 'Flisco. Me no
of a man than this measly coyote what calls himself the · tellee lie. Maybe you wan tee smolrne."
, 'fhen he quickly tossed a cigar to,yard the table, and one
mayor?"
"He surely is quite a character, Charlie," the young deadshot , of the men deftly caught it.
answered. "But from what I've seen of him, I hardly think ' Without waiting to hear anything more from them, 'he hur·
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"Me no undelstandee," I;Iop declared. "You talkee allee
riedly slipped into the · adjoining room, where there was a
samee likee fool."
small bar in one ·corner. ·
"No, I ain't talkin' like no fool. You chucked a cigar over
There were two or three tables and a few chairs here, too,
·
to us, an' I caught it. I lit it jest now, an' I hadn't puffed on
but no one was sitting at them.
The dozen or more men in the room were congregated near to it but a little while afore the blamed thing exploded. It
·
startled us so that we upset the table."
the bar.
"Velly stlange."
Hop recognized the mayor as one. of them, a.nd also Roxy,
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Roxy. "I'll bet I know what's the
the miner, who had just left the camp,
"Hello, heatheu! ·• the latter called out, pleasantly. "Thought matter. The cigar had powder in it."
"Lat light, Misler Loxy," Hop whispered. "You velly
you would come over to get a drink, I s'pose."
"Lat light, Misler Loxy," Hop answered, for he readily re- smartee Melican man. You knowee allee 'boutee."
"Let him alone, Jake," the mayor called out, as he saw the
membered the man's name. "Me velly smartee Chinee. Me
gottee uncle in China wh:::ttee velly rnuchee smartee, and me man acting as if he Intended to do the Chinaman harm for
allee samee likee my uncle. Me likee tanglefoot, too. Gottee the trick that had been played upon him. "If you was fool
lillee pain lat makes me feelee allee samee slckee. Me gittee enough to light a cigar he chucked over to yer, an' it had
dlink of tanglefoot, let me be allee light. Hip hi, hoolay!" powder in it, why, it's all right."
Then there was more laughing, and presently there was not
Some of the miners laughed outright, and not one of them
but smiled, including the mayor, who seemed to be in a far dif- a man there with the exception of Hop's victim who was not
ferent humor from what he had been when he was driven away full of mirth.
He soon calmed down and smile<:! in a sickly way, and then
from Young Wild West's camp.
"I'JJ wait on you, heathen," the man behind the little bar went back into the rear room.
Meanwhile, the mayor had picked up the pack of cards Hop
said, grinningly, "I reckon your money is as good as anyhad laid upon the bar.
body's."
It seemed to be a brand-new pack, and satisfied that the
"Me gottee plenty money, so be," Hop declared, innocently,
cards were just the same as any others, Hill began !:lhuffling
and then h e exposed to view a big roll of bills.
Not satisfied with this, he drew the 'buckskin bag he always them.
·,
"How about that hundred dollars r wanted to bet you,
carried and emptied the contents on the bar.
There were as many as forty coins in It, and the most of heathen?" he 13aid, after the laughter had ceased and the men
them :were gold ones, so the miners opened their eyes In amaze- had turned their attention again to the clever Chlnee.
"Allee light. M(l tellee you me allee samee gleat magician,
ment,
"Where did you git so much money, heathen?" Roxy asked, so if you Josee you money you no gittee mad."
"Oh, if I git mad it don't last more than five minutes, does
stepping up close to him and acting very much as if he doubted
it, boys?" and the mayor looked around somewhat proudly.
the coins to be genuine,
"That's right, Jack," one of them answered. "You was as
"Me tellee you velly muchee qulckee, so be," Hop answered.
mad as a wet het a 'little while ago, 'cause Young Wild West
"But first me havee llllee dlink of tanglefoot."
"Here you are, my heathen friend," the bartender said, as took the starch out of you. But jest now I heard you say you
didn't bear him no ill wlll, an' was glad that he had come
he quickly placed the black bottle and a glass upon the bar.
Hop quickly helped himself, and tossed a silver dollar to here."
"That's the kind of a man I am, heathen," the mayor said,
,
the bartender.
"Keepce um .chang~ , " he said, pleasantly. "Me allee samee nodding his head and Joolcing more .proud than ever.
"Allee light, Me bettee um hundled dollee me cuttee um
velly muchee lich."
Having swallowed his drink, he placed the coins back into ten of diamonds um first timee."
"Go ahead, then. There you are," and Hill laid the cards
the bag and then slipped it in one of the pockets the inside of
on the bar.
his loose-fitting coat contained.
Hop reached over and made the cut, turning up the ten of
"Now Jen," he said, nodding to Roxy and looking very wise,
"me tellee you velly muchee quickee how me gittee lich. In diamonds,
"Me win!" he exclaimed. ·
China me velly muchee gleat magician. Makee velly stlange
"Oh, no, you don't, heathen," was the quick reply. "I said
tlicks. Um empelor sendee for me, and wantee me showee
him whattee me do. He tellee me he g!vee me allee samee I'd bet you a hundred dollars that you couldn't do it twice in
million dollee if me do somethling he never see before. Me succession. Now then, let me• shuffle the cards ag'in."
·
"Allee light."
showee him velly muchee qulckee. Me takee packee cards
Hill picked up the cards and gave them not only a good shuflikee !is," and he quickly drew forth a pack of playing cards
and laid it ·upon the bar, "and Jen me tellee him me cuttee fle, but ripped them two or three times as well.
Then he laid the pack on the bar, and keeping his eyes upon
·um ten of diamonds. He say no, but me say yes. L~n he shuffle um cards and me cuttee him ten of diamonds. Me shuffle it, reached in his pocket and drew out a bag of money.
With one hand he quickly counted out a hundred dollars,
um cards some more and me cu,ttee um ten of diamonds some
more. Me velly smartee Chinee. Um empelor wantee me and heaped it before the Chinaman.
"Cover that, heathen," he said. "Maybe there ain't nothin'
showee him, so me showee, and he allee samee giyee me a
million dollee. Me spendee allee um million dollee but whattee so very strange about you doin' it the first time. But it's dif:
ferent now, 'cause the cards is more mixed up, an' I'm blame
me gottee now. Me allee samee Melican sport."
The men grinned as they listened to him, for though many sure you didn't see where the ten of diamonds went."
Hop smiled blandly, and quickly covered the money,
of them were of the decidedly ignorant type, not one believed
Then the mayor released his hand from the cards, and Hop
that he was telling the truth.
But they rather liked the way he was rattling it off, so no reached over and made a deep cut.
Up turned the ten of diamonds again.
offense was taken,
"Thunder!" exclaimed Roxy, showing genuine amazement.
"That's a putty good one about cuttin' the ten of diamonds
·
twice in succession after the cards had been shuffled," Roxy "'!'he heathen wins, sure enough."
"So he doel!" and the mayor looked crestfallen as well as
declared.
,
"It ain't nothin' more than a lie, though," the mayor spoke astounded.
up. "'This Is the funniest heathen I ever m,et. He kin tell a · · Hop took possession of the money, and quickly caused it to
story an' keep grinnin' all the time when he knows there ain't disappear somewhere on his person.
"You're .a mighty smart heathen," Hill said, shaking his
a word of truth in it. I'll bet him a hundred dollars that he
can't cut the ten of diamouds twice in succession after the head, "but I reckon I'll go for you once more."
Then he picked ·up the cards and cleverly slipped the ten
cards have been shuffled."
.Just (hen a loud report sounded from the rear room, fol- of diamonds Hop had cut from the pack, dropping 1't: on the
floor and placing his foot upon It.
lowed by the crashing of chairs~~ they fell over.
A number of those present saw what he did, but Hop ap"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" Hol> cried, jumping toward the
parently did not.
center of the room and affecting great fright.
Without taking the trouble to look at any of the other cards,
"Hey, there !" a vofce shouted, and then the man who had
got hold of the cigar Hop tossed toward the table came run- the mayor gave them a good shuffle and then pu.t them on the
bar before the Chinaman.
ning out, the smoke flying from his whispers.
"Now then, heathen," he said, "you just won a hundred.dol"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, innocently, at the same time
lars off me because you was able to cut the ten of diamonds
taking a step so he got partly behind Roxy.
"That cigar you give me went off like a real cannon, twice in succession. But how about doin' it a third time?"
"Me do lat velly much easy, so be."
ll~then," and the ma.n showed that he was- quite angry.
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"All right; I'll bet you two huadred that you can't."
'Me takee lat bet," and the money was quickly put up.
The 111ayor winked at those standing about, arid then he
leaned over close to Roxy's ear and whispered:
"You seen what I done, didn't you? The ten of diamonds is
on the floor under my foot."
"I know it," was the reply. "You sartinly have got him this
time."
"You allee samee !eddy?" Hop asked.
"Yes, go ahead."
"Evelybody watchee."
Then the clever Chinee cut the cards and showed the ten
of diamonds again.
Jack Hill, tha mayor, let his jaw drop, while his eyes fairly
·
bulged from their sockets.
"Great snakes!" he cried. "How is this? There must be
two tens of diamonds in that pack, 'cause I've got my foot on
one of 'em."
"Lat allce light, my Melican fliend," Hop answered, smiling
blandly, at the same time raking in the money. "Maybe you
findee allee cards te11 of diamonds. Me velly smartee Chinee."
He cai:e~essly turned over the c_a rds and let them spread
u pon the .bar, and, sure enough, ,every one was alike.
But ' this was an old trick •of H;o:P-'s; though it must be admitted that it was always lf.:g(;Jd.~ one when it was practiced
upon those who had n ever see'.l:1 'it before.
Instead of getting angry .'at the' _way he had been deceived,
the mayor shook his head sorrowfully and, taking the card
from the floor, he tossed it upon the bar, saying :
"All right, heathen. You have got three hundred dollars
t'he best of- me, an' you're welcome to it. I thought I was doin'
a mighty smart thing when I slipped that card from the deck.
I thought I had you, but I didn't. I reckon you're somethin'
like your younrr boss." ·
"An' his you;g boss is the best boy that ever carried a gun!"
Roxy exclaimed, as he, started for the door to give;, Wild the sig~:.
nai to come over to the shanty hotel.

CHAPTER VI.

-

HOP GIVES THE PROI!'ESSOR A FRIGHT.

Young Wild West was on the watch, and when he ·saw Roxy
come around the corner of the shanty and wave his hat , he
promptly nodded to hls companions, and said:
"Now then, bo_ys, I reckon we'll ta:ke a walk over there and
see how the mayor is getting along. If he has really got into
a good humor and acts in a satisfactory way, it will certainly
be astonishing."
"You kin bet your life it will, Wild," the scout retorted.
"Most likely he'll be for pickin' a row right away."
"I don't know about that," Jin;i. Dart spoke up, with a shake
of the head. "This man Roxy seemed to be all right, and I
hardly think he would tell us to come over here if he thought
there was going to be any further trouble. "
"We'll soon find out, anyhow," the young deadshot declared.
•· Come 011. I reckon the girls can stop here a while. They've
got a little something to do, anyhow. Most likely they can
find a few things that need to be mended."
'·We'll manage all right, Wild," Arietta answered, quickly.
"If we can't find anything else to do, we'll go fishing. The pool
over there looks as if it might contain a few fish."
The three nodded, and 'then set out for the hotel.
When they entered 'they found every one laughing, even to
the mayor, for Hop had just started in to show them some
mystifying tricks with a fresh deck of cards that had been
loaned him by the propl'ietor of the place.
"Here you are, Young Wild West!'.' Roxy called out. "I
reckon the mayor wants to shake hands with you."
'·.I'm q1,;it.e willing to shake with him, if that's the case," the
boy ati'swered, lo&king sharply at Hill.
"It sartiniy is the case, .µi.y boy," came the quick reply. "I'm
a peculiar sort of jigger, I am. I don't mind tellin' you that
I was afraid you had come here jest to run things. My bein'
the mayor without opposition an' holdin' the job,s of sheriff,
judge, jury, an' everything else, it wouldn't be nice to have
somebody step in an' boss me."
"Of course it wouldn't, Mr. Hill," and the boy laughed
lightly. "But don't think for a moment," he said, becoming
serious, "that I had any intentions of interfering with you in
your rulings. You must remember that you started it."
"I know I did. I always start it, 'cause I'm always suspicious of e:very stranger what comes here. It was the same
last ·night when that peddler arrived."

"Where um peddler?" Hop asked, lookin g around, for he had
forgotten all about ' Professor Dan McGinnis.
"He's in his room," the boss of the place answered, quickly.
"Wanted to take a bath, he said. We let him have an old washtub, an' my man cai'ried seven pails of water to him. Funniest
thing I ever heard tell of. Gittin' in a washtub to wash himself."
"That must be the way they do it in the East," Roxy observed, with a shrug of the shoulders. "He says he was born
in that part of the country.''
Hop gRinned broadly, and after remaining silent for a moment. he slipped around close to Cheyenne Charlie and whispered:
"Misler Charlie, you wantee l!llee fun?"
"I sartinly do, Hop. I kin see there ain't goin' to be no rnction here right away. That blame fool of a Il'.!ayor has changed
his mind completely. What kin you do to make a little fun,
blow up somebody, or somethin' llke that?"
"No, Misler Charlie, me do lat lillee while ago. Me givee
um man bigee cigar with powder in. Maybe you hear it go
bang!"
"Yes, we heard it all right, an' we thought you was responsible for it, 'cause we had found that you had snealred away
from the camp. But what are you goin' to do to make some
fun?"
"Um boss allee samee say um plofessor takee washee-washee
in um tub."
,
"Yes, that's so."
"Allee light. We go findee um plofessor. Maybe we hav<,,e
lillee fun."
"Great gimlets! That's a mighty fine idea, Hop. Come on.
We'll sneak out while Wild and Jim is talkin' to this gang
herr, That fool of a mayor is sartinly letti n' hireself go in
great style now. You would never think he could git mad or
act the way he done this mornin', would you?"
·•um mayor allee samee velly nicee Melican man, iVfisle:r
Charlie. He g!vee me thlec hundled dollee."
" "Gi:VA lt to you, eh? You mean you won it from him by
bet1'.tn'."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. ' Me ve!ly smartee Cllinee."
'l'he scout grinned, and then watching Ji'is chance he walked
out of the front door.
Hop followed him, for just then the mayor was r,Jating how
it was he became so popular in the mining camp and was
unanimously elected to all the high offices that could be enumerated.
•rhe hotel' not being an extraordinarily bnge building, Hop
felt sure that it would not take him long to lot:ate the room
that was occupied by Professor Dan McGinnis.
He led the way around to the side that was opposite to the ·
bar-room.
There were a couple of windows there, and both were opell .
The clever Chinee stepped up to one of them and peercd
through, the scout following c!OS(•ly_
The room, which was what might have been called the i:.otel
1parlor, was empty as far as a human being was concerned.
Hop gave a nod of sattsfact;on, and quic?r!y climbed-to the
window.
After hil::i went the scout, for Charlie, though he had a
great love fol' practical joking, never could think of what to
do, and Hop could.
They both stepped softly across th€' room, and trieu the
first door they came to.
It happened to open in a. little hall, showing a narrow flight
of stairs which le<l to the upper part of the building, for it
happened that the hotel was the only shanty in the mining
camp that possessed two stories.
Up the stairs th 2 Chinaman led th:! way, and before they
reached the top they could hear a splashing sotmd.
"Um plofessor allee ss.mee washce-was'iee, Misler Charlie,"
Hop whispered, and then be pointed to the left.
"I reckon you're right,,, the st:out answ6red, grinning broadly. '·We'll sorter give him a surprise, won't we? ··
"You bcttee, Misler Charlie. You !eavee lat to mP.."
'Up they went, and, turning io the le!'t, paused be,ol'c rl1e
door of the room_ they were sul'e the professor was occapying.
They could hear the splashing plainer than ever now .
Hop dropped upon his knee ... nd placed his eye to the keyhole, but he could not see through, for the key was thrust in
from the other side.
Charlie stood waiting to see what the clever Chinee would
do.
Presently Hop thought of a plan.
"Me flxee," he whispered, and then he tooli: from his pocket
a package that contained some kind of explosive powder.
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There wa.s a wide crack under the door, eo without delay I he had seen it before the explosion occurred, he shoolc his head
the clever Chlnee began pushing a quantity of the powder sadly and said:
under it.
"Why, I thought everything had been blown to pieces."
He kept on until he must have slipped as much as two
"How did you do it, anyhow?" the mayor asked. taking
ounces of it into the room.
'the man by the arm.
Just then the splashing of the water ceased, and they could
"I didn't do It, I tell you."
hear the occupant of the room walking about.
Then he protested so earnestly that they began to think that
Hop produced a match, and was just about to light it, when some one had either played a joke upon him or else they had
the scout seized his arm.
really intended to destroy the house.
"Wait a minute," he whispered. "Give the foolish galoot a
After a while they all went downstairs save the professor,
chance to git some of his clothes on."
who remained long enough to finish dressing.
. "Allee light, Misler Charlie," Hop answered, and then both · "Well, Charlie," Young Wild West said, when they had returned to the bar-room, "I reckon you had quite a ,little fun,
l1stened.
They could hear the professor walking about, and when he didn't you?"
'
began whistling a tune, both Charlie and Hop grinned broadly.
"A whole lot, Wild," was the reply. "You can't beat Hop
For about five minutes they waited, and then Hop struck when It comes to blowln' up things. If it· hadn't been for me
the match.
he would have set the blamed powder off afore the professor
The scout steppep. back to the stairway and waited.
, had any clothes on. Then there would have been fun. He
The Chinaman let the match get into a full blaze, and then would have jest stayed up there an' hollered for help till the
he reached over and dropped it gently on the edge of the pow- sinoke got out. That's one reason why I made him wait, 'cause
I wanted to see him come downstairs. I didn't know whether
der.
There was a sharp flash, and then a muffled report sounded. he would come by the regular way, or jump ont of the window.
A cloud of smoke arose even on the outside, but Hop knew But he come down the stairs all right. Says he fell down
very well that nearly the whole benefit of the discharge went ' most of the way."
into the room.
•
Then the scout broke Into a hearty laugh again, while Hop
Yells of fear Instantly sounded, and then the two hurriedly nodded his head and looked as solemn as an owl.
went downstairs, and reaching the empty room, vaulted out of
While Charlie and Hop had been out of the bar-room, Wild
the window and ran around to the bar-room.
and Jim held quite a conversation with the mayor and the rest
Though the report had not been a very loud one, It had been of tho,se present.
•·
heard there, and every one was looking about in surprise.
Jack Hill showed every inclination of being sorry for the
When Charlie and the Chinaman entered, Wild was stand- way he had treated them, and Young Wild West made up his
ing close to the door.
mind that they could scarcely look for any further trouble
"Ah!" he exclaimed to them. "Been up to something, I from him.
reckon."
This made it appear as If they were going to have a rather
"~et your life we have; Wlld. -Been havln' some fun with tame time of it during their stay at Yellow Gulch.
that fool of a professor. Walt a minute, an' most likely you'll
"Boys," the young deadshot said, as they went outside and
see him."
stood looking toward the slope where a number of miners were
The words were scarcely out of the scout's mouth when a at work, "I reckon we'll leave here the first thing in the morndoor at the other side of the room flew open and In bounded tng. I can't see that there's going to be anything here for us
Professor Dan McGinnis.
I never struck a better lot of men in a mining camp before."
He was not fully dressed, for he had failed to get his shoes
"Maybe we ain't se'en 'em all yet, Wlld," the scout suggested,
and stocldngs on before the explosion occurred.
with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Murder!" he shouted, running to the astonished proprietor.
"That's true enough. Here comes Roxy. We'll ask him
"Sombody tried to blow the house up. Everything is wrecked about it."
in my room."
"I told you he was all right, an' that he wo11,ld change his
"What are you try!n' to tell me?" the boss answered, sharply. tune In a hurry, didn't I?" Roxy said, as he came up and
"You have been doln' somethln' yoursel!. Monkeyln' with nodded to them smiUngly.
powder, an' touched it off, I s'pose. Sounded jest as If powder
"Yes, you were right," Wild answered. "But see here, is it
exploded."
possible that all the inhabitants of the camp are like the ones
"Honest, I didn't have anything to do with it. Go up and we have become acquainted with?"
see, please. I want the rest of my clothes. I don't know how
"Putty much, I reckon. But what do you mean?"
I managed to get out of the room, for there was so much
"There are no bad ones here, eh?"
smoke there that it was only by luck that I found the door.
"Oh, yes. There's quite a f~w what call themselves mighty
Then I fell almost all the way downstairs."
bad, an' maybe some of 'em are, too. There's lots of stealin'
He certalnly looked as if he had come down In a hurry, and done here, Young Wild West, but It's done on the sly, an' it's
when Cheyenne Charlie burst into a roar of laughter, the only once in a while a thief glts ketched."
feeling of surprise quickly left the rest and they joined in.
"Been any of it done lately?"
The boss of the hotel showed surprise at this, but quickly
"Yes, the night afore last a feller got cleaned out of a neat
called for volunteers to go with him to the professor's room.
little pile of gold dust he had hid under his shanty floor. The
''Come on, Young Wild West," Jack Hill, the mayor, called mayor an' a lot of us has been tryln' hard to· find out. the
out. "I reckon you ain't afraid to go up there."
thief ever since. There wasn't no strangers here at the time,
"What is there to be ·afraid of?'' the young deadshot an· so It makes lt look as if it was done by somebody what belongs
j here."
swered, in his cool and easy way.
"Well, I don't know. If somebody tried to blow up the
"That being the case, you ought to have some suspicions."
house it's a putty bad business."
"S'picions, eh? Well," and the miner shrugged his shoulTbere was a scramble to get upstairs, the owner of the hotel ders, "what's the use of sayin' anything when you don't know
lC'ading the way.
for sartln? There's Slick Pete, the gambler. He don't bear a
There was plenty of smoke there yet, though the most of it very good name among the boys. But there ain't no one as kin
had escaped by this time.
face him an' say they believe he stole anything."
When they got into the professor's room there was nothing
"Slick Pete, eh? We haven't seen him yet, have we?"
there to show that anything out of the ordinary had taken
"No. He don't generally show up till about noon. Sets up
place, save that the floor seemed to be burned considerably all night playin' poker with any one he kin git to play with
near the door.
him, an' then sleeps till noon. He'll be around by dinnerThe articles of clothing the professor had failed to get on time."
·
Wild laughed lightly.
before the powder was set off by the clever Chlnee lay just as
hr had left them brfore taking his bath in the washtub.
~ A queer sort of place, this, Roxy," he remarked.
But certainly nothing had been damaged.
"Do you think so? Why, we think it's one of the best ramps
"Huh!" exclaimed the boss, looking about disgustedly. "Jest in all Colorado."
as I thought. He was foolin' with powder an' it went off.
"I hope it is. We'll have a look at Slick Pete ti1is afterHere's where it burned the floor. I oughter charge him for noon."
Then the boy looked at his watch and found that it was not
th::it. Lucky there wasn't no carprt right hne, or the house
might have got afire."
yet ten o'clock.
"I didn't do it, honest, I didn't," the professor cried, ex"Boys," he said, nodding to Charlie and Jim, "I reckon we'll
go back to the camp. Maybe the girls would like to take a
citedly, as hP made his way into the room.
Then when he looked around and found everything about as walk up the side of the monntaln and do a little shooting. It
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strikes me that we ought to find a few birds up that way, if
nothing larger."
"They'll be willin' to go an' shoot quail an' -partridges, you
kin bet,., the scout retorted. "Come or1. I reckon I've had
enough fun to last me till after dinner, anyhow."
CHAPTER VII.
AHlETTA SHOOT$ A Bl,AR.

Wild and his partners walked over to the camp, leaving Hop
at the shanty hotel.
·
The majority of the miners left at the ·same time, for they
had deh>.yed in going to their worl,, no doubt because they
were more than interested in what was going on there.
"Et," the young deadshot said, nodding to his golden-haired
sweetheart, "how would you like to climb up the side of the
mountain and do a little shooting? There ought to be plenty
of birds up that way, and possibly we might run across a bear
~r a young buck."
"That would just suit me, Wild," the girl answered, her eyes
brightening. "We have mended everything that needed it,
and just as we saw you coming we were wondering what we
were going to do the rest of the day. But what has been going
on over at the hotel? Not long ago it looked to us as if it
had suddenly taken fire."
"Oh, Hop was responsible for the smoke you saw."
"We imagined that. What did he do?"
"What did he do!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, and then
he broke into a hearty laugh. "The funniest thing you ever
seen, gals. It was that fool of a professor what's in the peddlin' business."
Then he related the whole incident in detail, and the girls
could not help laughing.
""'IYe'll all go an' do a little lmntin', I reckon," Charlie said,
after he 11aa cooc:lnded his story. "Hop is over at the whiskymill au' 1 reckon he's safe enough there. There ain't no
d11nger of any one comin' an' stealln' Wing, though they do
say there's th:eves workin' on tile sly In the minin' camp.
I'll jeJ'<t tell him to 1-:eep awa}~~, an' if he can't take care of
things here nn' himself, too, why, he'll have to take his medicini.•,_ that's all.,.
Anna and E!oi,:e were really glad of the opportunity of
climbing the ruountainside, even though they knew it would
be somewhat laboriou ··.
But they hacl beeu so long- in that pnrt of the country, and
had P·xperiencPd all sorts of things, that they could stanrl a
gr€'at <l<"al more walking and climbing than the average
womnn or girl wonld be capable of.
Jt did not' tak<" them more than tE'n minutes to get ready
for th<" short hunting Mp.
A 1ma anrl Eloisr- each carried a double-barreled shotgrm,
while 1Viln nucl his partners 1and Arietta took. their rifles
' with them.
Arietta wM, certrtinly n crack shot, and whenever sh~
could 'SE'<" a bird Ritting she lnvariabl shot the head from it.
Even when !hey arose she very often got them with a ri:!J.e
bullet.
Yonng Wild ,vest, Cheyenne Charlie and .Jim Dart scorned
the irlea of hunting even for .birds with shotgnus.
~ Tlwy were Ro well trained in the use of a rifle that If they
f.lJ:ile{l to get what they shot at, even though on the wing, they
were satisfied.
'.!.'he i-pot the ~ouug den.d~bot bad selected to do the bunting lay ahout a mile distai1t from the slope upon which the
miners , ~ re working their claims.
For many miles a broken country, well covered with trees
and other vegetation, could be seen.
Appeatances Indicated that it was a fine locality to hunt
11.lmost any thing In the way of game that was at all common to the Rocky Mountains.
True, they might not possibly find a grizzly if they searched
about for a week, but other bears ought to be plentiful, and
certainly mountain goats and deer should be there.
But as the young deadshot had said, they would be satlsfied if they could get a few birds. for that was better than a
b roiled qu·a n or partriclge for u. change in the regulaL· bill-of.
fare.
'Che party of six walkPd leisure!~- nnril they came to the
foot of the steep side of the monntain.
·
Then with Wild ,md Arietta in tlw lc,,ntl, tl.Jey proceeded
upward, being forced to do considerable climbing.
At lengtll they reached a comp,1rntively l9vel spot about a
hundred !eet from the foot of the ascent, and then they were

not long In getting to a gradual slope, which was thickly
wooded.
Half-way through this they eamc to an open spot, wb.e~·e
tall grasses and berry bush!'s of 1he wild .sort grew m
abundance.
"Now then, spread out a little," Wild ::ulvised, as he nodded
to bis companions. "Let Anna and Eloise go -ahead, _for I
nm confident that · before w~ cross this patch there will be
some birds to show themselves."
Eager to get a chance, Eloise and t.110 scout's wife walk('d
back to a distance of· about a hundred ynrc1s, and. then carefully began moving across the open, patch.
.
They were not half-way across before a flock of quail numbering more than a dozen arose directly in front of Anna.
Bang, bang!
She fired two shots in quick succession, and had the satisfaction of bringing down a brace of the birds.
Three of tbeni parted from the rest of th<' flock and flew
almost directly toward Eloise, and taking advrmtage of the
opportunity, she fired twice and brought down two more_.
"Very good, girls!" Arietta. shouted, as she waved her rifle
to them.
Then she started to go apross the open spot about hnlf-way
between the two girls.
She got nearly to the other side when a buzzing sound came
to her ears, causing her to come to a quick stop.
She knew right away that she was near a swarm of ~ees.
and not wishing to be 'stung by them, she- _was not mclmecl
to proceed any further in thp.t particular dn·<"ctlon.
"What's the matter, little girl?" Wild called out, as be saw
her standing there undecided.
"Bees, 1-Vilcl," she answered. "By t_he noise they are making sometl.Jlng bad disturbed them.•, t-o(}. :'.IIaybe it's a bear."
"That's about the size of it, Et. Wait a minute."
•
Then the youno- cleadshot hurriedly ran to her, while Cbarli<'
and .nm hastened to help Anna and Eloise find the quail they
had shot.
As soon as he reached the sf.de of his sweetheart Young
Wild West gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Bees, sure enough, Et. But we are not close enough to
them to be stung. If I judge rightly. there is a hive in that
dead tree a.bout a hundred feet to the right.·•
"That's where the noise comes from, anyhow. \Vild."
"All right. Now come on. 1-Ve'll move aronnd to the other
side of it. Douit make .any more noise than you can hPlp, fo1·
while we are not able\ to frighten the he,-s, if a bear is t)1ere
he might become scared and leavf' in ,1 hnrr.v."
The boy anct girl went - on around. RC'arr·ely making auy
sound as they picked their way through the underbrush.
They were soon clear of the opening, and tllen 1hey were
forced to climb u. .few feet to a rocky ledge.
Passing along this, they were not long in getting to within a
few yards of U1e. dead tree. .
Of course the nearer they came to it the louder !he huzzi11g
sound could be heard.
They could eYen see a n11mbf>l: of wil<l lwes whirling nhout
iu the air now, and that ruaue it almost a c·<>rtainty that tbPir
hive was located within thP tr<"e, which must lie n hollow OUP.
1Vild went a little closer, and wl.wn hC\ i,aw there was a
good-slzer1 bole at the bottom of the treC\ he crouched close
to a rock and beckoned for his sweethcal't to join him.
.Just tbeu a scratching sound cam(\ from the tree.
"I knew it," he whispered, as Ari<"t1a <'amP np and d,oppe,l
upon her kneef! beside him. "'.l.'ltere·s ,;omethinp; inside 1b:H
tree bPsid<"s bees. 'Et. Now just watc·b. ·,
:'.11ore sound;; were beard, and both "IV\'l'.O ass1,1rNl that tiler<'
was something :11i1·e within the tni-e. .
A scrapiug sounct loncler thau they lmd henrcl before suddenly came to tlteir ears. and then something ·fell f;roril 1llc
inside and rolled from the hole.
It was only a ehuuk of rotten wood. but tllcy l.ockcd for
somethinp; quite different to follow.
It was not long that 1!Jey h:1<1 to wail lwfon, som~·thiug rli,l
follow.
It was nut hing more or lf>ss tlJau :1 half-g-rowH IJlHPk 1,eur.
It came 0111·, hind-t'oremo:;t, ioo. and wu;; g-rowling sa vagt•Iy.
showing 1liat 1'he b<'es must ha,·c !JPP-11 tormenting- it.
"Go alwa<l, little girl, .. the yonug clP,ldsh0( wlli;spered. •· Jlnt
a ·bullet rigltt behind his left foreslloul!ler. Ct,arlie will lw
tickled almo~f 1.o death to get a chu11k of nwat from that fpJ.
lo"'· He nppt•ar:; to be prE'tly fat, ,1n1l is harclly half-grow11. ·•
Ai·ielta nodded. and tl.Jen lJPr ritle went to lter shoulder.
Tl.le <listauc:e being· ;;hort, ,;be could har<lly mis,;, but she
wan_teu to be careful to make a clean job of it at the ft~t
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shot, so taking aim, she pulled the trigger just as the bear' they had an excellent view of the valley bPlow i-n1d the miners
pulled its head from the hole.
at work, they sat down to wait until the bePs became quiet.
Orang!
Half a dozen II).Ore sbot!' were heard from helow, and they
As the report rang ont the animal gave a leap sideways, knew_ that it was the girls still shooting. for they could teil
aud then fell upon tile ground, kicking lu the throes of deatb. the difference hetween the report of a shotgun and a rifle.
'.' A good shot, Et!" the young d0adshot exclaimed, nodding 1 Tbep when just about half an hour had expired Cheyemrn
to his companion admiringly.
I Chur!Je declared that it was time they went to get the ,dead
"Anyone could have done that," was the reply. "Now then, bear.
I shot the bear, let's see you get it.,.
. ".All right." Wild an.swP.rec1. "You go straight down ·to that'
There was n twinkle in the girl's eyes as she said this, for little ledge below, and then walk to the left :ind you'll see
she knew very well that it would be a rislcy thing .for anyone ' the dead tree. The bear lies right at tlie foot of it, lmt look
to venture close enough to the tree to drag the bear away from out for che bees. ,.
It.
.
Clrnrlie nodded and prom Jtly set ont .
. The bees were s~arming about JVOrs.e than ever now, showWU? and Arietta could see him as he moved iu the proper
mg that the report of the rifle must have angered them still I direction,_but when he was pretty close to the spot he entered
further.
, some bushes and was lost to 'view.
"That's all right, little girl. You are not gotng to get me i They sat there waiting for him to appear dragging the
stu~g by_ those bees," Wild answered, laughingly. "We'll just bear, for they knew he would dress it before doing so, and
. wait until they become quiet befo,re we get the bear. I reckon ·1 could easily drag the carcass avray from the tree.
It won't do It any harm to lie there £or an hour or two."
Suddenly they heard him shouting excitedly. ·
"Of course not. I was only joking. · I wouldn't have :you
"There ain't no bear here, Wild. There's blood on the
get your face all swollen from the stlngs of those llttle things I gro11nd au' all that, but the bear must have come to life an'
for anything. I - "
·
got a.way."
,
She gave a sharp cry, not finishing what she was going to . The y~ung deadshot and his sweetheart looked at each <lther
say, for at that moment a bee hit her left wrist, gettin in its 111 , aS t omshment.
.
.
.
work to , perfection.
g
rhen they l.ost no time 111 scram blmg from the high point
"There you are!" said Wlld, and seizing her by the arm, .be and made their "'.ay ._~oward t_he dead tree.
,
quickly pulled her away from the spot. "Now then, let's see
As they .came m :;1gbt of 1t they saw the scout stand,ng
if I can't fix that for you."
•
there the picture of amazement.
Without any hesitation he placed his mouth to the spot
~ure enough, the bear w~s not there.
,,
where the bee bad landed its sting and sucked upon It vigor-Not trying to play a Joke on us, Oharlle? Wild asked,
ously.
,
.
lo~1king at h!m s~arply.
.
He did not stop until h 1 was sure ~hat all the poison bad . <No, I aln t, v\ ild. I _coll?e, here to git_ the carcass of the
been taken from it.
be,a r Arletta shot. But 1t amt here. I km see blood on the
grouud, though, an'- Hello! Here's fresh J'ootprints too.
Of course he was particular not to swallow any of it.
Somebody wearin' boots with big nails in. the heels has' been
Arletta thanked him, declaring that there was no pain what- here."
·
ever to It, though she admitted that tt had given her quite a
There was little or no danger from the bees, so the young
shock when the bee struck her.
deadshot quickly sped to the scout's side.
As the two turned to leave the spot they beard more shootThen be saw the footprints referred to .
. iug below them.
There was no doubt about it.
"The girls are using their guns all right," Wild observed.
A roan we~ring heavy boots with large nails in the heels
"I reckon we'll have birds for supper."
and soles had been there.
When they got a little further on they could see Charlie
That being -the case, he must have dragged the dead bear
and Jim standing close to the edge of the natural clearing, away.
.
while Anna and Eloise were still hunting for the qua:11.
"Get on the trail, Charlie." Young Wild West said, in bis
"Shoot anything, ·wnd?" the scout called out, as be waved cool and easy way. "I reckon we have run across one of Ill<'
his hand to them.
thieves Roxy was telling us about.'' ·
"Only a half-grown bear, Charlie," the boy answered.
"What! You don't mean it."
CHAPTER VIII.
"Yes, I do. We left it lying where it fell. Arletta shot it,
you know. If. you feel like having some bear-meat you bad
SLIC.K PETE AND SKINNER.
better come up and take care of It."
"Great gimlets!" and then Charlie came toward them on a
Wild, Charlie and Arietta promptly started on the trail, for
run.
'
there certainly was a plain one.
When he came to the spot where they had stopped he · Evidences of the bear having been dragged over the ground
eagerly asked where the bear was.
were as plain as could be.
But when Wild told him be stopped short in his tracks; for
The bushes were broken, forming a regular path,
the first time be heard the buzzing of the bees. ·
'fhe three hurried on, and soon found that they were head"Wlld honey," be said.
, ing -almost straight for the foot of the mountain near the
"That's right, Charlie. The bear was in a hollow tree, and' mining camp.
ju~t as It came out Arletta put a bullet through Its heart." ,
Knowing that .nm, Anna and Eloise would be all right,
Oh! I reckon I "understand, then. Wanted me to go an tb~y kept on, and when they were a little more than halfgit the carcass, eh?
way down to the level at the foot of the gulch below they
"If you are in a hurry for the bear-meat you had better came to a thick cluster of rocks and the trail ceased to show.
get It."
Wild and Charlie ·looked about to ·find footprints, but the
"I ain't in no hurry," and Charlie laughed heartily at what ground was so hard that they could not see any.
• be no doubt thought a very good joke.
While they were doing this Arietta began searching about
But be did venture close enough to see that they had not among the rocks.
been joking with him.
,·
Suddenly she gave a cry of exultation.
"I'll attend to that feller In about a,n hour from now," he
"What Is it, Elt?" the young deadshot asked, turnl.ng quickly
declared. "I won't go ' very far a,vay, either, 'cause some to her.
one might come along an' git ahead of me."
"I ha:ve found the bear, bnt no.t the thief, Wild," came the
"Oh, you'll be able to get the bear in less than an hour, reply.
Obarlle. I reckon in about fifteen minutes. the bees . will beWild and Charlie lost no time in running to her, and when
come quiet enough for us to venture close enough to do It. they looked between two big rocks where she was pointing
Suppose we go up there on that ledge and sit down for a they saw the carcass of the slain bear plain enough.
while? Anna and Eloise will get all tbe quail we want with
Oharlle sprang down and quickly hauled It out, for it did
their shotguns, and Jim can stay down there and look after not weigh more th!\n two hundred pounds at the most.
them."
j "The insides has reen took out, too, Wild," he said, when
"Right you are, Wild," and. the scout promptly turned and _he got it out so they~ould have a good view of it. "I'll bet
began ascending to the spot the young deadshot had indi- 1 it took more than on to git the bear here., too."
cated.
.
·
, "Possibly, " the Yt>tt g deadshot auswered, with a nod. "But
The three were not loug in getting there, u.ud then ·finding · yon must .remember at it was nearly all down hill."
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"Hid It here till more help is got, I s'pose. Whoever done
this must think llimself awful smart. But you k!n bet your
life he knowed he was stealln'."
"Knew he was stealing! Why, of course be did, Charlie,"
Arietta spoke up, her eyes fl!ll!h!ng. "Quite likely the thief
was close by when I shot the bear. He no doubt heard the
shot and came up that way. Then he took the chance of getting stung by the bees and got away with the bear."
"I believe there was more than one of 'em, Arietta," and
the scout shook his hea-d, showing tl.iat be was not going 1.o
change his mind as to that.
"It makes no difference if there were a dozen of them. The
bear was taken away, and here Jt is. Now tben, Charlie, I
reckon you may as well remove the pelt and cut of!' the .two
hams. The thief can have the rest o't' lt."
"A good idea, Wild. Jest lend lne a hand an' we'll do it In
a jiffy."
The young deadshot was more than willing to do this, so
while Arietta sat upon a rock watching them, the two proceeded to remove the shaggy coat und cut off the meat they
wanted.
In less than twenty minutes this was done, and then thinkIng It not advisable to go all the way buck to look for ,Jim
and the two girls, t~ey decided to go on down straight to the
.
camp.
Wild and Charlie each carried the hind-quarters of the bear,
while Arietta managed to get along with the skin, which had
been rolled tightly and tied with a piece of stout string.
In this way they came to the camp, and when they got
there they found Wing lying flat upon his back on a blanket
.
sound asleep.
Charlie quickly hung the portion of meat he was carr:yi.ng
to tbe limb of a tree, and then taking the pelt from Arietta,
be hurled lt straight at the sleeping heathen.
It was not a gentle blow 1Vlng received, a.ud of course it
awakened him quickly.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" he shonted, as he rolled over
and then sat up and looked around wlldly.
· "A fine way ;for you to keep watch, ain't it, you f!!eepyheaded· heathen," Cheyenne Chal'lie said, angrily. " ou ain't
I
to be depended on nohow."
"l\Ie forglttee, Misler Charlie. :r:.re no knowee· me go to
sleep, so be."
Then Wing got up and rubbed that portion of his body thttt
bad been hit the hardest by the pelt, after which he began
movln!l' around, loolting for something to do.
He soon saw what th~ three had brought to camp, and then
he lost no t!me in taking charge of the meat and getting at
work upon the pelt, which he rolled out and quickly· sprinkled
with salt.
"Let's go over to the whlsky-mjll, Wild, an' see how Hop's
makln' out," the scout said,. after they had been back at the
camp probably fifteen minutes. "It makes no difference If
Wing does go to sleep ag'in. There ain't nothin' ltkely to
happen here. Jim an' the gals will be back putty soon, anyhow."
"All right, Charlie, come on. Maybe Slick Pete ls up by
this time."
"If he ain't we kin mighty- soon git him around, I reckon.
We'll jest find out where his shanty Is an' then Hop will go
over an' wake him."
Arletta took It for granted that she was to go with them,
though of course she did not Intend ·to go inside the shanty
hotel.
As Wlld started to leave the camp he nodded to her and
said:
"Come on, l!ttle girl; I reckon you can find something in
the store that you w!U need. You h1tve got money with you,
of course."
"You know I have, Wlld," was the reply.· "I am not in
the habit of leaving my money In the tent, especlally when
we all go away."
The fact was that not only .Arletta, but Anna and Eloise
as well, had an income from some good paying mines they
were Interested in.
This enabled them to always have more than they needed
while traveling about the country.
W"hat was used In the way of supplies 1md provisions was
paid for by Wild and his partners.
But the three girls always bought with their own money
what they needed themselves.
Charlie was quite satisfied to let hfs "fife ha'le an income
oJ' her own, and it made no difference to him what she expended for "ribbons, an' sich like," as ~e called it:

"

When they came to the store a woman was standing !n
the doorway.
She pleasnntly nodded when she saw Arietta with Wild
ann Charlie, and when the girl turned to go In she showed
herself to be much pleased.
It Wits the store-keeper's wife, and satisfied that Arletta
would now surely make out all right for a while, the young
deadsbot and hls partner quickly entered the barroom of the
hotel.
There were but four men there besides the proprietor and
the man who helped him.
One of them happened to be Roxy.
"Hello, Young "Wild West!" he called out. "Hello, Cheyenne
Olmrl1e! Mighty glad you come around ag'in this mornin'.
I did allow th1tt I'd go to work, but when I got oYer there
an' seen tblngs wasn't jest right, I come. back ag'ln. Them
few drinks I bad this mornln' sorter made me feel lazy-llke,
anyh<>w. There's no use talkin'; a feller cnn't expect to do
much work If he's goln' to tai.:e three or four big drinks of
tanglefoot early In the mornin'."
"You bave got that right, Roxy," Wild 1mswered, nodding
his head and smlling. "I l'eckon you would be a whole lot
better ofi.' if you· never touched anything strong at al1."
"Look h€'re, young feller," came' from a rather tall man
who was attired In much better fashion than the general run
of the mines, "we don't want to bear any temperance lectare
tbls mornin'. Just remember that you're In a place where
they sell whisky, so don't try to run down the man's buslness."
"All right, I won't, then," Wild answered, looking at the
speaker keenly, for he bad not seen him before.
One of the others was a stranger, too, but the fourth man
was one of those who had been in the company of tbe mayor
when he made such a fool of himself that mqrnlng."
"Young W!ld West, let me introduce you to Slick Pete, the
gambler," Roxy sald, shooting a knowing glence at the young
.
deadshot.
"See here, pard!" the man f:xclaimed, somewhat angrily.
"You didn't have to tell the kid that I war-i a gambler. I
reckon most every one ls a gambler around thef!e parts. Jest
'cause I play cards for money don't mean that l'm any worse
than any one else."
"That's what they call you, :iln't it-Slick Pete, the gnmbier?"
"Maybe it is. So this ls Young Wild West, eh?"
"That's who I happen to b<>," "'Vild answered, in his cool
and easy way, all the wolle studying the man closely.
"Good! I've heard tell of you. Skinner was te11in' me
something about the trouble you had with the mffyor this
mornin'."
Wild shot a glance at the roan spoken of as Skinner.
~I didn't see you In the crowd," he Raid, nodding to ll!m.
"I wasn't in th\' crowd, 'cause I thong-ht It was none of
my business. I was watcbin' from my shanty."
Then as if it was the rule he followed, Slick Pete nodded
to the man bellind the bar and said:
"Give us all a good drink. Young Wild West bas saic1 as
much as if he don't take anything strong. But I reckon he'll
change his mind this time, anyhow.,.
"I 'hardly think I will, Slick Pete," the younir. deadshot
said, smilingly. "But I don't ob;ject to taking some'thing m!ld
with you. I reckon a cigar will about suit me now. Had
quite a little walk up the mountainside. Looking for game,
you know."
· "Is that so ?" and the gambler lookP-d at him keenlv. "I
got up early this mornin', and me an' Skinner went · up to
shoot somethin'. Got R be1tr. Left it up there among the
rocks, because we got tired of draggin' lt any further."
Wild shot a glance at Cheyenne Charlie, which meant for
him to keep quiet.
"Pretty lucky, wasn't you?"
"I'm always lucky, no matter what kind of a o-ame I'm
playin' In," and the gambler laughed somewhat proudly.
He made no objections when tlJe young deads!.tot toolc a
cigar and promptly palu the bill.
"When are you going after your bear?" ·wnc1 asked. when
he had lighted his cigar anr1 Rlood Jenning upon th<' · lJar.
"Jest as soon as we kin git a couple 01' men to help ns. we
allowed that we would bring the whole carc:rns to the camp."
"Well, Slick Pete, if you and your man dragged a bear from
under a dead tree that had a hive of bees iu it, and left it
among the rocks a little more than half-way down the slde
of the mountain, I harclly thin-k :ron'll find all nf the meat
there ·now. '.rho Bk,in has bee.n ta.ken, too. I ha,ppo:i;i,ed to c~m.e
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"Yes, but that's all right. He evidently thought the other
down that way with my partner. and we found a. bear half
hid<len among the rocks. vVe thought we had better take fellow shot it. "'\'Ve'll let it go at that. for the present.''
"I don·t cnre how you let it go," Slid, Pete spoke up, as
the hind-quarters and the pelt, so we did so, and they are now
he moved o,er a'nd sat down at a table. "But I know putty
at our camp."
'.l.'he face of the man called Skinner fell, and he looked in I well now that you both are ag'in me. When a /!Un is pulled
well that I'm apt to git shot
.
silance at Slick Pete.
1 on me for nothin' it shows putty
"Oh!" the latter exclaimed, as if he was partly satisfied. some time when I ain't thinkin' about it."
'·You'll never get shot by me when J·ou're not thinking about
"So it was one of you two fellers who shot the bear, then'/"
it, Slick Pete!" ·wnd exclaimed, his eyes flashing.
"No, neither of us shot it."
"All right. I'll take my chances on it, anyhow."
i'But you just said you cut oil'. the hums an' took the skin."
"You're taking chances by talking the way you are. 'l'ake
"'.l'hat's right. We're much obliged to you two men for
taking the trouble to carry lt so far. Of course we woulcln't my advice and keep cool."
Then the young deadshot nodded to llis partner . and quickly
~ave tried to get away with the whole carcass. All we wanted
was a little of the meat and the pelt, which can alwfys ue wnlke<l out of the place.
Charlie followed him, but be "·as careful to keep an eye on
made use of."
"Sec here," said Skinner, bristling up suddenly, "you say the gambler, for he thought he might take a notion to fir.ea
shot after tllcm.
that neither one of you fellers shot the bear, don't you?"
But Slick P0te never once m:idc a mo,e. ll.lld the two went
·
"That's just what I said."
"Well, it must have been shot by the other boy what was on to the store and waited for Arietta to join them.
with you, then."
"No, _he didn't shoot lt. In fact, he . didn't see the bear,
CHAPTER IX.
or h~sn't yet, that I know of."
"Then what in thunder did you have any rlgbt to take any
SLICK PETE AND SKE'i'XER.
of the meat or skin It?"
When Wild and Ch:wUe enterf'd the store tlley found _o\.rietta
"I'll answer that question, Mr. Skinner, by saying that one
of our girls -shot the bear. Now then, I reckon you're satis- busy talking- to the proprietor's wife.
fied, and again I'll tell you that we are much obliged for the I She had been buying a few things she needed, but the con·
service you two fellows rendered by drugging the bear more versation was what was. holding her there.
Voices ln the back part of the store attracte,1 the attention
than half-way to our camp."
Slick Pete remained silent for a moment, and then stepping Iof the young deadshot and ltis partner, and as they looked
up close to his pard, he shook a finger under his nose and I that way they saw the boss of tlle establishmeut and Prufesscr Dan :McGinnis talking yery eamestly.
sald:
"Skinner, you're a blamed fool. You told me that you shot II "That man is trying to buy my llusball(l'S business, Young
Wild West," the woruan behind the count.er said, just as if
the bear."
"I know I did, so now I'll tell you I didn't," was the reply. she had known the young deadshot previously.
"ls that so? Well, is your husband thinking of selling?"
"An' you have gone an' made me look to be a thief."
"Oh, he's been wanting to sell .out a long time. It's only
"That's all right," and Skinner !!hook his head doggedly.
"Maybe I ain't made. ;you out to be much more than what a question now of the price he can get. I1'or my part, I'll be
very glad to get away from this place. f want to live in a
you are."
"What's tbat?" and the eyes of Slick Pete blazed with fury. large town, where things are entirely different."
\Vild looked over the contents of the store.
"Pshaw!" retorted Skinner. "Don't tbinlc I'm afraid of
"Well supplied with stock," he snld, nodding to Charlie.
you; Pete. You ain't been square wlth me, anyhow. Yc,u
"I rnckon it would take a good bit of monPy to buy it.·•
know what you promised. You--"
"Oh, if my husband can g-et seYen U10usand dollars he will
"Shut up!" anrl the gambler quickly drew a revolver.
''Kindly put tliat piece of hardware away, will you·r" Young let the whole thing go, building, land, stock and all," the
Wild We:,t called out, in his cool and easy ·way, at the same woman declared.
Just then the professor calletl out:
time pulling his own revolver.
"Come here, Young Wild "ITest. Briug your man with
"Oh, you'ra interferin'. are you?" and_ Sllck Pete ~cowled
fl.Greely, but at the same time dropped his gun back mto the you, too. I want you for witnesses."
The woman clapped her, hnnds softly and showed much deholster.
" I reckon I am. I am not going to see you shoot that fel· light, for she took it for granted that the deal had been made.
Wlld and Charlie made their way to 1.lte back of the store
low without giving him a chance. Of course I really thin.Jr
that be is deserving of being shot, for I can pretty well tell and found the proprietor busy writing upon a sheet of paper.
"I've ma.de up my mind to locate here, Young Wild "\Vest,"
that by sizing him up. I think the same of you. Now then,
you both know my opinion of you, so you can act accordingly." McGinnis said, looking around in a satisfiecl way. "The ped"That's the way to · talk, Wild!·• Cheyenne Charlie ex- dllng business Is all right, and there's lots of money In it;
claimed, smiling grimly. "I knowed jest as soon as I looked but it strikes me that I couldn't do auy better than to settle
them over that they wasn't nothin' more than two measly I right here, for from what I can learn, this Is bouqd to be a
coyotes. Slick Pete, as they 'call hlm, most likely has been good-sized town before mar1y months."
"Quite right, professor. I think you are wise in thinking
stealin' from the miners here for a long time, only they ain't
that way," the young deadshot answered.
been able to ketch him at it."
"I am giving tWs man seven thousand, eight hundred and
As these words left the lips of the scout the gambler turned
fifty dollars for his place. '.rhis includes everything, even to
as pale as a sheet.
"\Vhat-what do you mean by that?" he cried, and then the the household furniture. All he and his wife will take away
are their clothing and what few things they can carry. If
paleness left him and a deep red :flush showed in its stead.
"Oh, I was only thinkin' that way, that's all," Charlie an- you and your pard wlll witness the bi11 of sale, ,you will do .
·
swered, sneerJngly. "vVe heard this mornin' that the mayor rue a fa-vor."
"We certainlv will do that for you."
was ha,in' bard work to find a thief what was workln' here
'
· "Thank you.;
on the sly."
The store-keeper continued writing untll he had the necesSkinner laughed in a mocking sort of way at this, and then
sary document ready.
turned and went out of the place.
Then he read it ove1· carefully, after which the professor
"If somebody has told you that I'm a thief I'd like to know
.
his name, so I kin make him prove lt!" Slick Pete exclaimed, did the same.
Wlld took it next, and declared that he could see nothing
as he quickly recovered himself.
"No one ever told me you was a thief," Charlie declared, at at! wrong about it.
'£he signature was then affixed, and then Professor McGlnpromptly. "It jest struck me that you might be, that's all."
nis counted out the money and laid it upon the counter.
''All right. I know how to tnke yon now, my friend."
Then ·wnd put his name as a wituesf', and Charlie did
"I ain't no friend of yours, so don't call me one."
"Hold on, Charlie. I reckon you're going a little too fast," the same.
"You are to take possession at noon, accordin' to the written
Wild said, laying a hand Upon the scout's shoulder. klt isn't
hardly right to talk to a stranger in thls way, when you don't agreament," said the man who had made the sale. "That
means that me an' my wife ain't got much time to git the few
know anything about him."
"I know that he helped "tflke the bear that Arletta shot, things we·r~ golu' to take away with us together. Come on,
Sarah."
though, doi:t't I?"
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The last lie sboutetl, anti Sarab pl'omptly left }.. rietta an(! . more tlian enough for the rest, he bad all be wnnted in the
ran to him
way of food .
.. A're we ·goil).g to Iea,e here?" she asked.
'." I heard someth(n' ~est ~ow. Young Wil\l \VPst,'' .~~1~ ~a"f:i~
"·we certainly are. We've got till noon to git out.·•
I sal(l. as he was clrmkmg b1.s seeond cup of coffee. I he.
"Hurrah'."
Do _YOU know one
1 me that the peddler bas !Jought the Rtort>.
'£hen ;;;be hugged hPr husband while the rest looked on and thing,,. and he raised bis finger and. lowerctl 1!'~ voice :it t~~
smiled.
I· same time, ·• I don't like the way thml!;H is g?m llere. 1 dit
.·
·
.
•.
,
..
·
have an iclea that you comp her<• to trJ· au put m1; out of
_At1 etta being ready, " 1!~ ,llld Charhe qmckly went out
. b N 1. 1 think it's the peddler. He called l11mself a
with IH~1·, after con~ratulatmg . the professor upon tile good : ~ioft~s~r, ·a~~ beln' a little smarter than tlw rest of us ar·ouml
sen;c;e he had sho~n m ?u~cbasmg the store.
.
here, It sorter makes me think that lt won't be long afore
'I hey made !he1~ wa:v du.ect to. the_ camp, and found Jim, 1 t i t
th! 11 gs Now 1 don't mean to let anything like
4nna and Eloise Just appearing Ill sight at the foot of _the t1:.a/ ::p;e!un I'm th~ boss of Yaller Gulch, r.n' I want e,ery
mountain.
one to kno; it. I'm runnin' things here on the dead level.
When the three reached the camp they showed snrprlse but If 1 found tllnt my own brother had committed a crime I'd
sa~}sfadion as :w_ell.
,, have him hunf, jest the same ·as if he was a stranger."
• .,
We _wer~, wmtmg for you_ to come ba~k the -:ay you went.
"WoulLln't sliow any sympathy for your brother, then, el.i:
,Jim sa1cl.
But after n while we got tired. of rt and thought Jim Dart ar;kcd.
1
wt• wou,lu return. We have got fourteen lllrds, and they are
-· ~ot a ult. ,vhy, if it was one of you folb; what stole a
nice fat one,;, too."
horse or roh!Jetl a miner l'd have yon strnng up to tlle uear... \.ud I shot a bear," .Arietta spoke up, as she pointed to the est tree jc-:st as soon as' you had beeu dedared guilty."
pelt which was lying near one of the tents.
,, ~nd you're the judge prosecuting a Horney, la wycrs au<I
"There's another one up that hi!l. We saw t~e tracks." Jur)' all combined, so I Jnderstand," Wild L'l'llltll'ked, looking
Jim Dart dPl'lnre<l, a~ he uo~tled h1,; head approvmgly when at him and smiling.
.
"'fhat's jest what r am," ancl the mayol' pouU{led l11ms1ilf
he looked at what Arietta pomted out.
"ls tllat so?'' the scout exclaimed. "I reckon we'll have upon Ws breast to show how di.,uified he felt.
to go an' look for Wm. Most likely he'll be foollu' around
"All right, Mr. Hill. I hope "'r am not brought before you
after that wild honey ..,
.
for any wrong-doing."
Then t~ey compared notes, each relating their experience
"I hope you ain't, but If you are you'll have to take ,vh:Lt's
comin' to yon."
.
since partmg.
"So the fellow called Slick Pete and another man stole the
"W'ild," sa Id Cheyenne Charlie, .rising to his feet, "I tlnnk
bear, eh'?" .Tim said, shaking bis bead. "Pretty nervy trlc~, this man is about the biggest fool I've heard talk In seve1;1J should ,my. Do you really think Sl_ick Pete thought his teen years. I don't care If he has been elected mayor of th_1:l
pard sllot It?"
here mlnin' camp. Anybody what would take any stock Ill
"It s<'emed that way, for they had a row over It, and I am what he sayti wouldn't have no sens2."
lnclinerl to think that the man called Skinner would have got
"What's that?" the mayor exclaimed. angrily. "'.l.'he first
his mc~diclne if I hadn't Interfered," Wild nnswered.
thing you know I'll fine you ten dollars for contempt oJ'
"'l'bey·re enemies now. an' you kin !Jet on it," the scout court."
said, shrugging llls shoulders. "Skinner suid enough to make
"You will. eh? You jest swallow that coffee yon ha c got
anybody think that Slick Pete was notiling but a thief, any- an' vnmooS('. "\Ve don't want you around llere."
Wlld mfo·lJt have said something if lle had not really
how. They'll hn,e it In for each other now. you kin be sure.
But I'll tell you one thing, Wild: after dinner we'll go aI1' thought th;t the mayor was getting too obnoxious.
He simply uoucled for Charlie to go ahead. and then the
look for the bear Jim is speakin' about."
"All right, Charlie. We don't need the meat, 1:mt tt:c mayor, becoming very much frightened, droppei:1 ~he tin cup
chances are we can dispose of It easy enough by giving 1t after swallowing what coffee was left ln It, and s1owly arose
away to the miners."
to his feet.
They all decided to remain In camp until after dinner, so
"Go on," Charlie said. "I don't want to lay hands on you•,
things went along quietly enough until noon.
bnt If I do I'll knock the stufll.n' out of yon."
, Then the miners coming from their work stirred things up
"Oh, I'll go. But just remember that I'm the boss of tht>
n little, and it wa;, not' long before they could hear shouts of Gulch. I told you that jest now, an' lf uny of you is e,er
laughter coming from the shanty hotel.
brought afore me on a charge it will be good-by to you."
As they were about to sit clown to the noonday meal which
'fhen he walked away, actually staggering, for It seemed
bad been prepared by Wing, the cook, Hop Wah came stroll- that he got worse for what he had taken in the wny of
iug leisurely tow:ird the camp.
strong drinJ, after coming to the camp.
He had almost renched it when some one was heard calling
•· A harmless fellow, I call him, Vvild." ,Tim Dart obser,e<J,
to him, and all hnnds turned in tlle direction thp voice came aR they watched him as he turned to enter the i-hanty hotel.
from.
·
•· Quite harmless in his way_,. was the reply. .. But it seems
'£hen t~ey Raw .Tack Hill, 1he mayor, hurrying after the I that nearly every one here is wllling to tolerate hiR E:'ccentric
cieYer .Chmee.
wa,,vs."
.
•
Hop waited for him, aud then the two walked to the camp
Hop was questioned, but all he "0uld say wa,-: that he hnd
together.
.
accepted au invitation from the mayor to l!;0 over to the dnim
"Jest in time, ain't I, Young Wild West?" the mayor asked, he owned nnd had a good time whHe he was there.
"l\Ie no wan tee l,('epee his moue~·. so me givee back," he
nodding his head and smiling.
"I reckon you are, Mr. Hlll," the young deadshot answered, added. "He velly goodee Chinee. l\Ie uo take whatee no beand then he looked keenly at the man and was not long In I Jong to me."
.
discovering that he was pretty well under the influence of
What had just happened did not cause our friends to change
liquor.
•
their minds, and shortly after the dinner wns over thf'y made
"Where have you been, Hop?" Wild demanded, turning · ready to go up the mountainside and try and get the bear thnt
sharply to the Chinaman.
.
bad been tracked by ,Jim.
.
"l\Ip !{O with um mayor, l\Iisler Wild. lie velly nlcee MeliArietta expressed a de~irc to ;:;o, but Anna and Elo1~e decan mau . s0 bP. Havee lillee tanglefoot and chuckee dice." cicled rn remain.
"That's right, Yonug ·wnd West. '\Ve bad quite a little
'.l.'lliR cnusi.•tl .Tim Dnrt to lwsitate, for he knew that Bloise·
tanglet'oot to drink, an' we chucked dice for money. But I waR slightly timid o,er rhe way the mayor had atted.
want to tcil you right here that after th~ Chinaman had
·'If yon <lon't mind, Wild," Dart snicl. nodding to the young
won about 1111 I had h<! tun1ed around an' give it all back to deadshot. "I'll stay here and look after things."
me, tell!n' me that Ile had cheated me an' only done it for
",Tust ns you like, .Jim. Charlie ::wd Arll'tta can l!;O with
fun.''
me, ancl I'm ::ure that will be enoug11 to get ont• bear."
''I nm Mlnd to hear that.'' tile boy an,n.cretl. "But come
"1fo go, too, Misler Wild," Hop spoke np.
•• All right. go lf YO?, like. But tlon't let me catch yon drlnkon. l re;kon we enu fnrnis11 you with something good to
.. .
eat. We did a: little buuting this morning, and the girls shot lnp: any more liquor.
".Me no dllnlc some more, ~flsler ~ ild. :\le gottee plenty
considerable game ..,
.. Birds eh?" the mayor said, ns be walked over ancl took now so be.''
a seat 0 ~ a stone near where the rest were sitting.
It was not long bcforf' the four set out, all eave Hop carryHe showed himself to be quite hungry, and as there was Ing a rifle.
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waited until they had got a good start. and then be
'l'hey made their way up the steep slope, winding this way

went out, and finding that Young ,Tild ·west and Cheyenne
Oharlie were missing from the camp, lw gave a nod of satisfaction and went on by another way, so he might watch from
a distance and see what tool;: place.
He had llarely got among the rocks at 1be foot of the mountain when Skinner appeared.
Skinner certainly had it in for thr gambler.
There was a vengeful glPam in bis eyes, ancl it was evident
tliat he meant to make Pete give an account or himself.
Slick Pe.te dicl not see him until lie was within a few feet
of .him, and then Skinner sud<lenly pulled a lmife.
·"I've been tblnkln' it over," be hissed, as if lie was afraid
his voice might be heard by the miners wllo must be somewhere about. "You have been mal;:Jn' a fool of me right along.
Got me to do a Jot of yom dirty WOl"k, nn' you ain't never
divided with me on the square. What you saicl this mornin'
got rue to thlnkin' this: wa_r, au' now then, if you don't give
me some of that mouey WP got the other night, I'll put this
knife between your ribs."
"All right, I'li settle up, 'cause I don't want no trouble with
you."
Then the villain made a move as if to feel in bis pockets,
and Skinner lowered hi;; rifle.
Just what happened then cannot be recorded, anything
further than that Slick Pete's rifle went off suddenly and
Skinner threw up his hands and went staggering through the
bushes.
"I reckon that .fixes him!" the gambler exclaimed, hoarsely,
and then after waiting for a t'ew seconds. ~1e started down
the bank throiigh the bushes in the direction the man had
taken.
What was bis surprise to see his victim lying dead upon
the ground, while standing over him, rifle in his hand, was
Young Wild West.
Astounded at the unexpecte'1 sight, the villain remained motionless for the space of a moment.
Then a happy thought flashed upon him.
CHA.P'l'ER X.
"Here's my c-hance!" he exclaimed. undcl' his breath. "I've /
got rid of Skinner, who was gittin' to be a dangerous man,
1
I an· now I'll blame Young Wild West for doin' it. I don't care
ARIET'rA S QUICK WIT.
if they string him up. What's he doin' around here, any- ,
When the mayor got to the barroom of the hotel he founcl how?"
He turned softly away, and getting to the other side of a
half a dozen or more men there who really believed in him.
"Boys,"' he ~aid, "things is goin' from bad to worse her!). knoll. came suddenly upon the mayor and his men.
"Come here,"· he said, beckoning to them.
Young Wild WE\st jest drove me away from his camp. He
",vhat's -the matter, Pete'/" l\Ia~•or Hill asked.
snys I ain't no· good, an' all tba t. What are· we goin' to do
"Young Wild Vi'est jest shot a man."
about it?"
"Shot a man!"
"Better let him alone," one of them suggested. "Maybe he
"Yes, be shot poor Skinner. Me an' Skinner come up this
come here fo1· some trnrpose. Don't try to cross him too
way to hnnt for a beat', which we heard , was around some.
much."
"Yes, maybe he come !Jere for some purpose all right. Most where. Skinner went ahead of me an' I heard him talkin' to
likely Ile wants to nm tlle cnmp. But I ain't goln' to stand somebody. I heard him say that he didn't mean to steal the
for it. Hello'. There's f.llicl, Prte. How d.')eA he feel about bear. or sometbin' like thnt, au' then a shot wai:; fired. I run
up the bill an' looked through the bu..<1he;a:, an· I seen Young
it?"
Wild ,vest standin' over him, his gun in bis hands. That's
At that moment th" gambler came in.
all I know about it. He·s over there yet. an' so if' poor Skin"What are ~-ou talkin' about, mayor?" came the query.
ner. '<-ausC' he's dead an' ca.n·t git awa.v without bein' car" About Yonng \\'ild West."
"Oh!" and Pet" sh1mgged his shoulders. "I <lon·t know any- rielt··
Ohe_renne Charlie, Arietta anc1 Hop lrncl heard tile rifle shot
thing about him. nor I don't want to. He stole a bear that
aR well as the mayor and bis crowd.
was shot by Skinner tl.lis moruin"."
It happened that Arietta was the nearest to the spot, and
As no one 1!J ere at the time had heard anything about the
occurrence of the forenoon regarding the bear. with the ex- thinking that Wild had found the bear and shot it, she turned
ceptlon of t!Je man behind the bar. the gambler thought Ile and made tier wny hastily to it.
She got there in time fo see Wild standing over the dead
would put the young deadshot In as bad a light as possible.
The result was tbat Slick Pete bad no trouble In convincing man. and theu just as she was going to ask him what the
the mayor that Wild had really taken the bear after it had trouble was, Slick Pete burst through 1the bushes, foJl(jwed
by the mayor and the rest of the miners-.
been shot by :111otber party.
·'T).lere he is staiidin' right there yet!" the gambler exBnt there wa,.; It man listening ontsicle at the time, and by
the way he acte<l he ,lid ltl) t n11•an to lel th e g~1 miller have it clnimed. pointing nn accusing finger at the young cleadshot.
"Shot poor Skinner in cold blood. too. An' ·It was all about
all his own way.
·a meai;ily benr that somebo(]y ,;hot this morn In'."
Tilt> m:,n wa,-. not otller thnn Skinner.
"What are ;rou talking about, yon sneaking coyote?" Wild
"\VP!!. boys," the mayor said, "Slick Pete ain't got much
of a reptttation m anything. Maybe he's !yin' an' maybe he exclaimed, making n threatening move with the brokPn rifle.
·• Look out, tlwre!" cri('d the mayor, uud he leveled bis o'wn
ain't. I call upon him to take ns up to wher•e be left the bear.
'
an' if we finfl that thp Mod-quarters was cut off an' the skin rifle squarely at the boy's breast.
"Wild. what does this mean?" Arietta shouted, running up
took from it, thc11 W<''ll hnYe to put· <lown Young Wilcl \Vest
and catching the boy by the arm.
as beiu' a thie f. C.omc on. ,vho'N goln' with me'!'"
"It means tllnt somebody shot this fellow lying on the
'·I'll tell you jest where W<' left t h~ hem·," and then Pete
ground and that be ran almost to me before he dropped,"
explained bow to get to tho exact spot.
But they had to have :l few di-inl,s, so \t was sllortly after the boy answered, iu his cool and easy way.
''It does, eh?" Mayor Hill asked, sarcastica!Jy. "We know
our friends left their camp to l.Jnnt. 1'or the bear Jim Dal't had
all about it. Young Wild West. I thought you wasn't what
tracl-:ed when they srt out ilt the sallle direction.
You come here to make
¥OU was tryin' to make out to be.
Slick Pete did not go -n·itb tht>m right away.

and that, and nt length came to the spot where Jim had seen
the tracks of the big bear.
'">[ow then," Wild said, nodding to his companions. "w.e'll
go in different dir0ctions. Oharlie can follow the trncks, ancl
the rest of us wlll go around and perhaps come across the
bear. we·11 go nenr tlle dead tree tltat c:ontains the swarm
of bees."
'.I'llis being understood, they quickly separated.
Charlie sent Hop n round to the left, so the young deaclshot
started further to the right than his sweetll<:>art was to go,
and soon found himself traversing a ,ery rough piece of
ground.
He could not ha.vi.') been more than a couple of hundred
yat·cls from his sweetheart, who was the nearest one to him,
wht>n lu stepping across a crevice a stone turned under his
foot and he fell to tll(• ground, his rifle flying ffom bis grasp.
The rifle· hnppenPd to hit upon a sharp rock. and when the
boy picked it up it did not take him a moment to see that it
wai; broken.
Then he retraced his steps n short distance with the gun
lu his baud, and presently sat down upon a rock among some
trePs to give It a further cxamlua tlon.
With the 11oint of his knife he took out n c-ouple of screws,
thinking that perhaps, nftet· all, he might fix the weapon so a
cartridge could be inserted from the top witllout using the
lever again.
But after spending ten minutes In this way he gave it up,
and arose to his feet.
.Just then a sharp report sounded within a few yards of
b)m, and tb,;!n tlwrc came £t crashing in the bushes, and a man
fell almost at bis feet.
"Great Scott!" the young deadshot exclaimed. "What does
·this mean? Why, it's the fellow called Sklntwr."
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trouble, an' I reckon you h::r,e done it. You know what's in
store for you now, don't you'/ You shot this man in cold
blood, an' I have proof of it."
''I didn't shoot the man." Wild answered, calmly, and then
he handed the rrnc to Arietta.
The girl saw right awa,y that it was broken, and her quick
wits enabled her to understand almost instantly that Wild
had not fired a shot from the rifle.
"Of course, I didn't do it, little girl," the young cleadshot
whispered. ' I have an idea that Slick Pete did it. But just
wait. Take it easy. There is no need of getting e:x;cited about
this.
'!'he men came up and surrounded the boy and girl.
Half a dozen revolvers and as mnny as two rifles were leveled right at his breast, and he real!zed that he really was in
.
a dangerous predicament.
"Just let me investigate 'this," the mayor said putting on an
air cf authority'. "Turn the poor feller over." '
The body was quickly turned at his command and then
dropping upon his knees, _Hill made an examination of the
hole in his breast.
"This here was done by a forty-four bullet " he said rising
to his feet. "What's the caliber of that rift~ the gars' got in
her hand?"
Slick Pete quickly stepped over and took the gun from- the
girrs hand.
He looked at the muzzle, and then with a nod of triumph,
exclaimed:
"She's a forty-four, mayor. But there ain't no mistake
about It, anyho;w. I know he shot Sklnner."
"Give me a rope," ordered the mayor.
A couple of men had ropes with them, as if they had expected to do something in the way of a lynching before returning to the mining camp.
"Now then," Hill went on, as a man stepped forward with
a rope, "l'm the judge an' jur~in this case. 'l'he verdict is
that Young Wild West murdered Skinner, an' the sentence is
that he shall be hung without delay. Go ahead, boys!"
The young deadshot's sweetheart quickly came to the
rescue.
"This proves his innocence!" cried Arietta, as she quickly
handed over the rifle. "How could Wild fire a shot with a
broken gun? Don't you dare put that rope around the neck
of Young Wild West!"
H111 was averse to looking at the broken gun, but there were
others there who wanted to give the gir-1 a .chance to make
good her , claim.
"Let me see that rifle," one of them said.
He took it from Slick Pete, who suddenly became uneasy.
"She's broke, as sure as guns, an' another thing, there ain't
.been no shot fired from it lately. Mayor, I sorter reckon that
you have ma.de a little mistake. Young Wild West sartlnly
didn't shoot Skinner, not with this gun, anyhow, an' I don't
1,ee no other gun here."
"I seen him standin' over the body with the gun when I
looked through the bushes," the gambler declared.
"Meanin' by that that the boy must have jest shot him?"
t he miner with ithe broken gun in his hand asked.
"I don't know what else you could ca.II it," and Pete shrugged
his shoulders.
"I know what else you kin call It. You kin call it a lie
'cause even though Young Wild West might have been standin:
over that body there with this here gun in his hand, he didn't
shoot him with lt. That couldn't have been done, an' as I jest
said, the inside of the barrel on the muzzle is jest as dry as
kin be. There ain't no sign of any burnin' powder bein' there.
Yout:r:e WTong, Pete."
"No, I ain't wrong," the villain retorted, not knowing what
·
else to say.
But by the way he acted it was plain to every one there, even
to the mayor, that he had been telling an untruth.
Wild, having his hands free now, for the men who had seized
him had stepped back a little, coolly pulled his revolvers, and
waving them back and forth in a way that was really tantalizing, he said:
"Mayor, if you feel like hanging me, go right ahead at the
job. But I reckon before you do it I'll put a few holes through
you. The fact is that you are not fit to even be a member
of a common vigilance committee, let alone rule a mining camp
of the size of Yellow Gulch. Take my advice and you'll resign
r ight away."
At this juncture Cheyenne Charlie appeared on the scene.
"What'.s the matter here?" he cried, his eyes flashing as he
bounded upon the scene, rifle in hand and ready to shoot.

"Take it easy, Charlie," the young dea.dshot ansv;ered,
coolly. "There has been a man shot here, and I got the blame
of it. But fortunately for me, I broke my rifle a little while
before it happened, and when the poor fellow fell dead at my
feet, I naturally started toward him to find out what was the
matter. Then it seems Slick Pete, as they call him, was watching, and he gave It out that I had killed the man. The sum
and substance of it ls that Pete shot him himself. Just take
charge of him, please, for I certainly will not let the mayor
have anything to do with it. I am. going to run things here
now. I'll be mayor of Yellow Gulch for a few minutes, and
then I'll resign the job."
Charlie had the gambler covered, so there was no difficulty
in his laying hands upon him.
"You measly coyote!" the scout cried, giving him a shake.
"You killed the man yourself, an' then tried to blame it on
Wild, did you? By jingo! if I had my way about it you would
hang from that limb over your head."
Jack Hill almost had a fit, partly from anger and partly
from mortification.
He raved and talked until he .finally threw himself upon the
ground.
"He's resigned all right, gentlemen," the young deadshot
said, smilingly. "I am mayor now. But I won't remain so
very long. I want you to take Slick Pete down to the camp
right away. Now then, go ahead."
It was wonderful · to see how willing the miners were to
obey the young deadshot.
'l'hey m.nde a rude litter, and placing the body of Skinner
upon it, set out, Cheyenne Charlie remaining in charge of the
gambler.
Solemnly the procession continued all the way to the foot of
the steep slope after that, the miners only talking in whispers
and not very much In the way of conversation at that.
As they neared the camp of our friends, Jim Dart, Anna a.nd
Eloise hurriedly ran to meet them.
To see Wild with a revolver in each hand, for he had not
put them away, and the dead body of the man, and also a prisoner, was quite enough to startle them.
But Arietta was not long in informing them of what had
happened.
The ex-mayor, as he might be called, brought up the rear
of the procession, and if ever there was a crestfallen person
upon the face of the earth, he certainly was the cue at that
.
moment.
Right on past the camp to the hotel the party continued.
A crowd gathered in front of the shanty hotel.
Miners came running from all dlr0ctions, for they could see
from where they were working that something was wrong.
In less than half an hour there was hardly a man livin~ in
Yellow Gulch who was not present .
Then Wild mounted a barrel and made quite a little speech,
telling everything as it happened, and adding to it what he
thought about Sllck Pete.
His cool and easy way was convincing, and the result was
that the ga:mbler broke down and confessed that he had fired
the shot that killed Skinner, but declared that he had done it
in self-defense, stating the thing just as it had happened.
"Now then, gentlemen," Wild said, as he again got upon
the barrel, "I took this job of mayor for a little while, and I
am going to resign right away. But before I do so I am going
to tell Slick Pete that he's got just fifteen minutes to get out
of the Gulch. If he hasn't a horse he had better buy one, and
be quick about it."
"I've got a horse a:11 right," the gambler called out, excitedly.
No doubt many of the miners were for lynching him, but
they seemed to think that the young deadshot knew what he
was doing so the result was that the gambler left the mining
camp for good.
Wild's suggestion that the professor would make a good
mayor took well with the miners, and before the afternoon
was over he was duly elected in that capaclty, Jack Hill showing that he was quite w!lling to take a back seat, so to speak.
Of course, there was more or less excitement during the
balance of the day, but things seemed to be going on all right,
so the next morning Young Wild West and bis friE>nds bade
adieu to Yellow Gulch and set out in search of something new.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
FIGHTING THE COWBOYS; OR, THE DOOM OF THE
'HURRAH' OUTFIT."
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CURRENT NEWS
The longest street car ride in the world for a nickel,
twenty-eight miles, began February 1, by the street railway syRtem of Chicago. Universal transfers and single
fare throughout the city on surface lines went into effect,
despite a suit by a minority stockholder to prevent the innovation.
Owing, it is said, to the growth of the parcel post in
this section of the State, the Adams Express Company of
Canandaigua, N. Y., has closed its offices here and at
Batavia. The business of the company will be handled by
the loc~l agent of the American Express Company. A
similar consolidation will be effected in other ·smaller
towns.
A lofty bridge of the cantilever type has recently been
completed for the National Railways of Mexico over the
Rio Chico on a new- line between Durando and Llano
Grande. It wa.s planned at :first to build a steel via.duct
over the ravine, but later the engineel'ij decided to construct a single track cantilever bridge. This structure hail
anchor arms 105 feet long, and cantilever 1nms, each 135
feet in length, carrying a suspended span of 120 feet. The
total length of the bridge between bank walls is 701 feet
6 inches. · The baiie of the rail is 244 feet above the bottori:1 of the ravine.
An expl9sion that could be heard for fifty miles followed
the dropping of a meteor into the plant of the Young
•roTpedo Company, Sistersville, W. Va., recently among
five hundred quarts of glycerine. The meteor was seen
by several persons to shoot across the sky, and C. C.
Curtis, an offi:cial of the city, saw it, a blazing and seething ball of :fire, drop into the plant. He was eight hundred yards away from the plant. He was stunned by the
,pectuclc, and the explosion knocked him to the ground,
hut he was unhurt. The explosion tore a gap in the
earth 300 feet wide and 100 £eet deel<. Every window in
the city was chattered, and similar damage was done in
surrounding towns, even as far .as Clarksburg, thirty miles
distant.

The Crocker Land Expedition, commanded by Donald
B. MacMillan, is now in winter quarters at Etah, Green"iand, having been prevented by unfavorable ice conditions · from crossing Smith Sound to Ellesmere Land,
where it had been planned to establish the base. The
vessel in which the expedition sailed from New York on
July 2, the "Diana," was stranded on the ·rocks off Barge
Pomt, Labrador, July 17. As she proved to be unfit for
further service, the steam sealer "Erik" was chartered at
St. John's to take her place, and a new start was made
for the North on August 5. Along the Greenland Coast
a number of dogs and Eskimo drivers were secured for
the expedition. After disembarking the explorers, with
their stores and equipment, at Etah, the "Erik" returned
to St. Johns. · An exploration of the Greenland ice cap is
on iji.e programme for the coming winter an.d spring.
William Taylor, an employee of the United States Mint,
Philadelphia, ·who ran the risk of suffocation when accidentally locked in one of the irnm,ense gold vaults, was
resC'ued by a dozen mechanics, who succeeded in drilling a
hole through the steel door after several hours' work and
passing through a slip of paper describing the combinatioJ:! to the prisoner. Taylor was on the verge of collaps~
when dragged out. The time lock on the vault door wa&
set for 8 o'clock, and when it was realized that it would be
useless to try and open the door, drilling holes through the
sides was attempted in order to give air to the imprisoned
man. 'l'his work was abandoned when it was found that
the drills could not penetrate the thick steel. .An . attack
was then made on the lock. Knowing that three or four
hours inside the airtight vault meant death to Taylor,
the men exerted all their efforts. Finally the drill reached
the interior of the vault. The chief clerk supplied the
combination and Taylor did the rest.

Contrary to the general impression, home-grown currants, strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, and cranber-,
ries are plentiful in Alaska, and, as determined by soil,
climate, and topographical conditions, farming is possible on approximately 100,000 squal'e miles of territory.
Stranger yet to those who picture Alaska as an ice-loeked,
An electric ~ervice company in Abilene, Kansas, is manu- frozen country is the statement, made public by the Defacturing its own poles of reinforced concrete owing to the partment of Agriculture recently, that the mean .annual
hmited supply of timber poles. The poles are cSBt in temperature of Sitka is "about the same as that of Washthree-piece wooden molds and range from 20 feet to 35 i.p.gton, D. C." ''Varieties of wheat, oats, rye, barley, pofeet in length, with a diameter ranging from 6 inches at tatoes, and many other vegetables have matured every seathe top i.o 10 inches or 13 inches at the bottom, depending son since the department star:ted its work at its two most
11pon the height of the pole. The poles are octagonal in northern experiment stations," says the statement. One 0£
shape, and have a hollow galvanized iron core, consisting these stations is within seventy-five miles of the arctic
· of a pipe ranging from 6 inches in diameter at tl;i.e base circle, the other is in the interior, aJ.1d there are two others
to 2.5 inches· at the top. They are reinforced with 4, 6 or situated in the southeastern and southwestern portions of
8 bars. The cost of making these poles in sizes of 20, 25, the territory. "Chicken raising is also proving feasible,"
30 and 35 feet is $2.43, $3.85, $5.86, $7.57 respectively. the statement continues, "and it has been positively demCedar poles of the same sizes would cost respectively $2, j onstrated that forage crops may be grown in the south$3.96, $6.65 a.nd $10.20.
,
~este:rn and central p,ortions, as well as vegetables."
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TOM SMITH' S TROUB LES
-OR-

A GOOD BOY .W ITtl A BAD NAME
By DICK ELLISON
'(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER I.
HOW TOMMIE GOT HIS BAD NA.ME.

Tom Smith wag the only son of a poor widow of Arden.
He was about eighteen years of age at the time of the
opening of our story, and he and his mother's needle were
the only support she had. Whatever fault he may have
had, neglect of bis mother was not one of them. He was
warm-hearted, generous and good natured; yet, for all
that, he had the reputation of being an extremely . bad
boy; and how he obtained it no one in the little town ever
knew. It seemed to have grown upon him. Neighbors
frequently tried to find' out by investigating certain charges
that had been made against him, and each investigation
ended with commendation in~tead of censure; still it
seemed hard for the average citizen to give him credit for
ft:Dything good.
Did he steal ?
No.
Did be tell lies?
~o.
Did he go to church.
Yes.
Attend school regularly?
Yes; when necessity didn't compel him to work.
Was he afraid. to work?
Not a bit of it.
Did he have any friends ?
Lots of them.
Then what was his trouble?
That's what we are going to try to find out in this
story.
Did the· other boys like him?
Yes.
.
Did the girls like him.
Nearly all of them did.
Was he bright and sensible?
Yes, indeed !
A peculiar case, and one well worth investigation.
Was he a coward ?
Nobody ever accused him of being one.
Then how did he get his bad name?
That, too, wc are going to try to find out.
Tom was a '\\·ell-built, medium-sized boy, with an honest face, blue eyes,, chestnut hair, and seemed always to
be in a jolly bum.or. He was rated as one of the best

ball players in the town, was a fine sprinter, could wrestle
well, and had some little knowledge of the manly art. His
father died when he was about fourteen years of age,
leaving his mother a neat little cottage and a garden, his
son and a sewing machine.
·
Everybody in the place knew 'l'ommie, for he l:iad been
born there in that cottage.
W11en the funeral expenses were paid there was very
little money left iri the house. A few debts were owing
him, which the widow expected to collect, thus adding a
li,ttle more to her very meager resources.
She waited several months after the death of her ·husband, expecting every day that some of those who were in
his debt would settle with her.
Only one of them did. If was a small clebt of seven
dollars, and that was sent to her about three months after
the funeral, accompanied by a note o{ apology, saying it
had been forgotten., ancl thus overlooked.
The widow wrote him a polite note of thanks, ancl sent
it by Tommie, who delivered it, and politely added his
verbal t9anks to the contents of the note.
"See here, Tommie," the man ask~d, "there are some
other debts due your mother here, are there not?"
"Yes, sir, and she would be mighty glad if she could
get the money, for she needs it badly, tho-ugh she doesn't
owe a dollar in the world herself."
"Well, it's a shame," the gentleman remarked. "Doesn't
Mr. Brown owe her something?"
"Yes, sir; he owed father seventeen dollars."
That was every word Tommie said about Brown's debt,
and that would not have been mentioned had not the
gentleman himself spoken of it.
It was none of his business, but it turned out that there
was not much love existing between him and Mr. Brown,
Some time after that there was considerable gossip in
the little town about Mr. Brown's indebtedness to the
Widow Smith. Gossip hacl been busy about it, and one
day Mr. Brown met Tommie, stopped him, and said:
"See here, you young rascal, what do you mean by lying
so much about what I owe you,r mother?"
"Why, Mr. Brown," said Tommie, "I haven't said_anything about it."
·'Yes, you have, you young ,illain. "For two cents
I'd lay you across my knee and give you just what you desarve."
Tommie had forgotten all about what he said to Mr,

\
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Wilson when the latter had asked him if lVIr. Brown
did11 't owe his mother. He had never spoken of the mat-,
ter before or since, and the suppo,ition is tbat Wilson
himself had started the gossip going.
''Mr. Brown, I haven't said anything to anybody about
it," protested 'I'ommie.
"Yes, yon l1ave. You have been telli11g it all over the
town that I owe your mother ever so much money · and
won't pay a cent. You told more lies about it than there
are pennies in ·the amount I owe her."
.
Tommie was spunky, and he retorted:
"That's not so, Mr. Brown. I haven't told any lies.
If any have been told at all it is somebody else, not me,
and I'll face anybody in Arden who sa31s that I did."
"Hi, Tommie!" yelled a playmate o:f his neaTly fifty
yards away. "Catch the ball."
Tommie turned and saw what he thought was a ball
whizzing through the air towards him.
It was at the season of the year when all boys were
tossing balls.
He held up his hand to catch it, but instead of a ball
it proved to be an immense overripe tomato.
It smashed against his hands, broke in several pieces,
and half of it landed squarely on the right eye of :M:r.
Brown, and liberally decorated his immaculate shirt front.
It partially blinded the gentleman, and in his wrath
he blurted out words that were not only profane and
highly improper but altogether outside of the constitution.
11 hc next moment he seized Tom by the collar of his
coat, i;,hook him as a terrier would a rat, and gave him a
severe kick.
Then Tom got mad, and he Yerv promptly let :M:r.
Brown have the other half oJ' the tomato full in the face,
and follower!. it with a good -sizer!. stone, which hi.s experience at ball to:;sing had enahled hirn 1o throw straight.
A ragger1 edge oi 1t cut fl gash on his cheek bone, after
which 'I'om took to bis heels anrl ran home.
Of course he told his mother all' about it, ai,d she sat
dow11 aPrl criec1, feeling mncl1 hurt tlrnt OJ.1C who ought to
have been., kind to her fatherless child had treated him
brutally.
She .Sa\\· the brui:oe on his leg Y,l;C'?'e tlic l1cavy sboe hacl
shuck him.
Mother] ikc, she bcliel'ctl im pl icilly cYcry word he told
her.
"1'.fother . .Ta(;k Smith threw the tomato at rnC'.'' lie
said, "calling me to catch the ball. I thought it was a
ball till it landed in my hands. Jt smashed all to pieces
and Mr . Brown got some of it in his face and I got .some
of it in mine. He ggt mad, shook me as a dog would a
rat, and tl>cn kickC'd me. It hurt so I picked up the remainder of Lbe tomato, hit him in the face with it, an_d as
he cried to calch 1fie I threw a stone at him, and that
hii 11im in Lhe face, too . The1.1 he swore so I ran home."
"\Vell, you are not to blame, dear," she said. '~Yet yo,t
must go to him, apologi;:e, and tell him tlia.t yon ilicln't
throw foe torna'lo in his face, lrnt that it ~mashed 111 your
·
·
.]1a11ds as 1·ou Ulllghl it from .fad;:.''
"l\loLher, I'll do tha.t ii :you say so, !Jut, really, I dou,t
_wiw.t to do it. He'd kick me a.gain."

"Well, you must do it, dear, to let him and all of his
friends see that you are a little gentleman . He's an
elderly man, you know, a1Jd it's right for children to be
rcspectfol to their elders."
· "Mother, I was respectful to him, but he was very,
very angry when he first spoke to me . :First called me a
'little rascal.' Next he called me a 'young villain,' and I
never said a word to him except to deny that I hacl been
talking about the debt. It would have made your face
burn to hear how he did swear, ancl he a member of the
church, too."
"Well, I want eveTybocly to know that JOU went to him
and apologized; so you must do that the first thing tomo1Tow morniIJg."
The next morning, though, it was the talk all over
Arden that young Tommie Smith had smashed a rotten
tomato in Mr. Brown's face, then hit him with a stone,
which left an ugly scar, as well as a blue-black discolor~
tion, under the eye, and forthwith all the parents pronounced him a bad boy.

CHAPTER II.
"JO:N'ES, LOOK OUT FOR YOUR .EGGS."

'l'hat was the beginning of Tom Smith's re.p utation as
a bad boy . at Arden.

•Four years later he was eighteen years of age, and during that time had gone to school when he could t ake the
time from his work that helped support his mother.
Of course he had no time to learn a trade, but he made
a little moncv every week, delivering the village paper to
subscribers, as well as selling the New York papers when
thev reached the town late in the afternoon .
He ]milt up a regular route, and whatever the weather
might be he never failed to deliver the papers regularly
to liis patrons; but there were few men in the town who,
if any ono made inquiries as to what sort of a boy yo11I1g
Smith was, won]cl say other than "'He is a bad boy."
It be<'ame a stereotyped expression, but if asked as to
,rhat he bad done, the stone and the rotten tomato were
the basis of it. X obody ever thought of blaming Mr. ·
Brown, because he had told the story himself, and ' only
his side of it.
He never told how Tommie went to him the next day,
at the request of his mother, to make an explanation and
an apology, or how be threatened to break every bone in
his body if he didn't skip out in a hurry.
, There were mothers in the town who fo rbade their
children to play with him.
The Widow Smith heard of tbat, but she bore it in
silence and in tears. Nov.,, Tom didn't want any playmates. What spare time he had lrn studied, and when ha
had work to do he worke1 with tremendous energy.
One el'ening, a· little before sunset, as he was delivering
papers to his regular customers, he overtook lVIrs. Owens,
a Yery old laoy, carrying a heavy basket to her home, having just paid a visit to the grocer.
.(To be continued)_
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
RUSSIAN WOMAN PLANS TRIP ACROSS ARABIA.
Countess Molitor, of Russia, has drawn her plans for
the crossing of Arabia from west to east, including the
exploration of the Ruba el Khali Desert, a region of 600,000 square miles which no European has ever entered and
which is probably the most mysterious and inaccessible
region in the world. Whether it contains, as some believe,
remains of buried cities, or whether the whole is nothing
but arid sand, none can gay.
"I intend," she said, "to travel alone, so far as Europeans are concerned, for I believe this to be the safest
col1rse. I shall dress and live as an Arab. My plans have
been discussed with members of the Geographical Society,
who admit the immense interest attached to the desert but
make no secret of the dangerous character of the journey.
"One of the greatest perils will be the absence of water,
but I am arranging to travel in the spring, when my she
crunels will have a plentiful supply of milk. Basing my
rate of progress by camel at thirty miles daily, I should
with luck emerge at Muscat in May."

tion, and these women attempted to hide their baldness
"by the use of black paint or stain 'which merely looked
dirty."
Major Ashburn discovered a strange predilection of the
Chinese doctors for plasters and paste, and he declared
"it is a rare Chinaman who does not have a plaster stuck
on some part of his anatomy." Finally he discovered that
the practice of foot binding to reduce the size was carried on by the Chinese women to such an excess as sometimes to necessitate the amputation of the foot.

LOST MONEY RETURNS.
J obn Neary of Williamsburg left a pocketbook recently
in a pair of trouse"rs which had been taken to a cleaner's.
The pocketbook contained $1,450. Neary did not recollect
that he 'had failed to transfer the money when he transferred his trousers. so when he missed the pocketbook he
started a police search. While he was dejectedly awaiting
reports the doorbell rang and' the tailor _delivered the $1,450, which he had found but a moment before.
Not long ago a drummer left Cleveland £or Denver
and was horrified en route to discover that a bill fold in
'GIGANTIC SUNFISH.
which he had $700 was ·not in the pocket where it should
One of the most abnormal sunfish ever landed has just be. The drummer dashed off the train at Chicago and
been added to the collection of mounted specimens in the did a lot of telegrapring to the Cleveland police. Then
American Museum of Natural History, New York. It be thought he would accentuate his concern by going to
was caught off the coat. of Southern C_alifornia. D. H. Cleveland in person. He did so and spent two days there,
Barton, who towed it ashore, reported that he ''hooked it hoping for good luck reports. Just as be was about to
while angling." It measured more than 10 feet long and leave his hotel for the Chicago trn.in the clerk said:
"What's the matter, Mr. Rollins? You haven't looked
its vertical measurement with extended flippers was nearly
11 feet. There was no chance to weigh it, but a smaller ·yourscH since you came from Chicago. What's the matone previously caught ofl' Los Angeles turned the scales at ter ?" The drummer at the request of the police had kept
1,800 pDUnds, and one not much larger caught in Aus- mum about his loss. He thought he might as well tell of
it, now that the money was gone. And he did.
tralian wa.ters was reported as weighing 4,400 pounds.
"Too bad, too bad; indeed, I'm sorry," said the clerk.
'l'his specimen, like others of its , type, appears to be
nearly all head. It is disk-shaped, and the adaptations· And as the · drummer walked off with his grip he called:
forced upon it by time have practically eliminated its "Will you want this envelope this trip, Mr. RolJins? You
told me to hold it, you recall, until you came back from
spinal cord.
·
There are no data from which to judge the age of a sun- Denver."
The drummer pounced on the envelope. It was the
fish, but this one lived long enough to grow quite an assortment of wrinkles, composec1 of folds of skin whose sides $700. He had left it with the clerk for safety at a time
have joined together, leaving tbe inner surface of the skin when he did not know what the next few hours might
quite smooth. Bashford Dean classes the specimen as "a bring fo}th with a few boon companions.
It is on record that a satchel containing $14,000 was
record sunfish."
left on a seat in the Grand Central station for half a
clay. The police in the meantime were , scurrying all over
QUEER CHINESE CUSTOMS.
Mayor F. M. Ashburn of the Army Medical Corps has in search of it after the distracted woman who owned the
unearthed some strange things in China as a result of his satchel had reported her loss. And strange to say the last
studies of tropical diseases. He reports to the War De- time she could remember having the satchel was ful1y
partment that he found three giants each about eight ten hours before it was carelessly left on the seat.
A cleane),' knocked it to the floor inadvertently and 'his
feet high. Two of them were gate-keepers at a zoological
garden, one of tlicrn apparently normal except for his attention was centered OD it for some time afterward begreat size, while, rnys the Major, the other man had a cause he had heard a rattle as it dropped. After an hour
harsh, resonani, deep, bass voice, such as I had never heard had passec1 and no one had taken possession of it the
cleaner turned the satchel in to the parcel room. There it
before."
·
Many bald-headed women attracted the Major's atten- was :finally found. ·
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THE TliREE BLACI( BEARS
-OR-

IN THE BAD LANDS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
CHAPTER XXIII. (Continued).
An electric bell rang sharply.
The tower man pulled a lever, which threw open the red
light signal.
Professor Heathcote and the boys went tumblii;ig down
the tower stairs.
Five minutes later the Deadwood Express came thundering up to the station.
"What's the row, Jim?" shouted the conductor. "We
are half an hour late now. Don't tell me you are going
to hold us here."
"You'll stop till you hear what these people are going
to say, " the tower man called clown. "It's Pote Prindle
on the rampage again. 'l'hey are down at Loup, laying
for your train !"
CHAPTER XXIV. •
CONCLUSION.

"\reJJ, boys, we shall soon know whether you have told
the truth or not," remarked Detectire Sam Frazer, in the
expl'e:,s ear, coolly taking a seat 011 the treasure-chest. "If
it i,; all straight., Pote Prindle may count himself as good
as de rrcl. I have been expecting an attack from tha t scoun<lrel i.his long time, and T shall show him 110 mercy, you
may clepcncl !"
T he stop rnacl e at 11c'I:arish was a brief one.
'rhe eom1m·toi', a nervous Rcokhman, would not hea1· to
lwluiug U1e i. r:1in long e11onglt to gi Ye Joe time f.o go oYer
the whole story.
'!'he profes::;ors, ,'J ennic and i.he hovs were taken into
the express c:ar, al!<l ll'hik the train. moved on sJ01rly,
tlie story was told.
Sam Frazer ancl t!ie cxpre~s 1110~::;engl'I' s,~cmctl rather
indined to LlislJelieYe it.
'l'lte comludor took ju;;L the opposite view.
"0[ l:Oll l'~L' . it's true," he said; "ally Olle C·clil Sec i.Jtai
on the faec of lLe tli i11g. We wu11t to :-un the train right
throug h Loup. JlO n,-~::er how thl' ;;ig-nals arc, et."
:-iarn Prazer then sho\vcd liimsel f lo be jmt the sort of
fellow the tower lliau said he was.
"\\'e don"t want to do a11ything of the tiOl'~," he s11id;
"if the storv is lrue, whl', then, Poto Prindle iH there
waiting for ·u ·. 1·ve got bus i11ess ,rith that gentlemna.
aml <lo 1i't propose to miss tl1e cha1we.''
'l'he conductor aw1 the dctecti1·e then retired lo the
corner of tlie express c:ar aucl talked the matter over with
the express agent.
A locker was opened and rifles taken out aml examined.
The professors and J ennie were sent back in one of the
Pullmans.
0

Joe, Tommy and Ike were allow.ed to remain in the
express car.
'l'hey had their own rifles, and took their places with
the rest, behind a lot of boxes, which had been piled up
in such a way as to conceal a dozen men.
"This is business, Tommy," said. Joe.
"You bet it is," replied Tommy. "We are going to
land Pote Prindle this time. I'd like to put a bullet in
his heart."
"No," said Joe, "that won't do; remember our agreement and let's stick to it. To kill that scoundrel outright
would be too merciful. I want to see him lie in prison
for months, and then go to the gallows in the end."
Meanwhile, the train was moving on, slowly, and at
last drew near toup Station, where the signal was against
them, as expected.
'l'he engineer, acting under orders, came to a dead stop.
Them the truth of J oc's story was quickly shown.
Out from behind the station a dozen armed men jumped,
half as many more springing out from under the signal
tower and surrounding the engineer in the cab.
"All right, gentlemen," he replied, "I know my business.
I don't morn out of here till I get the word."
Pote Primlle himself, . with Oi1c-eye<l Coyote to back
him, ,ms Jowu by the express c-ar.·
Apparently, there was no intention of robbing the passcllgers. The energies of the outlaws were to be concentrated on the express rar.
Poi.c hiH,self began the attack by hammeri11g on the
door l':ith the Lmtt of his revo]Yer.
'!'he ag,mt immediately opened it.
ll..J looked 1·ery nervous, it must be admitted, for he was
not at all sme that J1c ,rou1d not be shot on sight. ·
Pote .Prindle am1 tlie Coyote insbrnlly eovcrecl him with
eoekcLl revd I ers.
'·IV(• want that clicst of yours, boss!" exclaimed Pote,
spri11ging into the ('ar. '' Hesist, aud yon're a goner! We
mean linsi11ess, we rlo '."
'·.'o d,i we, Pote Pi·indle !" cried a voice behind the
lJox.t .;. "}Iove a stc•p and you're as good as dead !"
1 t was Sam Frazer.
Joe, Ike and Tommy were with him,
~n \\'ere t11rce I>uJlman condut'lors, and four brakemen
and a Lloz(•u pa88l'ngers.
Th,• cldt>dirn went tlirongh the train, asking for help,
just bcforr they came into L oup, aml he got it.
s\.U through the cars armed men we::·e r<!acly, and as the
dete<.:ti,·e wl1istled, they jumped o,1t upon the outlaw band.
This was afterward.
T'ole I'rim1le, with a fierce imprecation, made a jump
to get out of the car.

I
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Instantly Joe :fired, aimmg for the fellow's hip, rmcl
Pote, wounded, sank to the floor.
"I lrnowed it!" he groaned. "It's you Joe Dillinger!
Well, boy, you have got your revenge."
*
*
*
*
*
*
So much for the hold-up that failed, and faf]ed through
the pluck and energy of the Three Black Bears.
The triumph of the train people was complete.
Almost all the outlaws were captured; a few managed to
gain their horses and so escaped.
For six month's Pote Prindle lingered in jail, and then
was hung at Grand Island, in the presence of a great
crowd, among whom were Ike, Tommy and Joe.
The One-eyed Coyote was executed with him.
The remainder of the gang who were captured went to
the Nebraska penitentiary, on long sentences.
The secret packing house was burned down and the
gang all broken up. Cattle stealing stopped on the borders
of the Bad Lands.
The three boys were well rewarded by the railroad company, who paid them a thousand dollars ~ach.
The large sum captured by Joe in the hut up among
the horned horses' ribs, was turned over to the sheriff, and
it finally went to the State, as there was no one to whom
it rightfully belonged; after some months, the boys got
each a thousand dollars out of this as a reward for their
share in breaking up the Pote Prindle gang.
Professors Heathcote and Downs immediately started
in to look up the horned horses.
They never saw them, however.
Before they got there a big storm arose and a huge
sand bill near the fossils was undermined, and, collapsing,
buried these wonderful objects so deeply that it is doubtful if they will ever see the light again.
Professor Heathcote went back to Washington to raise
funds to dig them out, so he said, but as he never came to
the Bad Lands again he probably failed in the attempt.
Joe still lives on the ranch, and is half owner of a 'fine
herd of cattle to-day.
Tommy is his partner. Ike took his money and went
East.
It is safe to say that Joe and Tommy are now the richest stock- raisers in Greeley County.
Up in the barn, three old bear skins still hang.
Joe always says he is going to have them made into
rugs, but somehow he never does it.
Probably he likes to look at them as they are, occasionally, and think of the day's of the THREE BLACK BE.A.RS.

[THE END.]
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1IAKIXG BIG GUNS.
Over lQO year ago guns were cast in solid iron OT a
combination of bronze ancl iron, and were always liable to
explode if overcharged, due not to any fault in the material, but chiefly to the fact tbat they were cooled from
the outside, and in con8cq11ence, when the gun was fired,
the inside or bore wou ltl expa ncl q11ickly, cracking the
wholt' pi~ce.
A later method was used, by which the inside was cooled
first and_, solidifying, was compressed and supported by
the ,contraction of the exterior when it wa cooled down.
Still later a system of building up guns was devised,
whereby each portion of the metal was made to bear a fair
share of the strain.
Nearly all big guns arc now made entirely of steel, by
the open-hearth process.
Months. are required to build up one of these guns,
whieh ate Luilt in sections, i. e., the liner or barrel, the
jackets which fit over the -liner, and the breech block,
which closes the opening through _which the projectile is
thrust.
The jackets add extra strength to the portion of the gun
in which the explosion takes place.
The composition of the metal varies little, the greatest
care being taken to produce a metal free from bubbles.
After the ingot is ca.st and cooled, it is removed to a
large furnace heated by gas or oil, securely bricked in
so tl1at very littte heat is lost, and subjected to a steady
flame; which gradually heats it to the center.
It is then taken to a press with a pressure of 10,000
tons, where from a great block it is by degrees reduced to
a long bar about 60 feet in length and 2 feet in diameter.
'rhis is done while the metal is hot.
From the press the forging, as it is now known, goes
to the wood annealing, where it is given a bath of fire
entirely of wood, and brought quickly to a high temperature. •
This temperature is held some time, after which the
\
forging cools slowly in air.
The forgirig next goes to the machine shop, where it is
placecl upon a lathe and receives its :first rought machining
over the ontside. It is then bored to the proper size on a
boring lathe. The boring is a matter of weeks, and the
boring bar, once started. requires little attention othe1·
than the changing of the cutters on the end; water running through the bar flushes out the chips and keeps the
.
cutters from heating.
a liner; 'it is reWhen bored, the forging is known
moved to the oil aJjlnealing shop, where it is stood upright
in a furnace anc1 made hot with oil flames. While bot, it
,is slowly lowered into a pit of oil ancl allowed to cool.
Absorbing the oil, the metal hecomes very tough, allowing it to expand but little when filled with the gases which
force the projectiles out. Back again to the machine shop,
it g-oes, where it is machined to the true size.
When the parts are ready they are carefully fitted together and bound with hoops of bronze or copper. The
breech of a gun is the most important pa.rt, for unless it
fits perfectly, the gases will leak, calliling back firing.
Nearly all gu.ns are rifled, to give greater accuracy in

as
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TIMELY TOPICS
City Engineer Abram Swan, Jr., of Trenton, N . .J., is
bl~q as _the r_esul~ of an accident he ~u:ffered recently.
After taking lns w1fe home from a theatrical performance,
Swan returned to the center of the city to superintend the
operation of a trolley track welding machine. There· was
a sha:fp flash of electricity, and Swan found after it that
he could not sec. He was taken home, and in the morning, after a night of intense pain, he could not open his
eyelids.
The ne-yr Prefect of Police, Celestin Hennion, who has
made numerous innovations in the police service, has decided to create a permanent commission to regulate the
affairs of domestic animiil8 in the capital. M. Hennion
himself will be president. Following the establishment
of the commission, official po1ice protection will be extended the animal inhabitants of Paris, involving the construction of special animal ambulances and hospitals and
any other measures to be decided upon. The commission
will draft a code of law to be nppliecl to animals.

I

Mexican, caught :five snakes and sacked them in' one minute anc1 eight s:conds. Isa~ore Rodrigues, Mexic~~' cau~~t
:five m two mmutes and six seconds. W. A. ( Snake )
King and his wife caught ten snakes in six minutes and
twenty-four seconds while working as a team. Against
them Odell Learn and "Rattlesnake Bill" were pitted.
They caught ten snakes in :five minutes and twenty seeonds.
Travelers by the Mnureta.nia and Lusitania are often
glad to find that the big ships carry stenographers who are
always ready during business hours to take dictation so
that merchants, bankers, lawyers and other busy people
may clear up a lot of work if necessary during the ocean
voyage. The seagoing stenographers, or typists as they
are called by the English, are usually ruddy-faced young
women who ,have followed the modern inclination to do
something. They have been found a helpful addition to
the ship's company and it is probably only a question of
time when all large liners will carry them. Those on the
Mauretania and Lusitania .receive a weekly salary a.nd
have an advantage over the shore stenographer in that the
line guarantees them in addition to salary a percentage of
their earnings over a certain amount. Miss Hale of the
Mametania holds the re0ord for earnings on a round voyage wifo a total o.f $75 on a recent trip. In some cases the
decision of a girl to go to sea has quickly led to matrimony. A former typist of the Mauretania married a cotton broker of Liverpool whom she met in a business way
aboard ship.
·

The· Austrian War Department offers $10,00-0 as a prize
to be awarded to the person who will, with adherence to
certain prescribed conditions, construct an elastic tire for
motor trucks. Besides the specific attributes of pure rubber, such as elasticity all(l adhesiveness, the new material
must possess essentially greater durability, or with equal
durability the attribute of essentially smalrer .cost of construction than the rubber tires, thereby reducing the expense of operating motor freight wagons. Its weight must
not exceed tbat or the pure rubber tire. Competitors
should ha.llcl in a mocl el of the fabric in natural or re'l'ed Meredith, the Olympic champion and world's recduced size, together with drawing and description, at latest
ord holder, declares that A. L. Jackson, the O:x;ford Uniby June 30th, 1914.
versitv track captain who won the classic mile at the last
Olympic games and who will run on the Oxford four-mile
Reuben Field, whose phenomenal powers as a rapid cal- relay team at the Pennsylvania relay carnival at Franklin
culator puzzled expert mathematicians, is clead of apo- Field, is the greatest of_present day runners. "Jackson ·
plexy at the Jackson County farm, Kansas City, Mo., has two running gears," says Meredith, "and it is his
where he had been ca.r_lld for since 1907. Re was 70 years ability to go from a swing into a sprint that wins for
old. Apparently without ambition, always dependent upon him. Jackson has a long, sweeping stride wh~n going
others, and.unable to read or write, he regaTded his mathe- the route. He pays absolutely less attention to his field
matical powers as a gift of God that would be talrnn from than any . nmner in the game to-day. He knows what he
him if he turned to worldly gain . He could instantly tell, can stand, anc1 always judges . his own pace rather than
for instan ce, how mauy revolutions a car wheel would follow a man-killing pa.ce and be burnt up at the end,
make 111 any di.stance given, or the· exact time of any hour When be gets ready for his sprint he starts. He may be
without ri:forence to a clock, sun or other outside agency. 200 yarcls from the tape and he may be half a mile, but
No explanation coltld ever be drawn from him as to how lie suddenly changes his style. He 'throws bis gear into
he worked his problems.
high' and qpe:us up everything. He jumps a sprint after
running three-quarters that would do credit to a quarter
The :first snake-catching contest kno'Yn in the world miler. His stride lengthens, his arms swing like piston
was pulled off at the mid-winter fair in Brownsville, Tex. rods as he bears down ·upqn the leaders. Jackson is so
Live rattlesnakes that were as wild as any on the plains goocl that he can defeat any man in the world if he is
or Mexico were used. '.rhe catchers were compelled to withm twenty yards of him at the last quarter. He ba.s
grasp tlle reptiles with their bare hands aud place them in the nerve, the heart and the legs, and he isn't afraid to
an empty flour aack and tile them up. Juan Domingues, run himself out."
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GOOD CURRJiJNr11 NEWS .A.UrrICLES
.John Gentle of Edmonton, N. W. T., triecl to chase
what he thought was a dog out of a chicken coop in his
backyard, and because the a.nimal resisted he is better off
by $7,000, as it proved to be the finest female specimen
of genuine black fox taken this year, according to fox experts. Forty minutes after captming it be was offered
$6,000, but is holding it for $7,000.

fficers with a German electrical :firm contracting for the
.Japanese navy are said to be in the possession of the attorney who prosec11ted Carl Richeter, the firm's stenographer, sentenced recently for blackmail. The original
letters are said to have been returned to the :6.nn. V.
Herrmann, the representative in Tokio of the firm, is
under detention by the authorities there on the . p~nal
. charge of destroying documents valuable to a cnmmal
Isuit. 'l'hf documents itre supposed to have implicated
Admiral Fuiii formerlv Naval Attache in Berlin; and
other officers, and in this connection a.n official inquiry is
' in progress in Japan.

I
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GlUNS ANU OHUCI{ LES
A :Michigan minister closed bis remarks at a funeral
by saying: "An opportunity will now be given to pass
around the bier." He meant all Tight.

"Yes, he's going to marry the girl who usecl to work for
him. Think of it !" "Well, what of it? Most men
marry a girl and let her work for him afterward."
"An English king was so fond of loin of beef that he
knighted it, calling it Sirloin." "J suppose if he'd been
forn1 of pig's foet he'd have referred to them as Surfeit."

As a result of a dream in which lie bit tne inside of his
right cheek, .Tohn Bunton, 55 years old, a retired fa~mer,
of Wichita, Kan., is seriously ill with blood poisoning and
may not recover. The entire right side of his face is
badly swollen and one eye is closed. Bunton dreamed
that he was lea.rning ,to chew tobacco, and in the gyrations
of his ja,vs caught tb.e inside of bis cheek between his
teeth and bit a small hole in it. He thought little of the
:njury at first.

:Mr. Hau skeep-H cre's the roast beef co?ked to death
again. Can't we ever have it rare? Mrs. HauskeepI'm afraid uot. 'l'hc policeman on this beat likes it well
done.
·

With both her hands ancl feet tied, ,Miss Claire Farry,
a :fifteen-year-ol<l "mermaid," of Portland, Ore., swam a
distance of 600 yards in seven minutes. 'l'he temperature
of the air was 49 and the water 43. The girl showed no
bad effects from the trying ordeal. Miss Farry made a
similar swim last summer. She took her :first swimming
lesson at the Y. W. 0. A.. under instruction of Miss Millie
Sehl0th, swimming instructor at the instit.ution, eighteen
months ago.

"Reuben, the popcorn costs three . cents and tl:)e peanuts onlv two. I wonder which I'd better choose." "Take
'em botl·,, if :you like, M'randy. When I'm to the circus
I don't care how free I spend my money."

Situated on an island ,in the Savannah River known as
Little Cuba becanse of its similarity to _the sbape of the
Cuba11 Republic was found one of the largest whisky distilleries ever destroyed by local revenue officers. When
officers approached the still in boats from the South Carolina side the operators jumped into launches and motored
to Georgia territory. Tbe island lies about 200 ,feet from
Anderson county and between 300 and 400 yards from
tbe Georgia sid.e. A large copper still with thirty-two
fermen lers and about 1,000 gallons of beer were destroyed.

Judge---Tbe prisoner claims that he tooted his horn before he ran over you. Complainant (much damaged)llfaybe he did, your honor; but what goo<l is that when :i
car is traveling fa~ter than sound? ·

"Can vou make a water color portrait of me?" asked
Colonel Boozer. "I can, colonel," replied the artist, "but
l'm afraid it would prove unsatisfactory. In order to
do you justice it will be necessary to use alcohol instead
or water .."

All these jokes about unpleasant mothers-in--law nre
nonsense. I've been married ten years, and I ne\7er h,ttl
a word or dispute with my mother-in-law or a _shadow
of hard. feeling." "That's rather a r ecord. She must
be an angel." "She is. She died when my wife was a
baby."

"I've a good mind to go and jump into the river," sa.id
N. Beck, at the end of ~ little domestic discussion, as he
picked up his hat and started out." "You come back
I here," said his wife. . "If you intend any such t::ick as
Photographic copies of the stolen secret documents re-; that, j11st march upstans and put on your old clot.hes belating to the alleged illicit dealings of Japanese naval of- fore you stai-t/'
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FATAL CABINET.

By Alexander Armstrong

Gagged, bound and wounded l That was the condition
in which Mr. Newal Niklas was discovered by his valet
and servants about one o'clock on a stormy morning.
He was a man in the prime of life, tall and musC'ular.
He 1lad formerly been known in Wall Street as a small
speculator, but had recently settled down to the enjoyment of an immense fortune, which had fallen to him by
the will of his deceased wife.
He lived in a palatial mansion in a highly aristocratic
neighborhbod.
The household consisted of himself, the son of his wife
by a previous marriage, a beautiful young gir-1 whom she
had adopted, the ordinary number of servants, and his
valet-J ules J abeau.
The circumstances of the assault were wrapped in mystery.
He seemed to have only a confused in1pression of what
had occurred.
He stated that he had been sitting at his desk, writing
and absorbed by the busi11ess in hand, when he had been
stunned by a violent blow dealt by some person behind.
While partially insensible he had been bound and
gagged by a large silk handkerchief being tied about his
face and head. .
The stinging sensation of some sharp instrument gashing his flesh had restored him to consciousness.
He had instantly exerted l1is muscular power to free
himself from the handkerchief, which fortunately had not
been very tightly knotted.
The unexpected movement had interfered with the hand
holding the weapon, and he hacl succeeded in shouting
loudly for help.
At the shout his assailant had dropped the weapon and
fled.
'l'he noise of the struggle had aroused his valet, who had
hurried to his assistance.
It was the -vu.let, Jules Jabeau, who sent for me.
J abeau was a Frenchman, slight of frame, brisk and
agile, and extremely foppish of dress. Ile had sallow
features, eyes ljke yellow beads, a fringe of jet-black hair
about a glossy bald crown, and a huge goatee as black as
ink. Altogether there was something foxy und repell,mt in
the aspect of the fellow
I accompanied him back to the palatial mansion.
Mr. Niklas had been conveyed to his bed-chamber, and
a physician summoned.
'rhe medical man bad cl.eclared that the wound was superfh.: ial-a mere scratd1 ; that the patient was suffering
from high excitement, Rnd would probably have quite recornred in a few days.
The room where the assault had taken place hau. been
' 1,•ft entirely um1isturbe,J.
This had been clone at the request of the wot111d eLl man.
He wished me i.o have as favorable a chance as possible tp
secure any clue whic..:h hts unknown assailaut might hav:e
left behind .
.J abeau ushered me to the room.
It was a large square apartment on the parlor floo r, and
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my first glance showed me that somebody had tampered
with the fastenings of a window opening upon a strip of
grassy yard in the rear.
It -zould seem that the assailant might have escaped by
that way; but as the fastenings were broken from the inside, he must have effected an· entrance by some other
.
~
method of procedure.
I made a mental note of the fa ct, and turned my attention to the room itself.
The first object that met my gaze was t he silk handkerchief lying on the floor beside the desk.
It was a cheap affair, coarse of texture, checked in gray
ai1d gold.
It was marked with the initials W. A. in neatly em•
broidered characters.
"Ah, zat handkerchief I I am vary zaTtain now of what
I thought was so," exclaimed tfie French valet, thrusting
his :foxy visage into mine as I slipped the article into my
'
pocket.
"What are you so certain about? If you know anything,
'
speak!'
"Ze young gentleman, Wt}l Ansley, he not always have
·
good feelings for ze stepfather."
· "Why should Mr. Niklas' stepson have bad feelings
toward him ?"
"Ze young man not love him because ze leetle lady, ze
mother, leave all ze money to ze stepfather, ~nd to ze son
,
nothing at all."
Just then from the corner of the room I pi.eked up the
weapon which the assailant had presumably dropped.
It was a slender-bladed dagger of peculiar an.cl very
ancient make. The handle was of silver and curiously engra1·ed. The blade was of finest steel, polished bright as a
mirror; anc). not the least perceptible stain of any kind
marred its burnished length.
.J abean ehucl.dered as if in horror, and uttered another
expressive ejaculation.
"Zar is ze proof-ze dagger, ze handJcerchief; zay belong
to ze young man!. I say we put him in ze prison, straight
at once I"
But at the instant I had pocketed a bit of proof which
the Frenchman's foxy eyes had not espied.
It was a pearl-handled ink eraser, sharp as a razor, and ,
the needle-like point was smeared .with a stain.
"Where is this young man-Will Ansley?" I inquired·.
As I spoke I happened to look up, and saw standing just
beyond the door the beautiful young girl whom I knew to
be the adopted daughter of the late Mrs. N ewal N iklas.
She made a quick, timid gesture, of which I did not.quite
catch the meaning.
Noting my look, Jabeau turned.
As he did so the girl glided swiftly away.
"Ah, ze poor leetle sweet lady! She not right here, "
said he, tapping his bald head significantly.
The. re,mlt of my investigations that morning was the .
prompt effort of Mr. Niklas in securing his stepson's arrest.
There was no help for it. He admitted the dagger and
handkerchief were bis, and Jules Jabeau was ready to
testify as to his frequent and bitter denunciations of the
stepfather who had stepped into a property he believed
rightfully his own .
I must admit I felt sorry for the young fellow as the
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officers placed the handcuffs upon his wrists and. led him
away to prison.
'
He was not more than twenty-three years old, anc1 unless the damaging evidence against · him was refuted, he
would be doomed to pend ten at lea'.5t of the best years of
. his life in captivity.
I had left the house, and had just turned into a street a
block below, when the beautiful young girl I knew to be
the adopted daughter-Mamie Mallarde-suddenly stepped
beside me.
"I knew you would come this way; I was waiting for
you," she said in considerable excitement. "Oh, pow could
you, a detective, always so keen and shrewd, let \Vill
Ansley go to 'prison? How could you help seeing lie js
innocent ?'J
"Under the circumstances his arrest could not be prevented while his stepfather insisted upon it. And if he is
i~nocent how do you a.ccount for his being discovered on
several occasions skulking at dead of night in a room where
he had no business whatever?"
. Mamie began to cry and wring her hancls.
"There has been a wicked. wrong done Will. He was
searching for a key which has -been lost since his mother
died. 'l'he key, unlocks a little cabinet where he thinks he
will find papers to give him back his property. He has told
no one but me about the cabinets; he has been afraid it
would get in his f!tepfather's hands, and then he could
neve1· get back his fortune."
"Where is this cabinet?"
"It is in the gallery with the marble floor which Will's
mother bad fitted up with objects of antique art. It
doesn't look like a cabinet mea1;1-t to keep valuable papers
in; even Mr. Niklas doesn't know about its contents."
The result of my conversation with the beautiful :Mamie
was that I returned to the Niklas mansion late that-eYening.
During the interval, however, I had made certain investigations which convinced me that I hacl undertaken
nothing which was not warranted in the cause of justice.
I stationed a trusty officer within sight of my signal, or
the sound of my call, as the case might require.
And then I presented myself at a rarely-used entrauce,
as I had previously arranged with Miss Mamie.
By dint of caution the beautiful girl managed to admit
me, unseen and unheard,· to the antique gallery,
As I glanced at the cabinet I could scarcely restrain an
exclamation of satisfaction.
I had inspected its exact duplicate some years before in
a certain art store, and it was precisely what, I pad suppo_aed it to be from Mamie's description.
I pressed a certain point of a car,ed projection, and instantly that portion of tlie canring turned downward, revealing a tiny cavity.
In the cavity lay a small silver key of peculiar workman-

ship.
Not a; word had been spoken between us, but the girl
trembled from head to foot as she dropped on one knee,
unlocked the cabinet, and drew forth several documents.
Breathlessly slie opened them, one by one, and glanced
over them with her quick young eyes.
"Hei:e is Mrs. Niklaa' _will/' ~he :£8.ll~ .at laa~(~~F~~~-

ten but a few months before her death. William is named
as her sole a\1d exclusive heir."
At that instant we were both startled by the noiRe of
hurrying feet and angry tones.
"It is Xiklas and that fiend Jabeau. They suspect
something. All is lost!" she gasped, as she thrust the
paper back in the cabinet, closed'it, and covered her pale
fo.ce with her trembling hands.
A.s the door knob turned. I extinguished the small wax
candle we had used as a matter of precaution.
Then I steppec1 behind the tapestry curtaining a window
which overlooked the spot where I had stationed my officer.
.As I did so, Newal Niklas stroJ.e into the darkened gallery, holding a :flaring night-lamp high above his head.
There was terror as well as angry astoni,shment on his
countenance as he saw the startled girl kneeling before the
fatal cabinet.
,Jules Jabeau was close behind with his expressiYe shrug
and foxy grimace.
"What does this mean, Mamie? · What are you doing
here, prying through my objects of art?" Niklas demanded.
I beard steps along the corridor; my officer had already
gained admittance.
·
I stepped from behind the tapestry and confronted the
two arch conspirators-as they were shortly proved to be.
"It means, N ewa.l Nik las, that you are now under arrest
for tlie forgery of a will, by which you a.re holding unlawful possession of Will Ansley's estate," I said, as I stepped
up to him.
M:v appearance seemed to stupefy him. I had him securely handcuffed before he fairly realized what was happening.
, Meanwhile my officer had walked into the gallery and
collared the Frenchman.
And then, with an assurance of protection to the frighter eel Mamie, and with the important documents safe in
my possession, we marched our captives to prison.
'I'hey were tried shortly afterward, convicted and are
now serving out long sentences.
' ,
rrhe story of the assault had all been a plot of Niklas to
rid himself of his stepson.
'I'he dagger had been one of the antique art curiosities oi
the gallery, and had been given to Will by liis mother.
Niklas had placed it, and also Will's handkerchief, 'in
hi.s room.
He had. bound himself and ga.gged himself after he had
inflicted the scratch on his neck with the ink eraser which
I l1ad found beside his desk.
'I'hen he had aroused the house with his shouts for assislance.
With his stepson in pri on and Mamie Mallarde in an
i.11.. ane asylum, he hoped to enjoy unmolested the pTOperty
be harl got hold of by the clever forgery of the will.
Jules Jabeau, the valet, was his accomplice, if not the
actual instigator of the trickery and crime.
Of course Will Ansley was promptly released, and soon
afterward took possession of his immense inheritance. The
beautiful Mamie is now his wife
But the case might have ended less agreeably for Will
aud Mamie, only for 'the fatal cabinet-as it really was t o
the ~~h consJ?_!-1,·ato~'..
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NEWS OF THE DAY
The John D .. \rchbold, the largest oil tanker e,er built,
wa8 launched at Newport Xell'~, Va., ,January 28. Mr.
Archbold, who is president of the Standard Oil Company,
and his guests came on a special train. Mrs. l\L 111. Van
Buren, of New York, Ur. Archbold's daughter, named
the ship. The Arch bold will rarr_)' 67,1500 barrels of oil.

Northern Railway Company. 'l'he excaYation of Swiss t unnels has been done in less time, but generally the rock
encountere d was not so hard as that at Mt. Royal. The
present inside measureme nts of the tunnel are 8x12 feet.
When the work is completed it will be enlarged to 22x30
feet to :i.ccommodate two tracks.

A lawsuit of loHg f-tanding was ~ettled when lightning
A curiow magic wand has been developed in France.
struck and destroyed a large tree in front of Miss Mar- Ii is worked by the action of a concealed
magnet, so that
garet Jnnis·s home near Frankfort, Ky. Road builders a mouse or other small animal appears
to run up a.nd dpwn

wanted to cut it down years ago, hut Miss I nnis got an
injunction. Hundred. of dollars had been spent in litigation. but !he r·onrts h:1t1 ne\'er been able to decide the
case. ·

For a width of 1,200 feet the Ambrose channel, New
York harbor, has a depth of forty feet ai mean low water
for over three and one-half miles of its length, an cl it
has the same depth :for a width of 1,800 to 1,900 feet over
·ts other three ancl one-half mile8 of length. The rest of
iie full width or 2,000 feet is from thirty-five to forty fee!
cep.
Dreiding he liarln't long to live ancl wanting to get
quare with the world, Martin Padden traveled all the way
'rom X cw Orleans to Carbondale , Pa., to pay for two
nonths' board and a paper of tobacco, clebts he had owed
·or tl,irt r-nine years. The debts were settled with Marin Flynn, a ~011 of the man lo wliom Padden owed the
1<.mcy. ln hi~ younger day Pa<lclen was a sailor.

the wand in a mysterious way. The wand is a square tube
of light wood covered with silk, and the animal is of celluloid and has a small piece of iron on the bottom. Inside
the rod is a small lead weight on an endless cord, and
when the wand is turned up, the weight falls gradually and
draws along a small magnet, also fixed on the cord and
just below the surface. When the rod is inclined, the rat
thus climbs up to the top, and this can be repeated as
often as one may wish.
The national subscriptio n for the French aeri al war
fleet amounts to $1,270,000, according to announcem ent
made by ,'enator Ileymond, president of the National Aviation Committee , at a fete at the Sorhonne recently, presided over b:v M. Po incarr, Pm,idcnt of the Republic.
'fhe lists are now clo ell, and the iund, Senator Reymond
added, would enable the committee to present to the army
21 iJ aer,iplane,;. pay for the traini11g or seventy-fi.,,e expert
p1lob and erect seventy aeroplane ,-l1Nh nt ports of call.
It is intended lo cstahlisl1 n complete system of military
air }JOrts thrornrhou t ihe country. 'O that military aeroplalle pilots will he alJle to acquire au intimate knowledge
of en•ry pnrt of Frn.n1·c without eYcr being out of reach of
shelter and 11,.,e<lfol i;upplic,,.

Mctul poisoni•1g . frnm handling copper coins was the
·urio, eame of c1entli rceentl_v assigned at West Ham,
,;ngland . .'I'hc t1,>1:ra~cc1, .. ge twcmy-sev en, had been emJloye<l to l'Ol le<·l coin~ from prnny-in-tl tc-slot gas meters,
nd 11 i~ phniician tc~t i fipc] that the coins were often green
Eight men are :ill the barrirr that the Ullitcd States
l'ith
rdigris, hit·h rcn1ainc<l on the collector'~ hand·
has impo~ed OYCJ' the 190 miles bebveen San Diego and
ml wns ah,,orbeJ il1ro11gli hi~ habit of curling his musYuma. :\riz .. on the California border of li'.lexico, to the
ac:!w with hi~ fingr•r.
smuggling of nrms and munitions or war. The recent
orrlcr thal PrC',idcnt \\'ilson rnadc to lift the embargo
Tl•r P;iirnm a uinal ,Yill he defcnclcd on tl,e Pacific , 1tle on arms and iwnni t the rr>lwls to rccriYe them
from
'!:tins! ;lit-\c·k 1,y the largeA gun in the world. 'l'he new the LTnitcd :-4tatc~ C'auscd not the slightc·t ripple of
exrrapon hn.s a sixtecn-ine h bore. 11 i.s now at Sandy Tiook citement in that f:Lreteh of the border. It is reported that
roving grom1tl awaiting trnn,port:1 tion to ihe canal. It flagrant Yiolntion~ of the tll'utrnlit_Y law,- are openly and
vill he mounted on a rnoclern d i~appeariug carriage on daily bei11 committecl in the 1c1 ritorY ~uppo~rcl to be
un6
nc uf th,· ~J:iall i-:lar.cls off the Pncific enhance to the der patrol. ( )f t lH' cigh t rnrn -C 11rlc , ·am ha;: placecl there
rntrrway. .\ 11e1Y t·i.uriRg,' pcrrnilting gun elevation of to foil tlw n'i;cls iu tlirir attetnpt~ lo gri arm, thro ugh
,(, degree:- ha, bl'e,1 sm•r·e.,:"fu Ily tested. Heretofore an ha1e been doing office work. lt i~ t:om1non knowledge
lerntion or but +,> clrgrcc~ was obtained, anc'l aeroplanes on the t~o!·dcr that most of I lie supp! ies ha,c come
rnre prartir·nlly 011t or range.
through thi, strctc:h of territor~· l'rm11 Los .\ngeles as the
lieadqnai't,'r,-. ~rnuggler~ ll'orki11g ou t of 8an Diego find
On lJt•(·e1nhcr lOlh, l!l 1:3, aflcr fifteen montlni of tun- 1w diftic•tdl _\' in putting to11 on ion ol' arm~ an<l ammunie-ling 1hrough :l 1-10 miles of rock, the railroad tunnel t ion across the borLlcr nl this point. Los Angeles is said
iH<lcr :1Il. l:oYal, :'lfolltrcal, was completed.
'l'his es- to be the shipping poilll for morr thau lialf of the arms
abli-;lics ,t n•(·i,!'d for 1unnel hni lcling through such ma- and ammunitio n that go into hlexie;o through the
big
e1ial in A rneri <·a. 'l'he work was done by the Canadian hole.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
l'.:l-OAT -GOBBLES $10 BILL.
It appears from a Washington chronicle that a real goat
was the 'fgoat." A Detroit woman drew a $10 bill out of
a bank to pay for a new bat, and in the street a gust of
ii·ind snatched the bill from her hand. A small boy was
driving a nUJiny-goat to a cart, and as the bill fluttered
under Nanny's nose she was unable to resist and gobbled
it. 'rhe woman accused the boy of stealing the money
and a policeman got there just in time to see Nanny
swallowing the remains. The boy had to allow Nanny to
be slaughtered to prove his innocence.
The masticated fragments of the bill were sent to the
Treas,nry Department, which issued a new bill.
t

DENTISTRY IN CHINA . .
Unlike American and European dentists, the native dentist in China uses no instruments for drawing teeth, but
does all his tooth -drawing with his thumb and forefinger,
and it is said that he has become so skilled that he can extract lia1f a dozen teeth in as many minutes, in this manner. His :fingers are not removed from the patient's
1noulh during the operation.
A long course of training is necessary before the Chinese Jemist is allowed to experiment upon a human being. He begins his training by drawing out with his
fingers pegs which have been pressed into soft wood, and
then, b_y ·going through a long series· of tasks which become. more and more difficult, he at last becomes so expert that he can draw out hard pegs that have been driven
i.nto an oak plank with a mallet.

NEW DUCK FOR 'rENTS.
Local selling agents for mills manufacturing heavy cotton dutk are not at all pleased with the specifications containec1 in the latest request of the Government for bids
on tentings for the use of the army. These bids, which
will be opened in Philadelphia on February 28, ask among
other things that the manufacturers submit samples of
goods made up .from Sea Island and Egyptian cotton, as
well as from the ordinary American fibre. From all accounts these specifications contained requests for Sea Island
and Egyptian cotton stock for the first time.
'l'he Government's idea in asking for these samples was
evidently to find the bes,t possible fabric with which to
house the American soldier in the :field. Much douht was
expressed, however, as to ,\lhether the Government would
gain anything by its request. The contention was advanced here that. the present fabrics used by the Government were about the best that could be had, and it was
pointed out that tents of American cottou were put out of
service much more quickly by mildew and dirt than by the
holes torn in them. This, it was contended, was more a
matter of chemical actipn in the dyeing process tha.n. of

any defect in weaving or tensile strength. In fact, under
the present system of tests, it was said that it was practically impossible for a mill to get a defective fabric past
the inspectors.
While there seemed to be an inclination to make up the
samples as requested by the Government, the selling agents
in question were firm in thei:z: views that nothing would
come of it. It was asserted that the higher cost of Sea
Island and Egyptian cotton would necessarily make the
Government pay more for its duck, and that the goods
rejected by the l!'ederal Inspectors would be marketable
only at a sharp loss to the producers. Hitherto, the Government ha.s ordered a kind of duck that, when found defective, could be disposed of commercially without serious
emba.rrassment to the mills.

LONG SERVICE IN MINES.
Abandonment last month by the Lehigh Valley Coal
Company of the Henry Shaft at Plains, where Assistant
Mine Foreman A. J. O'Malle,y had worked continuously
ever since the mine was opened in 1861, and the death the
previous month of John Bellis, who had beeµ a mine
worker for sixty-six years, has started speculation as to
the average length of service of the anthracite mine workers.
Investigation has developed some interesting facts, according to Tbe Coal and Coke Operator. There are now
twenty-four different nationalities represented in the
anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania, and the fact that
a large proportion of the immigrant laborers, who number tens of thousands, come over here and work for five
or ten years tends to bring down th e average. 'l'hef.e men
have found the wages ample to enable them to save enough
money in that length of time to support themselves in
comparative leisure at home. During their sojourn here
they save every possible penny, a custom which has given
rise to much· agitation in the minds of social workers,
who fail to Tealizc that the objects of their pity have large
cleposit':l in savings banks and retire to comparative opulence in their native lands. 'l'hese thrirt:v workers spread
the news in their native la.11C1s about wliat they have been
able to do in America and find many imitators, thus serving to keep the anthracite fields constantly supplied ,vitb
immigrant labor.
There are·men 1who have been in the employ of the coal
companies for forty to fifty years, and a large number who
have been in the mines from ten to thirty years.
"If all of our men had been with us for ten years or
more;' said an opemtor, "or if we could educate them as 1
fast a, they arc employed, we should never have any labor'
trouble. Experience teaches a man that an em1)loyer who
meets a pa)'roll, which is admitted to be liberal, regularl_v,
twenty-six fortnights in the year, is not so universal that ·
he should be lightly abandoned or defied or his economic ·
activities unnecessarily hampered.
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t~~i:',!.":o~o:I'i~t:~';r,;. -~- r.. C.L.ilK1' .t ov., o

,:r1.

Poa:::

t:J1J1. J~~.ri~;.!j'~~-•

SNAKES IN THE GRASS
Som e t h ing entlrel7
n ew, coneis tJ n g ot 1tx

~a~~~~Y

ftarll le(J"..atfug

co~~:, e1i}~ er;~ I

j
~J~~tt1~:t~~~i1~~- t! j
height.
Upon ligh tJni;- one of theco cones
8

a. Hh of July exblbl·
tlon of firework s. Spark s ny in every dl r ect lon. a n d o.s t he cone burns clown it throws
out a ud Is surrounded with what ar,,pear111 to
be gr?.ss; at the same ttnte a. large snake
un coil s himself !rom the burning cone a n d
Jaz.11•." stretch~s out ln the arrass, which a t
last ·burns to nehes but t h e en.ake r emains as
a. curiosity unharn1ed . They are not at all
dangerous ~nd can be cet of! in the parlor
It ))laced on some metal s urface that will not
bu:·n
An or t.llnary dust pan answers t h e purpm;o nicely. 'Price of the six cones, pa.eked in
iu:.wd ust, fn a stronl:' woode n box, only l 0o.,
S boxe1 t or 25c., 1 d oz en b oxes 7 jc., eon t b7
as.II poetpald,
\ H1Ll-l' :oiO\'.ELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., M. Y .

ELF.CTRJO P llSil DlJTTON.- Th e base ta 1n a.dl!' of
mn::>le, a.nd 1.ho center p toce
o r blacl: w tnu t, t h e whole
thlnC' abou., l ¼ lnche• In
dlr..meter, w ith a metal
hook oa t h e 1'a~k •o that
It may be allppbd over edge
ot the ves t pocket. Er.;><:5-!!I
t o view your Ne-:v E\"}ctrlo
Bell, v1hen your friend will
push tllo button e x pectlns to hear II r:ng.
% 11 soon n.s h e tou ches i t, you wil l sco :iiomo of
th e ll vo llest dan cing you ever ,ytt n ess"?d, T h e
El ectric Button IB hcavlly charged and w ill
•Ive & t:mart sh ock when the button 111 p ushed.
Prlco l Oa., by me.II, pootpnld,
WO~~.. ]\~\,)•,l/1\: ('l.l., ::'l \\. 2Vth St .. '!Ii . Y .
IDNDOO Fl,OWER-POT TR! CK
With t h is rr!ck you cr.n ln ake a p u1.nt
1
r.:rnw right up 1n a n ow<.~t·- pol, ~etor•
, , tha eyes oC you r o. utiknc~ An cr cll1Hu1
empty ~u.rthen II. o w ei--p<Jt la h a n d ed I'>
£ ; ·i;; the apoctntors t or exa1ni n at1v n .
A
~ / 1 ha ndlt~rchl'3:1' ts the n p lacod ov1t, It, a nd
.,
· you reipe.u t .C\ 1e ;v ma :;ic w ord.s, o.nd

~I
~.,,A

ti
wave y<Ju, wan d ove r It.
~ ha r dkorchte! l~ re moved

\.V he n

t here
be u.utlh:l plan t, tapparer.tl y tn
bloom . In t he po t. Full d lrcctl o n1
each ou tfl t.
P rice, H1 c4:511u •Y
~
,o,tpatd.
,;,I. V, 04LL1GA.li, U8 W, Htb lit., Ji,

th e
11'

1'

fu ll
wlth
01.&Jl.

'¥,

ILIQUID PISTOL

TIIE JIIA.ONETIO TOP.

"*°P

A h a.nd•ome metal, WW
Qe 'W'I••
hl ~hly macnetlzecl toy, •••• dos (or - )
A horseshoe a.nd a. spiral • .,, pe..-maaeAC 1,.1 - ·
1117
wire
furnished
with
.PertootlJ aato too..,.,.,. wtthoatd&lllflr
1
each top, When spun ot leaka.gti, li'lre1 and reo1> :
6 181 J>J
1
n ext to the wire•, they Pll~lr tho trl11Q'er. l,et.4a !ro
&nJ Liq Id N
ma.ke th e most surprls- tant1<1Jes requll'od. 0-rer au: a11~is In one ~ o .
In&" movementl.
You AJl 4ealei:,, orbym&U. 60c,. Plato! w1'b rnbber 001'•
,
c a.n ma.ke wires of dl!- 11'114 hol•fer. 56c,, S.olneu 1epar1.te, 1eo, leaC
{l ~en~ 0~ap::cu'lfo.~
•oau ordu. No poeta,:e atampa or oolna r.aoeptM,
j
fec te. Price, lie., post• NUll. STE.HNI & CO.. ffl OE0ft81A AYE., IUIILYI, .. l
paid .
H , F . L ANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
THE JUMPING FBOG.
Thia little novelty orea.tel
a wor,ld of lau ghter.
T HE SP R INGER.
Ita
chlef attractiveness la tha.t
it te.k ea a !ew seconda 'be·
D on' t m iss th is brand new noT-\
!ore leaping high tn the air,
.
ao that when set, v ery lnnoe l ty.
It ls a little llgu re made
cen tJy al ong aide or an unsuspecting per1on,
in various ehapes, perched on a
he la oud den ly otartled by the wonderful
spring a nd pedes t al . Y ou puah activity o! this frog. Price, lllc. each by ma.11
;,ootpa.ld,
down t h e spring, s et lt where y ou
H. Jl'. LANO, 11115 Centre S$., B 'klyn, N. Y,
please, a n d In a fe w m om ents It
leaps up l nto th e a.Jr, scaring the
J ll 111 'l" 'IN (J OAR».-.-:
pre tty little trick, ea.ay te
cat, and s ending every on e in the
per!orm. Elrect : A selectr oon1 into convu lsio ns ot lau ghed card returned to tho
1
d eck jump• high Into the
t er.
atr at the performer's com•
mand. Pack ls held In one
Price, 10c . each b y matl , p ost hand. Price o! a.ppara.tua.
wlth enough card• to pet•
C. lll::HB, r:~d·w. 62d St., New York City.
!orm the trick, 10c.

I

!1~

I

I

MANY TOOL KEY RING.
T h e wonder o! the age. The grea.teat am a ll t ool In the world, In thla
Uttle instrumen t you have fn combfna.~
tlon seven use! u l t ools embractnc Key
sia.'.'fcine1;,ip~:.1:.
·~".
Cli pper , Letter Opener and Scr ew
Dr!ver. lt l• n ot a toy, but a u oeful
ar ti c le , mad• of cutl ery s teel, tempered and h!ghly n ickeled. Therefo re
will carry an edge the l!lame a e a ny
piece o! cu tlery. A• a use!ul tool, noth ing
h a• aver been offered t o th e public to equal It.
l'rlca, llie,. malled, poatpald .
' WOU'Ji' NOVJI:I.'£'¥ CO,, It W, Htla It,, N. Y.
'

. :~ai:, cr.~i:i~:.

cg;:

lll, V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 116th !It., N. Y.

GIANT SAV,
PUZZLE.
Thi• puzzle contalu
twenty-one pieces of
r~ed t~~:lyap!~•h::i •
p u t them to;;ether
a am e aa lllustratecl.
Everybody would like
t o try It, aa It Is very
~:w.nat~~~tpafd:lce~
each.
H. 11, LA.NO, UJJI C,e11tre 8t., B'k11'JI, N. Y.

IIAPPY HOOLIGAN
JOKER.

~

-

With thl• joker In the
lapel of your coat, you can
make & dead. shot every
time. Complete with rubb er ball and tubing. Price,
150. by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W . 62d St.,
New. York City.

SLICK TRICK PENCJL,
This one Is a hummer! It Ill
to a.II appearances an ordlna.ry,
llut expensive lead penol!, with
nickel trimmings. If your friend
wants your pencil tor & moment,
When he athand It to him.
tempts to wrJte with It, the end
Instantly turns up, and he cannot
write a. stroke.
Price, lOc., postpaJcL
H.F. LA.NG,
1816 Centre St., B'klYll, N. Y,

TBICX PUZZLE PUBBE.
The' ftrat attempt usually ma.de
to open ft, 1• to preaa down the
little knob In the center or the
purae, when a am all needle run•
out and stabs them In the linger, but does not open tt. You
can open It before their eyes and otllt they
will be una.ble to open It.
Price, 2/io. each by mall, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyu, N. Y.
CACllOO

com.,• lrom..

on

.!IN.KEZING POWDER.
The greate1t tun-m&lter ot
them all. A •mall amount
et th!• pcnro!er, when blown
cause
wtll
tn a room,
everyone to aneeze without
anyone knowlna- where It
It 11 very Ur.ht, will llo"t In the

t:nr~:i~d ft8f:t~!~~e~ii;-Yh::iil~
!~d 'i!r::;n:t
Cacboo la put up In bottlea, &ad one

le.._
bottle eontaln• enoqh to b• ueecl from 10 to
1' tlmu. Prloe, bT mail, 10c. each; 8 tor 130.

WOLFF NOVELTY 00., U W. 26tlt Bt., N. Y,

POCKET WHISJt-BBOOJll

THE JOKER'S CIGAB.
The biggest oell of the ae&•
aon. A real clear ma.de of
tobacco, but secreted In the
center of cigar a.bout one-half
Inch from end 11 a. fountain
Th• moment
ot apark!et,.
• ~tfr~-:,_:e~~he;p!~i~ f~~nt;~~
bunt forth In every direction,
to the aaton!&hment of the 1moker. The lire
la sta.ce !Ir&, a,nd will not burn the skin or
c,lothlnr;. After th& !\reworks the victim ca..n

\

11 no toy, but a real
whl•k-broom, ~½ Inches htirh. It
11 made of imported .JapaneH
brlotleo, neatly put tor.ether, and
ca.n eully be carrle<l In the ve1t
pocket, ready for UM &t any mo•
ment, tor bat• or, olothlins, ett..
Price 10 cent• oacb, by ma.II,
pHtp&ld,
Thia

0, BEHR. 150 W, 62d Bt~ N. Y,

.r.ontlnue amoklns the cigar to the end. Price,
lOc.; S for 250; 1 dozen, 900., malled, po,tpal<I,
C. BETIR, 150 W . 62d St., New York City.

DEVJLJNE'S wmsTLE.

Nickel plated
1
It
poll•hed;
duce• & ne&r-pJ:1
ti
•o,d;
Ing

!~fi~i s1z~~uat~41

12c. by mall.
•
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St.,

.Just out. and one of
moat taaclnatlng puzzles
the market. 'l.'he ,tunt Iii
1epa.rat& the antler, and
join them. It looks ea.ay,
try It and you will admit (
It Is without exception the l
puzzle you have ever seen. You can't le
It atone. Ma.de of silve ted metal.
Price, 12c.; S f or 30c., sent by mail, postpf
H, F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'ldyn, N.

TUE AUTOPHONE.
.A. 1mall mualcal I
ment that produeH
,nveet mualcal notoa
placlni; It between the
wl th the tongue over
edge, and blowing ce
Into the Instrument.
note• produced are
unlike th ose ot the
&nd !lute. We 1end
printed I n I t r u ct I
whereby anyone can
anythlnc they can hum. whistle or aln&',
very little practice. Price, 10c.; . S for
malled, poatpa.!d,
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York

l

THE MAGIC DAGGER.

- -------- ------DRlJH,
LETTEB
SUBPBISE -

-

Stunc!

I

That wu one on

you! The Joke? You aend&
friend a. letter. He opena It,
a.nd that releuea the drum.
Instantly the 1heet o! note
PtPer ber;ina to bans and
thump turlou,.y, with a. r!pptnr;, tea.ring sound. Guar•
ant&&d to ma.ke a man with, Iron nerves atmoat jump out of his akin. You ca.n ca.tch
the sharpes t wlsenh&!mer with th!a one. Don't
Price, 6c. ea.ch IIY ma.IL
11Dl1s r;ettlnr; a. few.
H. F. LA.,..._Q, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

.A. wonderful !llu
To all appearance,

#tt ~hi~~

around

;~~ln:a'K
tn

to&J

you.r

and auddenty 1tate that you think you
lived long enough and .hnd better co
ou!ctde, a.t the same time plunclng the da
up to tho hilt Into your breast or side, or
can preter d to stab a friend · or &cqu alnt
Of cour•e your friend or youraelt a.re no
jured In tl e -l&aat, but the deception Is pe
and will startle all who 1ee It.
Price, lOc., or 3 tor 25c. by mall, po,
(l, BEHR, 150 'V. 82d St., New York

Look!

A CRAND
PREMIUM

One of these fine watches

Look!

FREE to anyone sending us

One-I year's subscription at • •
Two-6 months' subscriptions at
Four-3 D!,onths' subscriptions at •

$2.50
1.25 each
0.65 each

For either of the following: "Moving Picture
Stories,'' "Happy Days," "Wild West Weekly," "Fame
and Fortune' Weekly," "The Liberty Boys of '76," "Se-cret Sernce," "Work and Wm," or "Pluck and Luck."

'

',,,,,~',,
Face

'-,,,,,

There ia only oue condition-eend tis the money and
we will send you the watch, and any one of the above
pablieatiOIDI for the period ,ubecribed for.

Premium ',

Back

Description ·o f the Watch

Coupon_',,,,,,

:j

THE ELK BEAD PUZZLE.

It is American-made, open race, etem wind and set, and will run trom 30 to 36 hours
',,,_ with one winding. Tile movement Is the same size as an expensive railroad timepiece,
,
This coupon when
',,, absolutely accurate, and each one ls guaranteed. The cases are made in Gold Plate,
properly filled out
Polished Nickel, Gun-metal with Gllt center and plain Gun-metal.
,
and forwarded with
The design on the back ca.s_e Is a fancy engraved 1:icroll.
',,,,,_
subscription price en,
titles the holder to Pre',,, Send In Your Subscriptions Now to
mtum me:ittoned.

Date ..•.......•. - ',,,

Kame .................... -."··· ',,
',
Address •.•.•...•••... , .•• _ ••", , .- • _ ',

.

01ty •.•••••..... State ....•••. , .•••.••• ',,,

\

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y. City

LATEST ISSUES
167 Young Wild West Surrounded by Gold; or, A Treuuro Worth a
Million.
568 Young Wild West Baffling Death; or Arletta and the Chasm.
1169 Young Wild West and the Reckless Regulars; or, SaTlnc a Com.
pany ot Cavalry.
670 Young Wild West "Busting a Show; or, .Arletta and the Actress.
171 Young Wild West and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching a Cratty
Cattleman.
1172 Young Wild West at Six-Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
178 Young Wild West trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta an\1 the Secret
Passage.
IH Youl).g Wild West Locating a Lodet or, The Orpham of Bowle
Bar.
IT5 Youns Wild West's GoTernment Contract: or, Arletta and the Pony
Express.
576 Young Wild West's Big Round-Up ; or. The Champion Roper of the
B. B. Ranch.
Young Wild West's Twelve Shots; or, Arletta and the Raiders.
8 Yoif°'b!~~~ West and the Golden Image ; or. Lured to the Valley
tT9 Young Wild West Balking a Raid ; or, Arletta'& Leap for LlbP.rty ·
l80 Young Wild West Hnntlng In the Sierras; or, Arletta and the
Cinnamon Bear.
Al Young Wild West and Spider Bill: or, The Man With the Iron
Grip.
112 Young Wild West Saving the Block Honse ; or. Arletta and the
Allies' Attack.
188 Yo~~!d WJl?is~Vest and the Redskin Traitor; or. Tb,t S\23'.l! In the

fi7

1184 Young Wild West Holding a Herd: or, .Arletta'a Fiery Rae
686 Young Wild West and the Ten Cowpunchers; or, Best!.

Bad Bunch.

686 Young Wild We11t Caught In a Cavern; or, Arletta's Shi

.
the Dark.
687 Young Wild West Dividing the Gold; or, Settling a Claim
pute.
588 Young Wild West After the Trail Thieves; or, Arletta'• R

.

u~

or, The
Hunter's Secret.
Young Wild West Racing a Flood; or, Arletta Shooting
·
Rapids.
Young Wild West and "Pinto Peter"; or, The l<'lght at B,
born Ranch.
Young Wild West Escaplng Death; or, Arlettas Fifty
·
Race.
Young Wild West Lost on the Desert; or, The Luck a \
•
Storm Brought.
Young Wild West and the Broken Gun; or, Arletta'11 Quick •
Young Wild West Fighting the Cowboys; or, The Doom of
"Hurrah' " Outftt.
Young Wild West and the Death Olp; or, Arletta Baffling
Smelter Fiends.

589 Young Wild West and the Pawnee Paleface;

590
691
692

598
591
595
596

l'or sale by all newsdealers, or wiU be sent to any address on receipt of price, 15 cents per copy, in ~oney or postage stamps,

168' West 23d St., New Yo

,

. .

:r:B.ANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY 1JACK NUM1JERJ'
et our weeklies and cannot procure them from ne sdealers, they can be obtained from t)Jls office direct. Write out J
All In your Order and send It to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will ,send them to you by return mi
l'OSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
r

168 West 23d St., New Y .

l'RANX TOUSEY, .Publishe:.,

~l

~ ~o!!

~ E ~ : < ; h ~ u ~ c : ! of • ~ I ~ ~ B ~ - S h o w ~ m ? ~ o
MAKE~
~:~.:;,e:. arµi,,11i~ • 1n:i~f~it:~.numbera. By A. '
gtr;t:.r ~~o~i\~~;i· eiCOME A PHUTOGISANo. 74. HOW TO WRITE l,ETTERS Cf
PHER.-Conta.l1>lnJ uoe!ul ln!ormallon ,...
RECTl,Y.-Contalnlng full lnatructlon1 ·
al10
sardlng the Cam~ra ahd how to wo rk It;
wrlttng letter, on almo1t any au
how to mak e ~ otographic Magic Lantern
rule1 for i>unctuaUpn and compoa
Slide• an l::1 <J.th"er T ranaparencieL Handaomely
apeclmen letterL
·
llJuetrated.
No. 711, , HOW TO BECOME A C
No. 62. B !'\l' 1H BECOME A WEST POINT
HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
No. 4'J.
-Contalnl~I!' tricks with Doml
MILITA.RY ~ DF;T.- Explaln1 bow to gain
IVE A HORSE,-A com plete trea tise on
C u pa and Balla, Hata, etc. Embra
admittance, COur•e or Study, Examtnatlona,
hor1e. Deec rJbJng the m os t uaefuJ horse•
alx fllustratJone. By A. Ant1ereon.
Duttea, Staff ot Offl cera, Poat Guard, Po li1
bualneu, the best horses for the road; also
No. 76. HOW TO TELL t'OR
Regulallona, Fire D6partment. and all a bo ~
Y&luabte recipe,, for diseases p&cullar to the
THE HAND.-Contalnlng rulea
ahoul d know to be a cadet. By Lu Senarena.
11,orse.
fo r tune, by the aid of llnea of th
No. 63. HOW TO BECOlllE A NAVAL
HOW TO B UILD AND SAIL
No. 411.
the iecret of palmlstt"T, Al10 th
CADET.-Complete Instru ction• of how to
(JANOE8.-A handy book tor boya. containing
tellllig future events by ahl of m
gain admission to the AnnapoUa Naval Aca4·
tu.11 dtrecttona tor conetru ctln g canoe, and the
:;~;ra,:.~· DO FORT
•c~::
d~!~~lpct~~~1~~nggrtohuendc;u~'::d o~ 0
lj~~\r~f;'d.lar manner of aailing them. Fully
WITH OARDS.-Conlalnlng dece
hlatorlcal •ketch.. and eve rything a boy ahould
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glv lng rules
~r~~~:ta~a.. pertorme~ by leadtns co
t o ~ecr ~ i.: .~a i ~ ~~ r In tbe Uni ted Statea
for conducting debates , outlines for d e bate.a.
8
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE Bl, A
No. 6 4_ HOW TO MAKE ELECTRJCA.L
eue1tlono for dlecussl on . and the be st oo urcea
Contalnln1t a oomplete deacrtptlon
M.ACKIN E 8.-Contalntng rull dlrectto na tor
for procurtns info rm ation o n the queaUon•
terlea of Ma.sic and Slet&bt-of-Han
making e{ec~rtcal rn.a chtnea. Induction coJta,
Sfven.
with many wonderru t~experlmen
d y n a m os , &l\d many novel toy1 to be worked
No. 119. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
lllu1trated '
Andenon
by e le ctri city. BY R. A. R. Bennett. Fully 11·
.A.NIMALS.-A valuabl e book, giving lna t rucNo. 79 HOW TO BECO~fE AN ACTOR.
luat r a ted .
ttona In collecting. preparing, m ounting and
Containing complete 1n,•ructton1 how to m
No. ·65. .MULDOON'8 JOKES.- The moet
i,reaervlng bird•. animals and . lneecta. ·
up for v&rloue charactera on the atage;
original Joke book ever pu b llahed. and It 11
BOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 111.
gether with fhe dutlelo ot the Stage Manaa;,
It contain• a
brimful ot wit and humor.
(lARD!I.-Contalnlng e xplanations or the g en1
0
0 kifJ'ol':o",; , jrt:·..,.~~fu.zUu::'u":
Pr~r;p~r· ~\~~ \,Ni~t~A~g. ~'oi"<'ErtyB(roi'tl
~~~~e or ¥:~:~':.':,e
alelgh t -of-hand appll cable
,ral prlnclple1 ot
Contalntnc the latea.t Joke•. anecdote• a
te ca rd trfcka ; 01 caTd tricks wt t b 0rd tnary m o rfst, and practtc al Jok ~ r- of the day.
runny atorle1 of thl• world-renowned Germ
No. 66. HOW TO llO'°l' UZZLES.-Contaln1~~~1 ...~~~ !?e1~::-:~o~- ~ ~e~ ~~',;t~::n.:1,~ :~
Sixty-tour pace• ; handaome o
comedian.
fng over th !"ee hundN:8 ln t erestln& puzzle• and
19Peclally prepared cards. Il lus t r ate d.
ored cover contalnln& a bait-tone photo
conundrums, wlth ,... key to aame. A complete
No. '5!. HOW TO PLAY CA.RDS.-Glvlng
t he o.uthor.
book. Fullr llluotrated.
No. 81. HOW TO MEll~fF,RJZE.--Cont&
BOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
No. 67,
he rule1 and full dtrectlon1 for playing
fng the moat approTed method• ot me•mer111t
TRJCKS ..-Contatntng a lar ge collection o f Inu c hre., Cribbage, Ca1tno, Forty -five, R oun ce,
alao how to cure aJI ktnd• or dtseaaes ...
atructi ve and highly amuatng electrical trtcka.
edro Sancho, Draw Poker. Auction Pit c h , All
antmal ma.«netlam, or magnetic hea.llnc ... r-together with Illustrations. By A. And e rso n.
oura, and many other popular camea of
Pro!. Leo Huf.o K.och. A.C.S.. author of Ii
No 68 HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TlU C KS.
•rd1.
~
to Hypnotize, etc.
-Containing over one hundred hl .-h ly a m ua No. Ill, BOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
HOW TO DO P~~IISTRY.
No. 8!
Ing an d lnatructlve trick• with che m lcalo. By
wonderful little. book. telllng you how to
talntng- the moat approved ffleth od• ot re
A. Ande rson. Handiomely lll~etrated.
write to your sweetheart, your rather, mother,
Ing th, llneo on the ho.nd . together with ,l~
No. 69 . HOW TO 'DO SLEIGHT-OF-HA.ND.
lrlater. brother. employer ; and, In fa ct. every.
Aleo expl
explanation of thetr meanln&.
--Contatntng over fttty of tbe lateat and beat
hody and anybody you wtsh to write to.
Ing phrenology. and the key for telllns ch
trlcka uaed by maglclan1. Al10 containing the
No. M, HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
Bi,
o.cter by the bump• on the hfiad
oecret or oecond alght. Fully lllu1trat.,d.
l'ETS.-Glvlng complete Information aa to the
Fplly llluotrated.
Hu~o Koc h . A.C.S.
No. 70, HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.~anner and method ot ralolng. keeping. tamJ-.o. 8S HOW TO K\ PNOTIZll:.-Contal~
lag. breeding. and managing all kind• or peu ; Con tain ing fµIJ dlrectlon1 for m a k ing MagJo
Yaluable and lnatructive tnturmation reir
T oya an& ge:vt.cea ot many kinds. Fully tllUa·
al•o glvtnc tul 1 lnstructlons for makln,r cagea.
Ing the aclence of h7pnotlan,. A: lao exp I
etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight llluo- trs.ted
Ina the moot approved method• which
HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
No. · 71.
.
batlona.
employed by the leading hypnott,ta of
TRl<'KS.~(1on1a1nlng complete lnatructlono ror
, No. 1111. HOW TO OOLLECT STAMPS AND
~,
world. By Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S.
performing over alxty Mechanical Trlcka.
C,OINS.--Contalnlng valuable Info r m ation reNu. 84. HOW TO BECOMlll AN 'AVTH
.
lllustrated
Fully
d
11 tt
th
di
I
-Containing Information regarding choice
HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
No, 72.
and. coi~._ec H°:nd:-Onmelyarr~~!t~:ted~f
man.ne
the
ou. b.1 ecte. the uee of word• and
WITH CARDS.- Embraclns all o! the lateat
HOW TO BECOlllE AN EN
Ill
N
1
a~~tu::'b~!" \!:fo':-m~~~~-c~\ 0
and moot deceptive card trlck1, With lllu18Dl';i;ER•.:....Contalnlng full lnotructlona how t;
neatneaa. 1esfbtUly and ceneral compo•ltlo
traUona.
come a locomotive engineer; also dlrectfona
manuacnpt. '
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUH•
r bulldlnc a model locomotive; together
hr ale by all newsdealera. or wll.t be aent to au7 a)ldreu on re°'l!e1pt otprlce, 10 ct1. per copy, or a tor 2:i eta.• In money or ,IO&tage atampa.
!'!!C!!!i;.;tlc~;o<;~~tl~~ct~~ ,:,'!.~n~ls~ f ri~!
9ether with full Instruction• for making Electrio Toya, Batterlea, etc. By George Trebel,
ContainJng over fltty UluatraA,. M:., M. D.
Uon1.
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